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INTRODUCTION
This publication is a summary of the NASA Research and Technology Program for
FY 1970. It is a compilation of the "Summary" portions of each of the RTOPs
(Research and Technology Objective and Plan) used for management review and control
of research currently in progress throughout NASA, except for the Office of Space
Science and Applications."' The RTOP Summary is designed to facilitate communication
and coordination among concerned technical personnel in government, in industry, and
in universities, and we believe this publication of summary information will be of broad
assistance in the technology transfer process.
Cognizant technical monitors are indicated on the RTOP summaries. Although personal
exchanges of a professional nature are encouraged, your consideration is requested in
avoiding excessive contacts which might be disruptive to on-going research and
development.
Any comments or suggestions you may have to help us evaluate or improve the
effectiveness of the RTOP Summary would be appreciated. These should be forwarded
to.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Office of Advanced Research and Technology
Program and Resource Division (RMO)
Washington, D.C. 20546
ORAN W. NICKS
Acting Associate Administrator for
.Advanced Research and Technology
*The NASA OSSA (Office of Space Science and Applications) research and technology activities
are not presented here for FY 1970, but will be in the FY 71 edition.
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RTOP NO., 120-05-01 TITLE: NUCLEAR FLIGHT SAFETY RESEARCH AND
ANALYSIS
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 GOODWINr G.	 TEL. 415-961-2265
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS RTOP ARE: (1) TO CONDUCT RESEARCH THAT
WILL PERMIT ACCURATE AND AUTHORITATIVE PREDICTIONS OF REENTRY
CONDITIONS FOR NUCLEAR SPACE POWER SYSTEMSr (2) TO CONDUCT RESEARCH
LEADING TO THE ULTIMATE DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR SPACE POWER SYSTEM
INTACT REENTRY AND GROUND IMPACT VEHICLES, AND (3) TO PARTICIPATE IN
AND PROVIDE SUPPORT FOR THE JOINT DOD/AEC/NASA NUCLEAR FLIGHT SAFETY
REVIEW AND EVALUATIONS. TIME--TO-MELT AND HEATING RATE EXPERIMENTS
WILL BE PERFORMED ON THERMALLY SCALED MODELS AT APPROPRIATE' ARC JET
TEST CONDITIONS„ CANDIDATE CONFIGURATIONS WILL BE TESTED IN SHOCK
TUNNELS AND WIND TUNNELS. RESULTS WILL BE APPLICABLE TO RADIOISOTOPE
AND FISSION REACTOR POWER SYSTEMS THAT ARE CANDIDATES FOR MANNED AND
UNMANNED SPACE OPERATIONS.
RTOP N0. 120-26--11 TITLE: MERCURY ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT ION THRUSTER
R/T
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 RICHLEYr E. A.	 TEL. 216-433-4207
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE BROAD OBJECTIVE OF THE WORK DESCRIBED HEREIN IS TO PROVIDE
THE BASIC RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS NECESSARY TO ENSURE
ORDERLY AND MEANINGFUL ADVANCES IN THE STATE-OF-THE-ART OF
ELECTROSTATIC THRUSTERS. THE OVERALL PROGRAM IS DIRECTED AT
OBTAINING A MORE THOROUGH UNDERSTANDING OF THE BASIC PHYSICAL
PROCESSES OCCURRING IN ELECTROSTATIC THRUSTERS BY CONDUCTING
PERTINENT EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTIC STUDIES; APPLYING THE KNOWLEDGE
GAINED TO THE DESIGN, FABRICATION AND TESTING OF NEW THRUSTER
COMPONENTS; INTEGRATION PROMISING NEW COMPONENTS INTO THRUSTERS SIZED
FOR WIDEST POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS; EVALUATING THRUSTER PERFORMANCE AND
LIFE, AND, FURTHER DEVELOPING PARTICULAR THRUSTERS INTO POTENTIAL
FLIGHT-TYPE UNITS. IN ADDITION, STUDIES AND INVESTIGATIONS INTO
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION PROBLEMS ARE CONDUCTED TO THE EXTENT NECESSARY TO
CLEARLY DEFINE THRUSTER INTERFACE PROBLEM AREAS. SPECIFIC PRQGRAMS
ARE AIMED AT PROVIDING; LOW VOLTAGE MERCURY BOMBARDMENT THRUSTERS
SIZED FOR POSSIBLE APPLICATION FOR PRIMARY ELECTRIC PROPULSION AND
FOR ATTITUDE CONTROL AND STATION 'KEEPING.
RTOP NO. 120-26,12 TITLE: ADVANCED ELECTRIC THRUSTER RESEARCH
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR.	 SEIKELr G. R.	 TEL. 216-r433-4000
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
OBJECTIVE: TO STUDY ADVANCED ELECTRIC THRUSTERS THAT SHOW
PROMISE FOR SPACE MISSIONS.. INVESTIGATIONS ARE AIMED AT
UNDERSTANDING THE PHYSICS OF THE PROCESSES IN THE THRUSTERSr
ACHIEVING EFFICIENT PERFORMANCEr AND DELINEATING MEATS FOR OBTAINING
LONG LIFE r LIGHT WEIGHT, AND RELTABLE THRUSTER SYSTEMS. APPROACH:
1
ANALYTICAL STUDIES AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES WHICH INCLUDE EXTENSIVE
DIAGNOSTICS AS WELL AS THRUST AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY MEASUREMENTS,
LIFETIME AND SYSTEM COMPONENT PROBLEMS WILL ALSO BE INVESTIGATED.
ADVANCED ELECTRIC THRUSTERS FOR BOTH HIGH AND LOW POWER WILL BE
INVESTIGATED.
RTOP NO. 120-2613 TITLE: RESISTOJET SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY FOR FANNED
SPACE STATION REACTION CONTROL
ORGANIZATION: LANGL EY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR;	 NELSON, C. H.	 TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO PROVIDE A BACKGROUND OF
INFORMATION FROM WHICH A FLIGHT-QUALIFIEDy ELECTRO--THERMAL
(RESISTOJET) SYSTEM CAN BE DESICNELr AND TO CARRY THE RESISTOJET
TECHNOLOGY TO THE POINT OF PREQUALIFYING A PROTOTYPE THRUSTER FOR
SPACE USE. THE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT WILL INCLUDE; DESIGNING
ELECTRO--THERMAL THRUSTERS FOR USE WITH BIOWASTE AND LIGHT PROPELLANT
GASES, VERIFICATION OF POTENTIAL THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE AND
STRUCTURAL DESIGN CONSIDERATION TO WITHSTAND LAUNCH AND SPACE
CONDITIONS. IN ADDITION F FUTURE PROGRAMS WILL INCLUDE ENVIRONMENTAL
AND FUNCTIONAL QUALIFICATION AUXILIARY SYSTEMS SUCH AS VALVESr POWER
CONDITIONING EQUIPMENTy ETC. SINCE SIGNIFICANT  ADVANTAGES MAY RESULT
FROM THE USE OF BIOWA :STE GASES AND SINCE THE DESATURATION OF THE
CONTROL MOMENT GYROS (CMG) IS ONE OF THE PRIME POTENTIAL USES OF THE
RESISTOJET SYSTEM, THE RESISTOJET DEVELOPMENT WILL BE CLOSELY
COORDINATED WITH LANGLEY $ S EFFORTS IN LIFE SUPPORT AND CMG. THE
.MAJOR PART OF THIS EFFORT WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH A SERIES OF
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CONTRACTSy HOWEVER f SOME IN-HOUSE TESTING IS
PLANTNED, THE ANTICIPATED RESULT OF THIS PROGRAM IS THE DEMONSTRATION
OF A LIGHTWEIGHTy HIGH-PERFORMANCE AND RELIABLE THRUSTER SYSTEM FOR
SPACE-STATION ORBIT KEEPING AND CMG DESATURATUON.
RTOP NO. 120--25-14 TITLE:'ADVANCED PLASMA THRUSTER RESEARCH
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BROOKS, G. W.
	 TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE MPD ARC STANDS OUT AS THE MOST PROMISING ELECTROMAGNETIC
TYPE THRUSTER WITH POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES OVER THE ION ENGINE„
ALTHOUGH CONTINUING RESEARCH HAS LEAD TO A FAIR UNDERSTANDING OF THE
DEVICEg RESEARCH ALONG SEVERAL LINES IS NEEDED IN ORDER TO PRONE ITS
POTENTIAL AND TO.INCREASE ITS EFFICIENCY. RESEARCH ON THE MPD ARC BY
SEVERAL GROUPS INDICATES THAT HIGH EFFICIENCY MAY BE ATTAINABLE FOR
CONTINUOUS (STEADY) OPERATION ATHIGH POWERS. IT:HAS ALSO BEEN
INDICATED THAT THE ADVANTAGES OF HIGH POWER uPuRATION COULD BE USED
FOR MEDIUM .AVERAGE POWER BY REPETITIVE PULSING OF LONG (MILLISECS)
PULSES WITH HIGH--POWER QUASI--STEADY OPERATIONR RESEARCH WILL BE
CARRIED OUT„ BOTH IN-HOUSE AND UNDER CO NTRACTy TOWARD DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF MPD ARCS FOR CONTINUOUS OPERATION AT HIGH POWERS AND
REPETITIVE„ LONG (MILLISECS). PULSING FOR MEDIUM AVERAGE POWERS. IN
ALL EXPERIMENTS ON THE MAGNET ,OP g ASM ADYNAMIC ARCr EFFECTS OF THE TEST	 5
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ENVIRONMENT ON THE ?LASMA FLOW ARE PRESENT TO VARYING DEGREES.
119DIVIDUAL INVESTIGATORS DEAL WITH THESE EFFECTS IN DIFFERENT WAYSr
AS EACH CONCENTRATES IN ONE OR A FEW AREAS OF STUDY., CONTRACT AND
IN-HOUSE RESEARCH WILL CONTINUE CONCENTRATED EFFORT TO IDENTIFY THOSE
TEST •-ENVIRONMENT SOURCES OF PRIMARY INFLUENCE ON THE UET PLUME IN THE
TEST TANK AND SEEK TO ELIMINATE AS MANY AS POSSIBLE SO AS TO APPROACH
SPACE-•LIKE CQNDITIUNS,.----
RTOP NO. 120-26-16 "TITLE: ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
FOR UNMANNED PLANETARY/INTERPLANETARY
SPACECRAFT
ORGANIZATION: JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
MONITOR:	 BRIGLIO, A., JR.	 TEL. 213-^-354--6137
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS ACTIVITY IS THE PREPARATION OF THE
TECHNOLOGY OF SOLAR POWERED, ELECTRIC PROPULSION FOR UNMANNED
INTERPLANETARY MISSIONS. IT IS BROKEN INTO THREE MAJOR AREAS,
MISSION AND TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS, PROPULSION SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT, AND SPACECRAFT/PROPULSION SYSTEM INTERACTIONS. THE
OBJECTIVES OF THE MISSION AND TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS EFFORT ARE TO
PROVIDE AN EFFICIENT AND VERSATILE TRAJECTORY PERFORMANCE
COMPUTATIONAL CAPABILITY AND TO CARRY OUT PARAMETRIC STUDIES OF THE
TRAJECTORY-PRELATED PROPERTIES OF SPECIFIED ADVANCED PROPULSION
MISSIONS. AN INTEGRATED SET OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR SYSTEMS
ANALYSIS AND MISSION PERFORMANCE STUDIES OF SOLAR-POWERED
ELECTRICALLY PROPELLED SPACE VEHICLES WILL BE DEVELOPED AND
EXERCISED. THE LOW-THRUST MISSION ANALYSIS SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT IS
CONTINUING. THE PROGRAMS WILL BE EXERCISED ON SPECIFIC MISSION
APPLICATIONS TO PROVE THEIR APPLICABILITY, AND THE D]^VELOPED
TECHNOLOGIES WILL BE APPLIED TO PRELIMINARY MISSION STUDIES. THE
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE OF THE PROPULSION SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
EFFORT IS THE DEMONSTRATION BY FY 1971 OF A COMPLETE BREADBOARD
PROPULSION SYSTEM INCORPORATING ALL FUNCTIONAL AND PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS OF A MISSION SPACECRAFT SYSTEM. THIS INCLUDES CLOSED
LOOP,VARIABLE POWER THRUSTER OPERATION; CLOSED LOOP THREE AXIS
ATTITUDE CONTROL; AND AUTOMATIC FAILURE DETECTION AND CORRECTION.
RTOP NO. 120-26--19 TITLE: INTEGRATED EC/LS--RESISTOJET SYSTEM TECH:
DEVELOPMENT & DEMONSTRATION
ORGANIZATION; LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 NELSON,' C. H.	 TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
STUDIES CONCERNING THE USE OF RESISTOJETS FOR SPACE STATION CNG
DESATURATION AND ORBIT KEEPING HAVE SHOWN THAT THIS APPROACH OFFERS
CONSIDERABLE PROMISE., THE OPERATION OF THE RESISTOJETS USING GASES
RESIDUAL TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS COULD
RESULT IN CONSIDERABLE SAVINGS IN PROPELLANT RESUPPLY WEIGHT.
WUBREAS THE TECHNOLOGY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT of THE RESISTOJET
THRUSTERS IS PROCEEDING WELL UNDER A SEPARATE PROGRAM„ ESSENTIALLY NO
WORK HAS BEEN DIRECTED TOWARD THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPLETE SYSTEM
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REQUIRED TO UTILIZE BIOWASTE GASES-0 THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS PROGRAM IS
TO INCORPORATE THE ONGOING BIOWASTE RESISTOJET TECHNOLOGY INTO AN
INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/'LIFE SUPPORT —RESISTOJET— CMG SYSTEM
DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM. IN THIS PROGRAM RESISTOJETS WOULD BE OPERATED
USING GASES RESIDUAL TO A SABA.TIER TYPE OXYGEN REGENERATION SYSTEM ON
A DUTY CYCLE DICTATED BY CMG DESATU'RATION AND DRAG MAKEUP
REQUIREMENTS FROM A HYPOTHETICAL SPACE STATION IN A PARTICULAR ORBIT
AND ORIENTATION. SUBSEQUENTLYr THE MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF THE
THRUSTER SYSTEM WOULD BE INTEGRATED INTO THE CMG COMPUTER PROGRAM TO
VERIFY THAT DELIVERED PERFORMANCE, RESPONSE,, AND SYSTEM RELIAZILITY
WERE ADEQUATE TO MEET THE DESATURATION AND ORBIT KEEPING
REQUIREMENTS. TO ACCOMPLISH THE SYSTEM DEMONSTRA.TIONr THE MAJOR
PREPARATORY EFFORT INVOLVES THE SYSTEM TO COLLECT, CONDITION AND FEED
THE BIOWASTE GASES TO THE RESISTOJET THRUSTERS., HOWEVER, BEFORE THIS
EFFORT CAN BE INITIATED d QUESTIONS REGARDING PROBABLE DUTY CYCLES„
DEGREE OF SIMULATION, TYPE OF TEST FACILITY, ETC., MUST BE ANSWERED.
RTOP NO. 120-27-10 TITLE: NUCLEAR BRAYTON POWER SYSTEM
ORGANIZATION+ LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 PACKS, D. R.	 TEL„ 216-433-6368
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE BRAYTON POWER SYSTEM. PROGRAM IS TO PROVIDE HIGHLY RELIABLE,
LONG — LIFE SPACE POWER SYSTEMS WITH ELECTRICAL POWER OUTPUT OF A FEW
KILOWATTS TO A FEW HUNDRED KILOWATTS DEPENDING ON THE HEAT SOURCE AND
MISSION REQUIREMENTS. TYPICAL MISSIONS FOR THESE ENGINES WOULD
INCLUDE MANNED SPACE STATIONSw MANNED LUNAR MISSIONS AND UNMANNED
MISSIONS REQUIRING.POWER LEVELS ABOVE A FEW KILOWATTS. THE BRAYTON
ENGINE PROGRAM AT LERC IS A. COMBINED IN — HOUSE/CONTRACTOR EFFORT WHERE
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE SYSTEM DESIGNr COMPONENT SPECIFICATION-Sr SOME
COMPONENT DESIGN,.ENGINE ASSEMBLY AND TESTING IS ASSIGNED IN—HJUSE',
AND WHERE CONTRACTORS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR MOST DETAILED COMPONENT
DESIGN, FABRICATION AND LIMITED COMPONENTS 'BESTING. ONE ENGINE, THE
B9-1,, IS IN FULL--SCALE DEVELOPMENT. THI'S ENGINE IS DESIGNED TO
PRODUCE 2--10 KW OF ELECTRICAL POWER WHEN USED WITH AN ISOTOPE HEAT
SOURCE. TWO OTHER ENGINES ARE UNDER STUDY FOR POSSIBLE SUBSEQUENT -
DEVELOPMENT. THE FIRST IS A MODIFIED B-1 ENGINE FOR USE UP TO A 20
KWE POWER LEVELS AND THE SECOND IS A NEW 40°-160 KWE ENGINE FOR USE
WITH A REACTOR.HEAT SOURCE.
RTOP N0. 120-27-11 TITLE: BRAYTON ISOTOPE HEAT SOURCE
ORGANIZATION. LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 PACKE„ D. R.
	 TEL. 216-433-6368
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE BRAYTON ISOTOPE HEAT SOURCE PROGRAM IS TO PROVIDE THE
TECHNOLOGY FOR A HIGHLY RELIABLE LONG —LIFE HEAT SOURCE FOR USE WITH
THE BRAYTON B-1 ENGINE DESCRIBED IN RTOP 120-67-10. THIS HEAT SOURCE
(TOGETHER WITH THE B--1 ENGINE) IS DESIGNED TO MEET POWER REQUIREMENTS
IN THE 6 KWE POWER RANGE SUCH AS MANNED SPACE LABORATORIESr
INTEGRATED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMSr MANNEDLUNAR MISSIONS AND UNMANNED
MISSIONS. THE ISOTOPE HEAT SOURCE WILL BE DEVELOPED TO GROUND TEST
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TECHNOLOGY READINESS. THE ISOTOPE HEAT SOURCE CONSISTS OF, PU,--238
CAPSULES (FURNISHED BY THE AEC) r A HOT STRUCTURE TO HOLD THE
CAPSULESAND A HEAT EXCHANGER TG HEAT BR AYTON CYCLE GAS (BEING
DEVELOPED BY LERC) jr AND A. REENTRY AND RECOVERY SUBSYSTEM
(AERODYNAMICS TO BE INVESTIGATED BY OTHER NASA CENTERS)„ THE ISOTOPE
HEAT SOURCE WILL TESTED AT THE PLUM BROOK SPACE POWER FACILITY WITH
THE BRAYTON B- 1 ENG_INE DESCRIBED IN RTOP 120— 1 7- 10 .,
RTOP NO„ 120--27-13 TITLE: ADVANCED NUCLEAR RANKINE POWER SYSTEM
ORGANIZATION. LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 PACKS n D. R.	 TEL.,
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF RTOP 19 THE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT OF A
HIGH—TEMPERATURE ALKALI —METAL NUCLEAR RANKINE SPACE ELECTRIC POWER
SYSTEM TO BE USED AS AUXILIARY POWER OR FOR E:C,ECTRIC PROPULSION
MISSIONS AFTER 1980. TECHNOLOGY WILL BE ESTAB'LISHET) FOR INDIVIDUAL
ENGINE COMPONENTS FOLLOWED BY INTEGRATION OF ' COMPONENTS INTO A
PROOF—OF—CONCEPT ENGINE. A NOMINAL 300' KWE POTASSIUM RANKINE SYSTEM
HAS BEEN DEFINED AND RELATED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGY AND INDIVIDUAL
COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT IS BEING PURSUED„
RTOP NO., 120--27-14 TITLE: THERMIONIC CONVERSION
ORGANIZATION. LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BREITWIESERr R. '	 TEL. 216--433--6302
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
REACTOR THERMIONIC SYSTEMS ARE OF INTEREST FOR SPACE POWER
GENERATION. THE THERMIONIC REACTOR PROGRAM WILL RECEIVE EMPHASIS IN
FY 1970 AND WILL EMPHASIZE OUT—OF,PILE TESTING AIMED AT ESTABLISHING
TECHNOLOGY DATA ASSOCIATED WITH: (1) THEFABRICATION VARIABLESr THE
DIMENSIONAL STABILITYr THE METALLURGICAL COMPATIBILITY, AND THE
ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE OF FUEL—EMITTER STRUCTURES; (2) UO2 FISSION
GAS VENTS; AND (3) OTHER RESEARCH PROGRAMS INVOLVING INSULATORS AND
SEALSr HIGHER PERFORMANCE ELECTRODE MAT ERIALSr - ETC. IN—PILE TESTS
WILL BE CONTINUED ON BOTH UO2 AND THE "NEW 11 UC--ZRC FUEL IN CAPSULE
TESTING AT PLUM BROOK.
RTOP NO. 120-27-15 TITLE: NUCLEAR POWER REACTOR TECHNOLOGY
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 KAUFMANf S. J. 	 TEL. 216 -433--6691
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THIS PROGRAM WILL BE TO INVESTIGATE THE KEY TECHNOLOGY NEEDED TO
BUILD A COMPACT, FAST REACTOR FOR USE.-AS THE HEAT SOURCE WHEN COUPLED
WITH A DYNAMIC POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM. THE GOAL OF THE PROGRAM IS
TO ESTABLISH THE NECESSARY TECHNOLOGY SO THAT A RELIABLE, LONG—LIFE
REACTOR CAN BE DEVELOPED FOR SPACE MISSIONS IN THE 1980 TIME PERIOD.
THE LONG—RANGE PLANS ARE FOR A REACTOR TO OPERATE WITH COOLANT OUTLET
TEMPERATURES ABOVE 2000 DEGREES F AND A-N,EAR- .TERM GOAL (MID-19701S)
OF 1700 DEGREES F AND A 500 KILOWATT ELECTRIC- CAPACITY., A REACTOR
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CONCEPT HAS BEEN ESTABLZSHEDr ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
INVESTIGATIONS ARE UNDER RAY. THE MAJOR EFFORT AT PRESENT CENTERS
AROUND AN IN-PILE FUEL PIN TESTING PROGRAM AND A MATERIALS
INVESTIGATION.
RTOP NO. '120--27--16 TITLE: NUCLEAR MERCURY RANKINE .POWER SYSTEM
(SNAP-8)
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITORY	 SAARlr M. J.	 TEL. 216-433-6638
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE SNAP-8 PROGRAM IS TO PROVIDE THE TECHNOLOGY FOR A HIGHLY
RELIA.BLEr LONG-L1FE 35-50 KHE SPACE SYSTEM„ THE HEAT SOURCE IS TO BE
A COMPACT REACTOR WHICH IS UNDER DEVELOPMENT BY THE ATOMIC ENERGY
COMMISSION (ABC) . THE CONTINUATION DEVELOPMENT PLAN INCLUDES
EXTENDED ENDURANCE EVALUATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING OF
COMPONENTS, DEVELOPMENT OF S-ECONDARY COMPONENTS S, DESIGN S, FABRICATION
AND ASSEMBLY OF A COMPLETE SNAP-8 SYSTEM FOR COMBINED SYSTEM TESTS Ill
THE PLUM BROOK SPACE POWER FACILITY.
RTOP NO. '320-27-20 TITLE. THERMOELECTRIC SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY
ORGANIZATION: GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 EPSTEIN, J.	 TEL.. 201-982-4564
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE SUCCE§S OF MISSIONS AIMED AT EXPLORING THE OUTER LIMITS OF
THE SOLAR SYSTEM WILL DEPEND HEAVILY ON'THE AVAILABILITY OF STABLE,,
LONG TERM RADIOISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC GENERATORS (RTG). ACCURATE
PREDICTIONS FOR LONP-TERM PERFORMANCE (>FIVE YEARS) AND THE PRECISE
DEFINITION'S OF THE RTG-CREATED ENVIRONMENT ARE REQUIRED. LIFE.TEST
AND EVALUATION OF SEVERAL RTG CONCEPTS AND SPACECRAFT EXPERIMENTS ARE
REQUIRED TO ENHANCE THE SUCCESS PROBABILITY OF THESE MISSIONS, THE
PROCESSES INVOLVED IN THE INTERACTIONS WITHIN THE RTG XtST BE
DETERMINED AND CONTROLLED. THE DEVELOPMENT OF METHODS FOR MINIMI41NG
THE ENVIRONMENTAL INTERFERENCE AND THE VERIFICATION OF THESE METHODS
BY EMPIRTCAL MEANS ARE REQUIRED.
RTOP NO. 120--27-21 TITLE: RTG SPACECRAFT INTEGRATION AND EVALUATION
FOR PLANETARY & INTERPLANETARY MISSIONS
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR.	 FOSTER, J. V.	 TEL. '415-961-1111
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF FLIGHT EXPERIMENT DESIGN
FACTORS ON RADIOISOTOPE RADIATION INTERFERENCE IS BEING CONDUCTED SO
THAT RADIOISOTOPE POWER SUPPLIES CAN BE ACCOMMODATED ON
INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT SUCH AS PIONEER/JUPITERg WITHOUT DEGRADING
MISSION OBJECTIVES. THE INVESTIGATION COVERS METHODS OF RADIATION-
INTERFERENCE DISCRIMINATION S, ELIMINATION;. OR COMPENSATION, (E.G.,
TRANSDUCER TYPE AND COMBINATION SELECTION, ENERGY DISCRIMINATION,
COINCIDENCE REQUIREMENTS, PULSE-SHAPE DISCRIMINATIOY, PARTIAL SHADOW
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SHIELDING, AND ISOTOPE RADIATION SIGNATURE COMPENSATION) .
'TOP NO. 120--27y-30 TITLE: NUCLEAR DYNAMIC POWER SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
STUDIES
ORGANIZATION. MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
MONITOR:
	
RICEr W. E.
	
TEL. 713-483-5273
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
ANALYTICAL NUCLEAR SAFETY STUDIES OF AN ISOTOPE BRAYTON POWER
SYSTEM IN A SPACE STATION MISSION WILL BE COMPLETED-AND OPERI.TION OF
A BRAYTON CYCLE DEMONSTRATOR WILL BE CONTINUED THROUGH FY 1970.
RTOP NO. 120-27-31 TITLE: NUCLEAR DYNAMIC POWER SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
STUDIES
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 RICER W. E.	 TEL.
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
AN ANALYTICAL STUDY WILL BE CONDUCTED IN CONJUNCTION WITH OMSF
WHICH WILL LEAD TO A PRELIMINARY SAFETY ANALYSIS REVIEW OF THE USE OF
A ZR--H REACTOR DYNAMIC POWER SYSTEM IN THE SPACE BASE APPLICATION.
RTOP NO. 120-27-40 TITLE: NUCLEAR REACTOR THERMIONIC SYSTEM
TECHNOLOGY
ORGANIZATION: JET PROPULSION LAB
MONITOR:	 BRIGLIO, A.r JR.	 TEL. 213-354-6137
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THE NUCLEAR REACTOR THERMIONICS EFFORT IS THE
DEVELOPMENT OF MATERIALS,, FUEL . COMPONENTr DIODE, REACTOR AND SYSTEM
TECHNOLOGY CULMINATING IN THE EVOLUTION OF A TOTAL NUCLEAR THERMIONIC
POWER PLANT SYSTEM SUITABLE FOR SPACECRAFT APPLICATIONS FORELECTRSC
PROPULSION AND/OR AUXILIARY POWER REQUIREMENTS. THE AEC HAS PRIMARY
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THERMIONIC REACTORS. NASA HAS
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENTIRE NON--NUCLEAR
PORTION OF OVERALL POWER PLANTS. THIS INCLUDES HEAT REJECTION
SYSTEMS: POWER CON'DITIONINGe PLANT CONTROLS, SHIELDING AND STRUCTURE.
IN ADDITION: NASA CONTRIBUTES TO CRITICAL REACTOR TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT
IN SELECTED KEY AREAS INCLUDING NUCLEAR FUELSr INSULATOR BREAKDOWN,
DIODE TECHNOLOGYr REACTOR CONTROL: MATERIALS AND SPECIFIC REACTOR
CONCEPTS.----
RTOP NO. 120-27-41 TITLE: RTG SUPPORT FOR DEEP SPACE ADVANCED
SPACECRAFT
ORGANIZATION: JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
MONITOR:	 BRIGLIOg A., JR.
	 TEL. ?13-354-6137
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THIS TASK PROVIDES THE POWER GENERATOR CONFIGURATION AND
INTEGRATION ANALYSIS NECESSARY TO DEFINE THE INTERFACES BETWEEN THE
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ELEMENTS OF THE POWER SUBSYSTEM (RTGo BATTERY AND POWER CONDITIONING
ELECTRONICS) AND BETWEEN THE POWER SUBSYSTEM AND THE OTHER SPACECRAFT
SUBSYSTEMS. IT DEVELOPS THE NECESSARY CAPABILITY, TECHNIQUES AND
HARDWARE REQUIRED TO SUCCESSFULLY INTEGRATE AN RTG INTO A SPACECRAFT
DESIGN TO EXPLORE THE OUTER PLAWETSW OVERALL= THE WORK TO BE DONE
INCLUDES: (1) THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPECIFICATIONS FOR AN RTG FOR A
PROTOTYPE POWER SYSTEM FOR EVALUATION AND TESTING IN TOPS
(THERMOELECTRIC OUTER PLANET SPACECRAFT)o AN ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT THE OBJECTIVE OF WHICH IS TO DEVELOP THE TECHNOLOGY REQUIRED
FOR OUTER — PLANET MISSIONS', (2) AN IN—DEP TH NUCLEAR RADIATION PROGRAM
TO PROVIDE DATA CONCERNING THE RADIATION SENSITIVITY OF SPACECRAFT
SUBSYSTEMS; AND (3) A T/E GENERATOR EVALUATION PROGRAM TO PROVIDE
EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON THE PERFORMANCE AND LONG TERM OPERATIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF RTG UNITS,
RTOP NO. 120--27-42 TITLE: LIQUID METAL MHD RESEARCH
ORGANIZATION: .JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
MONITOR:
	 BnIGLIO, A, r JR.	 TEL. 213-354-6137
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE IS TO DETERMINE THE CONCEPTUAL FEASIBILITY OF A
SPACE ELECTRIC POWERPLANT WITH NO MOVING PARTS THAT COULD OPERATE IN
THE PREFERRED SOURCE—TEMPERATURE RANGE OF 1800-2000 DEGREES F WHERE
RADIATOR AR1 1 A IS SMALLm YET MATERIALS PROBLEMS ARE MINIMAL. A LIQUID
[FETAL MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC (MHD) CONVERSION SYSTEM MEETS THE
REQUIREMENT OF MOVING MECHANICAL, FARTS AND OPERATION AT 1$00 — 2000
DEGREES F., AND NO CONVERSION SYSTEM HAS THESE CHARACTERISTICS. THE
MHD SYSTEM OPERATES BY ACCELERATING 1800°-2000 DEGREES F LITHIUM WITH
CESIUM VAPOR AND DECELERATING THE LITHIUM TO PRODUCE ELECTRIC POWER
IN A MAGNETOHYDYNAMIC GENERATOR. AN  1800 DEGREES F SYSTEM TEST IS
THE PROGRAM GOAL. THE FY 1 70 OBJECTIVES ARE: (1) CLOSED—LOOP
CONVERSION SYSTEM TESTING WITH N2 — NAK TO EVALUATE DESIGN.APPROACHES
VOR THE 1800 DEGREES F SYSTEMr (2) EROSION AND NOZZLE PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENTS WITH 1800 •-2000 DEGREES F CS—LIr (3) N2 — H20 TESTS OF
ADVANCED COMPONENT DESIGNS= (4) INSTALLATION OF A 5MW HEAT REJECTION
SYSTEM AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT FOR 1800 DEGREES F SYSTEM TESTINGv AND
$5j A POWER SYSTEM UTILIZATION STUDY TO PROVIDE SIZE, WEIGHTr AND
ELECTRIC—PROPULSION MISSION PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES FOR
LIQUID — COMPONENT EFFICIENCIES= CONTAINMENT MATERIAL STRENGTHS= AND
LAUNCH CONDITIONS. THE APPLICATION OF THE MHD SYSTEM WOULD BE IN
ELECTRIC PROPULSION OR SPACE STATION POWER ABOVE 100 KAE.
RTOP NO. 120-33-10 TITLE: SOLAR CELL POWER TECHNOLOGY AND POWER
PROCESSING FOR EARTH ORBITAL SPACE
SCIENCEAND APPLICATIONS SATELLITES
ORGANIZATION: GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:
	
CHERRYr W. R.	 TEL. 301-982-5845.
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
MAJOR EMPHASIS OF THE PROGRAM IS TO DEVELOP MORE EFFICIENTr MORE
STABLEr LONGER LIFE AND HIGHLY RELIABLE SPACECRAFT SOLAR POWER
SYSTEMS FOR EARTH ORBITAL APPLICATIONS. IMPROVEMENTS IN SOLAR CELLS
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TO MAKE THEM USEFUL OVER WIDE RANGES OF TEMPERATURE CYCLINGe MORE
RESISTANT TO ULTRAVIOLET AND ENERGETIC PARTICLE IRRADIATIONr AND TO
DELIVER MORE WATTS PER POUND OF ARRAY ARE BEING SOUGHT, POWER
CONDITIONING DEVELOPMENTS ARE SEEKING TO IVCREAES CONVERSION
EFFICIENCIESx UTILIZE VERY LOW INPUT VOLTAGES EFFECTIVELY AND
TRANSFER POWER FROM A STATIONARY OR ORIENTED PLATFORMr SUCH AS SOLAR
ARRAY OR ANTENNAr TO A SPINNING VEHICLE. POWER SYSTEMS STUDIES ARE
ENDEAVORING TO DETERMINE THE OPTIMUM OPERATING VOLTAGE RANGES OF A
PARTICULAR SPACECRAFT SO AS TO OPTIMIZE THE POWER SUBSYSTEM DESIGN,.
A SOLAR ARRAY SIMULATOR IS BEING DEVELOPED SO AS TO ENABLE THE
EVALUATION OF A SPACECRAFT POWER SYSTEM ON THE GROUND PRIOR TO FLIGHT,.
RTOP NO. 120-33-11 TITLE: 'MIN FILM SOLAR CELL AND HIGH VOLTAGE
SELF—REGULATING ARRAY TECHNOLOGY
ORGANIZATION; LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR;	 BERNATOWICZ! Da T. TEL. 2 16--433-6786
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
RESEARCH WILL BE CONDUCTED ON THIN VILM SOLAR CELLS WITH
EMPHASIS ON OBTAINING AN IMPROVED UNDERSTANDING OV THE PHOTOVOLTAIC
EFFECT IN SUCH CELLS AND TOWARD A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE
FUNDAMENTAL FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO PRESENT PERFORMANCE INSTABILITY
AND INEFFICIENCY 'A LIMITED INVESTIGATION OF STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS FOR
PACKAGING AND DEPLOYMENT OF THIN FILM SOLAR'CELLS WILL BE CONDUCTED
WITH AIM OF IDENTIFYING PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES OF PROMISING
CONCEPTS. WORK WILL BE DONE ON IMPROVED POWER CONDITIONING SYSTEMS
(2 LBS/KW) FOR HIGH VOLTAGE SELF—REGULATING SOLAR ARRAYS WITH
INTEGRATED SWITCHING AND CONTROL COMPONENTS.
RTOP NO. 120--33-12 TITLE, ADVANCED SOLAR POWER STRUCTURES AND
RECHARGEABLE BATTERY CELLS FOR MANNED
SPACE STATIONS
ORGANIZATIONi LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR;	 NELSON, C. H.	 TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR SPACE STATION ARRAYS WILL BE
DEVELOPED BY CONTRACT FOR ANALYSIS OF INTER.A.CTIONS BETWEEN STATION
AND ARRAYS. LIGHT,METAL ELECTROFORMING PROCESSES WITH HIGH STRENGTH
FIBERS AND ALLOY APPROACHYS WILL BE DEVELOPED FOR ARRAY CONSTRUCTION
BY CONTRACTS; ARRAYS WILL ALSO BE CONSTRUCTED AND STRUCTURALLY
TESTED. THE CHEMICAL POWER OBJECTIVE IS IMPROVEMENT IN PERFORMANCEOF
LARGE NICKEL—CADMIUM CELLS. TESTS WILL BE'MADE WITH IMPROVED 100—AH
CELLS.
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RTOP NO,. 120-33-13 TITLE: PLANETARY SOLAR ARRAYS AND SOLAR CELL
TECHNOLOGY
ORGANIZATION. JET PROPULSION LABORATORY.'
MONITOR.	 BRIGLIOr A. f JR,	 TEL, 213-354-6137
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE WORK PROPOSED UNDER THIS RTOP IS TO DEVELOP THE TECHNOLOGY
REQUIRED TO FABRICATE AND EVALUATE SOLAR CELL ARRAYS THAT WILL BE
NEEDED FOR FUTURE SPACECRAFT MISSIONS. TASKS TO BE UNDERTAKEN
INCLUDE: DEVELOP HIGH POWER (10 KWE) LIGHTWEIGHT (30 W/LB) ROLL-OUT
SOLAR ARRAYS FOR MULTI MISSION APPLICATION. WITHOUT THIS LIGHTWEIGHT
TECHNOLOGY. MANY PROPOSED SPACECRAFT MISSIONS REQUIRING MULTIKILOWATT
POWER SOURCES WILL BE IMPOSSIBLE OR SERIOUSLY COMPROMISED BECAUSE OF
THE LARGE WEIGHT PENALTIES INVOLVED, DEVELOP TECHNOLOGY FOR A SOLAR
ARRAY CAPABLE OF OPERATING'ON A MARINER CLASS FLYBY OF THE PLANETS
MERCURY AND VENUS. A MERCURY FLYBY SOLAR ARRAY WILL BE EXPOSED TO
SOLAR FLUENCES STX.TO TEN TIMES THAT OF EARTH AND TO TEMPERATURES
SIGNIFICANTLY ABOVE THE MELTING POINT OF SOLDER. TECHNIQUES RILL BE
INVESTIGATED TO OPTIMIZE CELL PERFORMANCE FOR THESE HIGH INTENSITIES,
IMPROVE PANEL FABRICATION AND MATERIALSr AND PROVIDE ADEQUATE THERMAL
CONTROL. DEVELOP A LIGHTWEIGHT SOLAR PANEL DESIGN USING THE NASA 20
WATT/LB TECHNOLOGY FOR POSSIBLE APPLICATION OF MARINER/'V2KING CLASS
SPACECRAFT. COMPARED WITH PRESENT TECHNOLOGY A ONE — KW SOLAR ARRAYIS
WEIGHT COULD BE REDUCED 50 POUNDS WITH 20 WATT/LB TECHNOLOGY.
DEVELOP IMPROVED $ LOW —COST SIDLAR CELL CONTACT AND INTERCONNECTS TO
IMPROVE SOLAR CELL PERFORMANCE AND REDUCE THE COST OF ARRAY
FABRICATION, FOR-EXAMPLE THROUGH DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNIQUES WHICH MORE
INTIMATELY INTEGRATE THE CELL INTO THE SOLAR PANEL. DEVELOP;, TEST,
AND EVALUATE CONVENTIONAL AND ADVANCED CONCEPT SOLAR CELLS AND SOLAR
PANEL ASSEMBLIES FOR APPLICATION TO SPACECRAFT MISSIONS. THIS EFFORT
IS NECESSARY TO PROVIDE DESIGN INFORMATION FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF
FUTURE SOLAR ARRAY HARDWARE. CONTINUE THE STANDARDIZATION OF SOLAR
CELLS USING THE JPL HIG2- ALTITUDE BALLOON CALIBRATION TECHNIQUE.
DEVELOP SOLAR ARRAY TECHNOLOGY REQUIRED TO DESIGN A POWER SOURCE FOR
MARS' SURFACE'APPLICATION. THIS TECHNOLOGY WILL BE INVESTIGATED
THROUGH ANALYTICAL AND EMPIRICAL STUDY OF CELLS IN A MARTIAN
ENVIRONMENT.
RTOP NO. 120--3314 TITLE: SPACE RADIATION DAMAGE TO SOLAR CELLS
ORGANIZATION: JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
MONITOR:	 BRIGLIOr Ao r JR.	 TEL. 213-354-6137
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE EFFECTS of RADIATION DAMAGE AND TECHNIQUES TO RADIATION
HARDEN SOLAR CELLS WILL CONTINUE TO BE INVESTIGATED. PROGRAMS WILL
INCLUDE: DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECTS OF LITHIUM AND OTHER DOPANTS
ON 3MPROVING SOLAR CELL RADIATION RESISTANCEr THE DEVELOPMENT OF A
REVISED VERSION OF THE NASA HANDBOOK OF SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
ON SOLAR CELL POWER SYSTEMS, THE EVALUATION OF THE ATS
— E SOLAR CELL
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT.DATA AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF ENGINEERING INFORMATION
ON THE I]EGRADATION OF CELLS UNDER PARTICLE IRRADIATION AT EXTREME
TEMPERATURES AND INCIDENCE ANGLES.
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RTOP NO. 120-33--15 TITLE: EFFECT OF JOVIAN ENVIRONMENT ON SOLAR
CELLS
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR;	 FOSTER* J. V.	 TEL. 415--961-1111
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
STUDIES OF THE SILICON H/'P SOLAR CELL OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
AND THE INFLUENCE OF THE SPACE RADIATION ENVIRONMENT ON THEIR
PERFORMANCE ARE BEING PERFORMED VOR :INTERPLANETARY MISSIONS_
PREVIOUS STUDIES CONCENTRXTED ON ELEVATED TEMPERATURES AND HIGH
INTENSITIES; PRESENT WORK EMPHASISES LOW TEMPERATURES AND LOW
INTENSITIES ENCOUNTERED ON A JUPITER TYPE MISSION. A COMPREHENSIVE
COMPUTER PROGRAM,VERSATILE SOLAR SIMULATORS ° TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED
VACUUM IRRADIATION FACILITIES AND INSTRUMENTATION FOR COMPLETE
ELECTRICAL AND OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF PROPERTIES AND ELECTRICAL
PERFORMANCE HAS BEEN,ASSEMBLED. CONTACT HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED WITH
EXPERTS AT OTHER NASA CENTERS TO HELP DETERMINE CELL AND COVERGLASS
PARAMETERS AND TO DERIVE ANALYTICAL RELATIONSHIPS REQUIRED FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT AND. EVALUATION Off' 'PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS FOR INTERPLANETARY
MISSIONS„
RTOP NO.. 120-33-16 TITLE`': SOLAR POWER SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY FOR LARGE
ORBITING VEHICLES
ORGANIZATION: JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
MONITOR:	 BRIGLIOp A, JR.	 TEL. 213-354-6137
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS RTOP IS TO ACHIEVE TECHNOLOGY READINESS OF
LARGE SOLAR POWER SYSTEMS FOR EARTH ORBITAL APPLICATIONS IN THE
POST-1974 TIME PERIOD. FOR THIS PERIOD, THE TECHNOLOGY GOALS ARE:
(1) SYSTEM SPECIFIC WEIGHT OF 500 LBS/KILOWATTr (2) TEN-YEAR LIFE
WITH MAINTENANCE, AND (3) AN EFFICIENCY RESULTING IN A
FIGURE-OF-MERIT OF 200 SQUARE FEET OF ARRAY PER KILOWATT OF AVERAGE
REGULATED LOAD POWER. ELEMENTS OF TECHNOLOGY MAY BE SPECIFIC
ARTICLES OF HARDWARE, ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUESx OR PROCESSES„ LACKING
THE DEFINITION OF A REAL MISSION AND A REAL SPACECRAFT FOR THIS TIME
FRAME,, A BRIEF SURVEY OF THE POTENTIAL MISSIONS AND THE POTENTIAL
SPACECRAFT WILL BE EXAMINED IN ORDER TO DETERMINE REASONABLE
SPACECRAFT-POWER-SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND CONFIGURATIONS ° THIS REVIEW
WILL ALSO PROVIDE A REASONABLE MEASURE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL
REQUIREMENTS AND AID IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF REASONABLE PERFORMANCE
CRITERIA_ FROM THIS REVIEW THE HARDWARE AND ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES IN
WHICH WE LACK CONFIDENCF, CAN BE SINGLED OUT AND DEVELOPED FOR A
TYPICAL APPLICATION. THE PROGRAM COVERED BY THIS RTOP WAS
TRANSFERRED TO MSC IN OCTOBER 1969. JPL WAS DIRECTED TO EFFECT AN
ORDERLY CLOSE OUT OF ALL IN-HOUSE WORK UNDER THIS RTOP AND COMPLETE
ALL NECESSARY' TECHNICAL REPORTS BY JUKE 30 f 1970. PROPOSED CONTRACTS
WITH THE BOEING COMPANY AND THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY WERE
CANCELLED PRIOR TO INITIATION OF FORMAL NEGOTIA.TIONSP
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RTOP NO. 120-33-18 TITLE: MULTIKILOWATT SOLAR ARRAY/BATTERY POWER
GENERATION 13YSTvKS
ORGANIZATION: MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
MONITOR:
	 BRIGLIO,, A»r JR.	 TEL.
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
ANALYTICAL AND :EXPERIMENTAL WORK WILL BE UNDERTAKEN TO ACHIEVE
TECHNOLOGY READINESS OF MULTItILO WATT SOLAR ARRAY/RECHARGEABLE
BATTERY POWER GENERATION SYSTEMS FOR A SPACE STATION TO BE LAUNCHED
IN THE LATTER PART OF THE DECADE (I. E. , 1977 OR LATER) . NEAR TERM
GOALS ARE 1,000 LB/KW TO BE ACHIEVED BY 1974, NEAR TERM GOAL FOR
BATTERY CYCLE LIFE IS TWO FEARS WITH A 1974 GOAL OF FIFE YEARS.
RTOP NO., 120--34-10 TITLE: PLANETARY BATTERIES
ORGANIZATION: JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
MONITOR:
	
BRIGLTO, A. f JR..	 TEL. 213-354-6137
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE PURPOSE OF THIS TASK IS TO DEVELOP THE BATTERY TECHNOLOGY
FOR PLANETARY MISSIONS,. INFORMATION WILL BE OBTAINED ON BATTERY
DESIGN, PERFORMANCE AND CONTROL TECHNIQUES WHICH WILL PROVIDE THE
BASIS FOR OPTIMIZING BATTERY POWER SYSTEMS IN PLANETARY FLY-BYr
ORBITING AND'LANDED MISSIONS. INVESTIGATIONS WILL BE CONDUCTED INTO
THE ELECTROCHEMICAL AREAS OF REACTION MECHANISMS, ELECTRODE BEHAVIOR,
AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS (SUCH AS RADIATION, THERMAL-VACUUM, AND
GRAVITY) AS WELL AS INTO THE AREAS OF PERFORMANCE VARIATIONS DUE TO
MATERIALS F .COMPONENTS, CELL AND BATTERY CONFIGURATIONS, AND
ELECTRICAL CONDITIONING,. TESTING OF COMPONENTS, CELLS, BATTERIES„
AND BATTERY SYSTEMS WILL BE DONE.TO SIMULATE FUTURE POWER
REQUIREMENTS ON A REAL TIME BASIS WHENEVER POSSIBLE. THE.SPECIFIC
HARDWARE AND INFORMATION SOUGHT FROM THIS TASK ARE: l)-BATTERIES
CAPABLE OF VkRIABLE DUTY CYCLE COUPLED WifiH LONG LIFEr 2) LONG LIFE
BATTERIES AND BATTERY SYSTEMS (10 YEARS AND MORE)r 3) STERILIZABLE
AND IMPACT RESISTANT BATTERIESg AND 4) DEVICES AND TECHNIQUES FOR ON
BOARD ANALYSIS OF BATTERY CONDITIONS'AND CORRECTION CAPABILITY OF
MALFUNCTIONS. THE ELECTROCHEMICAL SYSTEMS T0 . B_E INVESTIGATED INCLUDE
THE ALKALINE SILVER-ZI""NC t NICKEL-CADMIUM, RESERVE BATERY SYSTEMS,, AND
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SYSTEMS.
RTOP NO. 120-34-11 TITLE: SATELLITE BATTERIES
ORGANIZATION: GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR	 HENNIGA.N, T. J.
	 TEL. 301-982-5547
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS WORK IS TO DEVELOP RECHARGEABLE SATELLITE
BATTERIES CAPABLE OF TEN YEARS RELIABLE OPERATING LIFE IN EARTH
ORBIT. MAJOR PROBLEMS INCLUDE: (A) SEPARATOR DEGRADATION; (B) PLATE
INSTABILITY; (C) INTERNAL GASSING; (D) HERMETIC SEALS; (E) THERMAL
CONTROL; AND (F) INADEQUATE CONTROL OF MATERIALS AND CELL PROCESSING.
A MAJOR CONTINUING ACTIVITY IS THE BATTERY TEST PROGRAM CONDUCTED
FOR GSFC BY THE NAVAL AMMUNIT 09 DEPOTr CRANE, INDIANA..
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RTOP NO. 120-34-12 TITLE: ELECTROCHEMICAL POWER DEVICES
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 SCHWARTZe H. J. 	 TEL. 216--433-4000
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
RESEARCH WILL BE CONDUCTED ON INORGANIC SEPARATOR ALKALINE
BATTERY TECHNOLOGYr ON HIGH ENERGY DENSITY METAL--OXYGEN SYSTEMS AND
ON SOLID IONIC CONDUCTORS. THE BATTERY TECHNOLOGY WORK SEEKS
IMPROVEMENTS IN INORGANIC SEPARATOR BATTERIES FOR USE IN RELATIVELY
EXTREME ENVIRONMENTS. RESEARCH IS BEING PERFORMED ON HIGH ENERGY
METAL--OXYGEN ELECTROCHEMICAL SYSTEMS AND SOLID IONIC CONDUCTORS.
SOME FUEL CELL WORK IS DIRECTED TOWARD !MD-ROVEMENT OF THE LOW
TEMPERATUREv ALKALINE, MATRIX TYPE HYDROGEN — OXYGEN CELL.
RTOP NO. 120--34- 13 TITLE: POWER SOURCES AND CONVERSION
ORGANIZATION: ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 WARSCHAUERv Do M. TEL. 617-494-2510
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THIS WORK STRESSES DEVELOPMENT OF NEW CONCEPTS AND NEW
MATERIALSr AND RESEARCH ON EXISTING COMPONENTS TO IMPROVE THE
AVAILABILITY OF EFFICIENT. RELIABLE, AND LONG LIVED PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY SOURCES AND CONVERSION DEVICES.. INVOLVED -ARE STUDIES OF
MECHANISMS-, MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS RELATING TO UNIQUE FUEL CELLv
BATTERY AND SOLAR CELL CONCEPTS
RTOP NO. 120-34-14 TITLE: SOLAR AND CHEKICAL POWER SYSTEMS FOR
LUNAR EXPLORATION
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR; ,	 WARSCHAUERr D. M. TEL. 205-453-1120
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THIS RTOP SETS FORTH A SERIES OF CAREFULLY PLANNED STUDY EFFORTS
WHICH PROVIDE AN INTEGRATED PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES LEADING TOWARD THE
SUCCESSFUL DEVELOPMENT OF SELECTED POKER SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS.
ENCOMPASSING THE AREAS OF SOLAR AND CHEMICAL POWER GENERATION. THIS
WORD{ IS ATTEMTING TO SOLVE THE SYSTEM AND INTERFACES PROBLEMS OF
SOLAR AND CHEMICAL POWER SUPPLIES FOR OPERATION ON THE LUNAR SURFACE
INCLUDING POWER FOR A SHELTER BASEr PERSONNEL BACKPACKS,
COM MUNICATIONSw VEHICLESg TOOLS F AND EXPERIMENT PACKAGES. OBJECTIVES
WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED BY INHOUSE STUDIES AND SEVEPAL CONTRACT STUDIES
AND RELATED ANALYSIS WITH NSFC COORDINATION AND REQUIREMENTS INPUT.
INHOUSE EFFORTS COORDINATED BETWEEN VARIOUS LABORATORIES AND THE
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION OF MSFC WILL BE MISSION ORIENTED TO
DETERMINE INTERFACES REQUIREMENTS FOR THE VARIOUS SYSTEMS.
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RTOP NO. 120-34-19 TITLE: FUEL CELL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE
SHUTTLE
ORGANIZATION: MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
MONITOR:	 RICEF W. E.	 TEL.
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
A SINGLE CONTRACT,WILL BE AWARDED IN LATE FY 70 TOWARD
TECHNOLOGY READINESS bF A MARK I LEVEL FUEL CELL FOR A FUTURE SPACE
SHUTTLE.,
RTOP NO,. 120-34-21 TITLE: AUXILIARY POWER UNIT FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 SCHWARTZr H. J.	 TEL. 216-433-6910
TECHNICAL.SUMMARY
SUBSTANTIAL HYDRAULIC ANA/OR MIXED HYDRAULIC AND ELECTRICAL
LOADS MUST BE MET BY THE PO4ER SUBSYSTEMS DURING THE FISSION PERIOD
BETWEEN BOOSTER ENGINE CUTOFF AFTER LAUNCH AND STARTING OF THE
TURBOJET ENGINES AFTER REENTRY OF THE BOOSTER AND ORBITER VEHICLES..
AN AUXILIARY POWER UNIT CONSISTING OF A TURBINE DRIVE SYSTEM COUPLED
WITH A HYDRAULIC PU MPe AND POSSIBLY AN ALTERNATORr WILL BE REQUIRED
FOR THE MOVEMENT OF AERODYNAMIC CONTROL SURFACES t DEPLOYMENT OF JET
ENGINES-OR OPENING OF INLETS AND EXITS FOR INTERNALLY MOUNTED
ENGINESr AND TO NEET - PEAK ELECTRICAL LOADS ASSOCIATED WITH REENTRY
AND TRANSITION OF THE VEHICLE TO AN AIRCRAFT OPERATING MODE. WORK
WILL BE DIRECTED TOWARD DEFINITION OF APU DUTY REQUIREMENTS,
SELECTION OF DESIGN CONCEPTS INCLUDING CHOICE OF FUEL AND OXIDIZERr
COMPONENT DESIGN AND TESTINGs . PROTOTYPE DESIGN AND FABRICATIOU AND
ENDURANCE TESTING TO DEMONSTRATE TECHNOLOGY READINESS.
RTOP NO:. 120-60-01 TITLE: . POWER PROCESSING RESEARCH AND ADVANCED
DEVELOPMENT FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATION: ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
SCHWARZr F. C.	 TEL. 617--4942006
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
OBJECTIVES: ESTABLISH TECHNOLOGY FOR SINGLE -MODULE
MULTIKILOWATT ELECTRIC POWER DC CONVERTERS WHICH CAN BE CLUSTERED TO
ATTAIN POWER LEVELS OF TENS AND HUNDREDS OF KILOWATTS; TO PROVIDE.
THESE CONVERTERS WITH THE NEEDED MEANS OF CONTROL INCLUDING MAXIMUM
POWER TRACKING AND ACCURACY OF DESIGN PERFORMANCE; TO MAXIMIZE
RELIABILITY AND-EFFICIENCY OF OPERATION AND TO MINIMIZE-PHYSICAL
WEIGHT AND SIZE„ APPfICATIONS: SOLAR AND NUCLEAR—POTHERED ELECTRIC
PROPULSION-SYSTEMS; TO BE CLOSELY COORDINATED WITH JPL I S EFFORT IN
THIS FIELD.. APPROACH "- RELIABILITY ADVANCEMENT WILL BE ACHIEVED
THROUGH DEVELOPMENT OF CIRCUITS AND FUNCTIONAL CONCEPTS WHICH
MINIMIZE STRESSES ON INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS. WEIGHT REDUCTIONS WILL
BE ACHIEVED BY PROVIDING CAPABILITY FOR OPERATING AT HIGHER INPUT
VOLTAGE LEVELS AND AT SUBSTANTIALLY HIGHER SWITCHING FREQUENCIES THAN
PRESENTLY POSSIBLE.
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RTOP NO., 120--60-i02 TITLE: AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM
TECHNOLOGY
ORGANIZATION: ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 SCHWARZ, F. Ca	 TEL. 617--494--2006
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
OBJECTIVES: ESTABLISH IMPROVED AIRCRAFT ELECTRIC SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY (1) WITH A SUBSTANTIAL INCREASE IN RELIABILITY FOR REDUCED
MAINTENANCE OF FLIGHT AND SUPPORTING GROUND BASED EQUIPMENT, (2) WITH
A SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT OF THE KW/KG RATIO OF THE OVER ALL ELECTRIC
SYSTEM FOR INCREASED PHYSICAL WEIGHT OF PAYLOAD VS FLIGHT EQUIPMENT
IN AIRCRAFT_ APPLICATIONS: ALL AIRCRAFT„ APPROACH: GENERATION OF
AN AIRCRAFT ELECTRIC SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY BASED ON THE SIMULTANEOUS
OPTIMIZATION OF SYSTEM COMPONENTS TO MEET THE OBJECTIVES„ THE MAJOR
SPECIFIC EFFORT IN FY 70 WILL BE THE COMPLETION OF A SURVEY OF
EXISTING AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY WITH A VIEW OF
HIGHLIGHTING SIGNIFICAN.T AREAS WHERE TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES WILL BE
OF SUBSTANTIAL BENEFIT„ PREPARATION OF A FINAL STUDY REPORT WILL BE
THE MAJOR FY 70 OBJECTIVE.
RTOP NO,. 120-60--03 TITLE: SPACECRAFT ELECTRICAL POWER PROCESSING
AND DISTRIBUTION
ORGANIZATION: ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 SCHWARZr F. C.	 TEL. 617-494-2006
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
OBJECTIVES: ESTABLISH AN IMPROVED UNDERSTANDING OF THE BASIC
THEORY AND PHYSICAL PHENOMENA, PARtICULARLY UNDER DYNAMIC CONDITIONS,
OF POWER PROCESSING CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS, TOGETHER WITH ADVANCED
METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND RELATED DESIGN METHODOLOGY, GENERAL
ADVANCEMENT IN CIRCUITS, COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS NEEDED FOR NEXT
GENERATION CONCEPTS IN ELECTRICAL POWER ELECTRONICS. APPLICATIONS:
FLIGHT MISSIONS WITH DURATION OF TEN YEARS; ACTIVE SPACECRAFT AND
SATELLITES FOR SURVEY,, SCIENTIFIC OR COMMUNICATION PURPOSES.
APPROACH: ACQUIRE KNOWLEDGE OF THE NATURE OF ELECTRIC SPACE POWER
SYSTEMS, THEIR SUBSYSTEM AND COMPONENT PARTS. UTILIZE THIS KNOWLEDGE
FOR TECHNOLOGY IMPROVEMENT.
RTOP NO. 120-60--04 TITLE: POWER PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION FOR
PLANETARY SPACECRAFT
ORGANIZATION. JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
MONITOR:
	 BRIGLIO, A.r JR.	 TEL. 213-354-6137
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THIS TASK PROVIDES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRICAL POWER
PROCESSING, DISTRIBUTION, AND RELATED POWER SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND
TNTEGR.ATION TECHNOLOGY FOR FUTURE PLANETARY SPACECRUT. IT DEVELOPS
THE NECESSARY CAPABILSTYr TECHNIQUESr AND HARDWARE REQUIRED TO
PRODUCE HIGH--RELIABILITY POWER SYSTEMS FOR ADVANCED "MARINER—TYPEII
AND OUTER— PLANET MISSIONS. THE PRESENT POWER PROCESSING AND
DISTRIBUTION TECHNOLOGY IS GROSSLY INADEQUATE FOR FUTURE MISSIONS
SUCH AS THE GRAND TOUR WHICH REQUIRES UP TO 12 YEARS LIFE, A WEIGHT
OF 50 LBS/KW OR LESS, AND IMMUNITY FROM- SINGLE PIECE--PART FAILURE.
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THE WORK TO BE DONE INCLUDES: (1) THE DEVELOPMENT OF A BREADBOARD
POWER PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM FOR EVALUATION AND TESTING
IN THE THERMOELECTRIC OUTER PLANET SPACECRAFT (TOPS) PROJECT.
ENCOMPASSING ALSO THE SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND INTEGRATION EFFORTS
NECESSARY TO OPTIMIZE THE POWER PROCESSING SYSTEM CONFIGURATION WITH
RESPECT TO THE RTG SOURCE CHARACTERISTICS AND THE USER LOAD
REQUIREMENTS, AND (2) THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW TECHNOLOGY PROTOTYPE OR
BREADBOARD POWER PROCESSING ELEMENTS FOR ADVANCED "MARINER-TYPEE4
SPACECRAFT. THE PURPOSE OF THIS WORK IS TO DEMONSTRATE THE
APPLICABILITY OF NEW TECHNOLOGY EMERGING FROM INDUSTRY AND NASA
CENTERS (SUCH AS ERC) Tp FUTURE MISSIONS. THE WORK WILL BE CARRIED
ONLY FAR ENOUGH TO PROVIDE-ADEQUATE JUSTIFICATION TO FUTURE PROJECTS
THAT THE TECHNOLOGY IS "FLIGHT READY" AND IS CAPABLE OF BEING ADAPTED
TO TYPICAL "MARINER-TYPE lt PLANETARY SPACECRAFT REQUIREMENTS.
RTOP NO,. 12060-10 TITLE: SPACE SHUTTLE ELECTRICAL POWER PROCESSING
AND DISTRIBUTION TECHNOLOGIC
ORGANIZATION. ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 SCHWARZ: F. C.	 TEL. 617-494-2006
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
OBJECTIVES: ESTABLISH TECHNICAL CRITERIA FOR CONCURRENT
OPTIMIZATION OF ELECTRIC POWER SOURCES® DISTRIBUTION, CONVERSION AND
UTILIZATION TECHNOLOGY FOR DESIGN OF POWER SYSTEMS AND THEIR
SUBSYSTEMS OF REUSEABLE LARGER HYBRID AIR AND SPACEBORNE CRAFT,
REQUIRING POWER CAPACITIES IN THE ORDER OF TENS OF-KW IN SPACE AND
HUNDREDS OF KVA WHEN AIRBORNEv AND WITH DUE CONSIDERATION OF THE
POWER SYSTEMS TRANSITION PHASE DURING REENTRY INTO THE ATMOSPHERE.
APPLICATIONS: REUS EABLE SPACE SHUTTLE LAUNCH AND ORBITER CRAFT; ALSO
APPLICABLE TO OTHER AIR AND LARGER SPACECRAFT. APPROACH. ACQUIRE
KNOWLEDGE ON THE NATURE OF POWER SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS AND THE
ASSOCIATED SUBSYSTEMS UNDER GIVEN CONSTRAINTS AND TRANSLATE THE
RESULTS OF COMPARATIVE WEIGHTING OF CONTRIBUTING FACTORS INTO
CRITERIA FOR DESIGN. ESTABLISH TECHNOLOGY FOR CRITICAL SUBSYSTEMS AND
COMPONENTSg SUCH AS CONVERTER TECHNOLOGY, EQUIPMENT FOR POWER
TRANSFER AND TRANSHISSIONr ELECTRIC ENERGY MANAGEMENT POTHER FAULT
DETECTION, AND THEIR COMPONENT PARTS. THE MAJOR FY 70 OBJECTIVE IS
THE INITIATION OF A POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM STUDY (JOINT EFFORT
WITH SPACE STATION RTOP 120-67-20) BY JUNE 1970. WITH THE CLOSURE OF
ERC, STEPS ARE BEING TAKEN TO INITIATE SUCH A STUDY FROM LER'C BY JUNE
1370 OR EARLY 1971. THE PROPOSE OF THE STUDY IS CONSIDERED URGENT
AND ESSENTIAL AS THE FIRST STEP TOWARD DEFINING DETAIL TECHNOLOGY FOR
THE SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION.
RTOP NO. 120-60-20 TITLE: SPACE STATION/BASE ELECTRICAL POWER
PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION
ORGANIZATION: ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 SCHWARZ, F. C.	 TEL. 617-494-2006
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
OBJECTIVE: ESTABLISH THE NEEDED TECHNOLOGY FOR THE POWER
PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION' SYSTEM FOR THE SPACE STATION/BASE.
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ESTABLISH TECHNICAL CRITERIA FOR CONCURRENT OPTIMIZATION OF ELECTRIC
POWER SOURCES INTERFACE WITH THE ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
IDENTIFY THE REQUIRED TYPE OF ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION,. ESTABLISH
THE TECHNOLOGY FOR NEEDED POWER ELECTRONIC CORPONENTS SUCH AS SOLID
STATE SWITCH GEARr INVERTERSr CONVERTERS FOR THE TRANSFER AND
TRANSFORMATION OF ELECTRIC POWER ON THE MULTIKILOWATT LEVELr
COMPATIBLE WITH 30-200 KW POWER SYSTEMS. APPLICATIONS: LARGE
SP ACECRAFTr SUCH AS SPACE STATION AND A SPACE BASE,. APPROACH:
ACQUIRE KNOWLEDGE ON THE NATURE OF POWER SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS AND
THE ASSOCIATED SUBSYSTEMS UNDER GIVEN CONSTRAINTS AND TRANSLATE THE
RESULTS OF A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF CONTRIBUTING FACTORS INTO CRITERIA
FOR DESIGN. WITH THE CLOSURE OF ERCr LITTLE PROGRESS WILL BE MADE IN
FY 70 UNDER THIS RTOP EXCEPT AN ATTEMPT TO INITIATE A POWER
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM STUDY BY JUNE 1970 OR. IN EARLY FY 71 (JOINT
EFFORT WIT'ri SHUTTLE RTOP 120--64-10) FROM LERC, THE STUDY IS A NEEDED
FIRST STEP TOWARD FORMULATION OF SPECIFsC WORK EFFORTS AND TECHNOLOGY
MILESTONES.
RTOP NO. 121-30-10 TITLE: NUCLEAR VEHICLE-SPACECRAFT SHIELDING
DESIGN ANALYSIS
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 SCHWAR%r F. C,	 T EL. 205-453--1120
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM ARE TO FURTHER DEVELOP AND
MAINTAIN A SHIELDING DESIGN AND ANALYSIS CAPABILITY AND TO UTILIZE
THIS CAPABILITY IN INDEPENDENTLY-CONDUCTED SHIELDING STUDIES FOR
APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR ROCKET STAGE DEVELOPMENT. THE CONCEPT OF
NUCLEAR PROPULSION HAS BEEN THOROUGHLY STUDIED O AND THE FEASIBILITY
OF WORKABLE SPACE PROPULSION SYSTEMS WELL DEMONSTRATED,. MANY
PROBLEMS STILL EXISTr HOWEVERr AMONG THE MORE SIGNIFICANT OF WHICH IS
THE ADEQUATE ASSESSMENT OF AND PROVISION FOR THE RADIATION
ENVIRONMENT. IN ORDER TO PROTECT ADEQUATLY ALL COMPONENTSo SYSTERSt
AND PFRSONNEL AGAINST THE DELETERIOUS EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR RADIATIONr
IT IS NECESSARY TO UTILIZE COMPLEX RADIATION TRANSPORT PROCEDURES TO
DETERMINE DOSE RATES AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS AROUND THE REKTOR SHIELD
ASSEMBLY AND TO DESIGN SHIELD,TO REDUCE ANY EXCESSIVE DOSE RATES TO
ACCEPTABLE LEVELS. TO OBTAIN THOSE GOALSg A PROGRAM OF CONTINUING
CODE DEVELOPMENT AND REFINEMENT IS OUTLINEDr ALONG WITH A SUSTAINED
EFFORT TO COLLECT, UPDATEw EVALUATEr AND PREPARE INPUT DATA FOR USE
IN THE AVAILABLE CODES. THE CALULATION METHODS WILL BE USED TO
.OBTAIN OPERATIONAL DOSE RATESr ACTIVATION LEVELSr AND AFTER-SHUTDOWN
RADIATION FIELDS FOR TYPICAL NUCLEAR ROCKET CONFIGURATIONS AND TO AID
IN SHIELD DESIGN OPTIMIZATION STUDIES.
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RTOP NOS, 121--30 --11 TITLE: RADIATION RESISTANT STAGE EQUIPMENT AND
MATERIALS
ORGANIZATION; MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 SCHWARZr FA C.	 TEL,. 205--453-1120
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVES ARE THE EVALUATION OF; (1) EXTI-STING SATURN STAGE
TECHNOLOGYr SYSTEMSr AND MATERIALSr AND (2) NEWLY DEVELOPED SYSTEMSe
SUBSYSTEMSr COMPONENTS AND SELECTED MATE^ZIALS TO DETERMINE THEIR
ADEQUACY FOR MEETING REQUIREMENTS OF NUCLEAR STAGE OPERATION THROUGH
ENGINEERING ANALYSIS AND APPLICATION OF APPROPRIATE-RADIATION
CRITERIA., THIS TECHNOLOGY IS APPLICABLE TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF
NUCLEAR STAGES WHICH MAY-BE THE OUTGROWTH OF NUCLEAR FLIGHT
PROPULSION MODULE DEFINITION WORK CURRENTLY BEING UNDERTAKEN, THE
EVALUATION WOULD CONSIST OF EXPOSING DEVICES SYSTEMSr SUB—SYS`iEMSr
COMPONENTSr STRUCTURES, AND MATERIALS TO A RADIATION ENVIRONMENT WITH
MONITORING AND TESTING TO DETERMINE COMPA.TABILITY. 'A COMPLEMENTARY
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING EFFORT WTLL AID THE SELECTION OF SYSTEMS AND
SUB--SYSTEMS MOST APPLICABLE TO A FUTURE NUCLEAR STAGE.,
RTOP NO. 121-30-12 TITLE; NUCLEAR PROPELLANT HEATING AND
STRATIFICATION
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR;	 SCHWkRZr F. C.	 TEL., 205--453-1120
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVES ARE TO DEFINE THE NUCLEAR AND THERMODYNAMIC
INTERACTIONS RESULTING FROM THE DEPOSITION OF NUCLEAR ENERGY IN THE
CRYOGENIC PROPELLANT OF A NUCLEAR POWERED SPACE VEHICLE; TO ASSESS
THE IMPACT OF THESE INTERACTIONS ON STAGE DESIGN; AND TO DEVELOP
DESIGN CRITERIA FOR ' M3:NIM2'Z'ING THE EFFECTS OF THESE INTERACTIONS ON
STAGE AND ENGINE PERFORMANCE. AN  EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM WILL GENERATE
NUCLEAR ENERGY DEPOSITION AND LIQUID HYDROGEN STRATIFICATION DATA.
ANALYTICAL, PREDICTIONS OF NUCLEAR DEPOSITION RATES AND TEMPERATURE
PROFILES FROM EXISTING COMPUTER PROGRAMS WILL BE COMPARED WITH THE
EXPERIMENTAL DATA TO UP —DATE THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS OR DEVELOP
REQUIRED NEW ONES. IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT ACCURATE ANALYTICAL
PROCEDURES BE DEVELOPED AND VERIFIEDr AND THAT COMPREHENSIVE
EXPERIMENTAL DATA BE GENERATED TO PROVIDE THE BASIC INFORMATION
REQUIRED TO DESIGN A STAGE WHICH WILL OPERATE RETTABLY IN THE UNIQUE
ENVIRONMENT OF THE NUCLEAR ENGINE.
RTOP NO. 121x-30,13 TITLE: NUCLEAR.RADIATION MEASUREMENT AND EFFECTS
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 SCHrWARZO Fa. C..	 TEL. 205-453- 1120
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE IS TH'E ACQUISITION OF TECHNOLOGY FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF RADIATION HARDENED INSTRUMENTATION FOR USE IN THE
ENVIRONMENT OF THE NUCLEAR STAGE DURING GROUND TEST AND MISSION
(FLIGHT) OPERATIOV Sm THE RFQUIREI^ INSTRUMENTS WILL BE DEVELOPED OR
IDENTIFIED BY (1) LITERATURE SBARCH $ (2) OFP THE SHELF AVAILABLEr (3)•
TOTAL NEW DESIGN OR (4) MODIFICATION OF EXISTING SYSTEMS: THE'
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CANDIDATE INSTRUMENTS WILL THEN BE EVALUATED IN THE SEVEREST
ENVIRONMENT TO BE ENCODUTTERED WHEN IN SERVICE..USE I.E. RADIATIONr
VIBRATIONr THERMAL ACOUSTIC ETC,. TUE RESULTS OF THIS RESEARCH IS
REQUIRED TO FURNISH THE NECESSARY INSTRUMENTATION FOR GROUND TEST AND
FLIGHT OPERATION OF THE NUCLEAR STAGE WHICH MAY BE THE OUTGROWTH OF
THE CURRENT NUCLEAR FLIGHT MODULE DEFINITION WORK„
RTOP N0. 121-30-14 TITLE: STUDY FOR DUAL USE OF A NUCLEAR ENGINE
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 SCHWARZr F. C.
	
TEL. 205--453-- i 120
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE IS TO DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF GENERATING
ELECTRICAL POWER BY USING A NUCLEAR ENGINE AS A HEAT SOURCE. NEW
EFFORTS WILL NOT BE PERFORMED IN ELECTRICAL POWER CONVERSION OR
NUCLEAR ENGINE DEVELOPMENT. FEASIBILITY WILL BE DETERMINED BASED ON
THE PREMISE THAT A SNAP CONVERSION SYSTEM WILL BE AVAILABLE DURING
1976 THRU 1980. SELECTION OF A SNAP CONVERSION SYSTEM WHICH AS BEEN
USED WITH A NUCLEAR ENGINE THAT HAS PERFORMED ITS MISSION AS A
PROPULSION MODULE AND IS AVAILABLE FOR USE AS A POSSIBLE HEAT SOURCE
IS THE PRIMARY CONSIDERATION. FY 69 INVESTIGATION AND STUDY EFFORTS
WILL DETERMINE IF TRADE--OFFS WARRANT ADDITIONAL EFFORTS IN THIS AREA.,
SOME OF THE AREAS WHICH ARE TO BE CONSIDERED ARE AVAILABILITY OF A
COMPATIBLE SNAP CONVERSION SYSTEM FOR CONVERSION OF HEAT TO A 25KW
ELECTRICAL POWER OUTPUTe RADIATION PROFILE AROUND SENSITIVE
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT WHEN NO HYDROGEN IS AVAILABLE FOR SUIELDINGr
SCHEMES FOR SWITCHING TO THE ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATING MADE
PARAMETER PROFILE FOR COOL DOWN OF THE NUCLEAR ENGINE AND RESTART FOR
ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATIONg SYSTEM SCHEMATICS AND ESTIMATED
ADDITIONAL WEIGHT REQUIRED TO OPERATE THE NUCLEAR ENGINE AS A DUAL
MODE MODULE FOR PROPULSION/ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION. INITIAL
FEASIBILITY STUDY WILL INCLUDE A LISTING AND DISCUSSION OF NECESSARY
DEVELOPMENTS FOR FOLLOW — ON EFFORTS.
RTOP NO. 122-29-20 TITLE: NUCLEAR ROCKET TECHNOLOGY
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BARILEB S.	 TEL.
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
RESEARCH WILL BE CONDUCTED IN TWO GENERAL AREAS OF NUCLEAR
PROPULSION WITH EMPHASIS BEING PLACED ON SELECTING RESEARCH PROJECTS
THAT MAY HAVE APPLICAT y	IN OTHER. FIELDS. 1. STUDY THE FEASIBILITY
OF GAS CORE NUCLEAR ROCKETS BY CONCENTRATING CAN THE COAXIAL FLOW AND
CURVED POROUS WALL CONCEPTS. THE ULTIMATE GOAL IS TO ACHIEVE A
CRITICAL REACTOR WITH A SPECIFIC IMPULSE MUCH HIGHER THAN POSSIBLE
WITH SOLID CORE NUCLEAR ROCK-ETS. 2. IN THE AREA OF SOLsD_CORE
NUCLEAR ROCKETSr RESEARCH WILL BE LIMITED TO AREAS OUTSIDE THE
REACTOR CORE. RESEARCH AREAS TO BE COVERED ARE: A. IRRADIATION
EFFECTS ON SOLID LUBRICANTS; B. IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON THE LOW CYCLE
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DYNAMICS OF TURBOMACHINERY; D.FATIGUE LIFE OF VARIOUS MATERIALS; Ca
ROCKET NOZZLE PROBLEMS.
RTOP NO. 124-07-10 TITLE: CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND CONFIGURATION
AERODYN`AKICS OF ADVANCED MANNED LOGISTIC
SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATION; LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
BROOKSO G. W.	 TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
INVESTIGATIONS WILL BE FOCUSED UPON DEVELOPMENT OF THE
TECHNOLOGY BASE ESSENTIAL TO THE DESIGN OF ?BANNED LOGISTICS VEHICLES.
THROUGH COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND WIND — TUNNEL TESTSm_ THE AERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF A WIDE RANGE OF CONCEPTS WILL BE DETERMINED.
MECHANICAL FEASIBILITY AND AERODYNAMIC EVALUATION OF LANDING AIDS
WILL BE STUDIED THROUGH IN — HOUSE AND CONTRACTUAL EFFORTS. MISSION
IMPACT UPON COSTS WILL BE STUDIED AS PART OF THE OVERALL CONCEPT
DEVELOPMENT.
RTOP NO. 124-07-11 TITLE. AEROTHERMODYNAMICS OF MANNED ENTRY
VEHICLES
ORGANIZATIONv AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
GOODWINO G.	 TEL. 415-961-2265
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS RTOP IS TO PROVIDE INFORMATION REQUIRED
FOR THE DESIGN AND TEST OF ADVANCED MANNED ENTRY VEHICLES WITH
PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO ADVANCED LOGISTICS SYSTEMS. SPECIFYCALLYg.
THE WORK WILL DEAL WITH LIFTING BODY CONFIGURA.TTONS t CONCEPTS FOR
REUSEABLE SYSTEMS AND LAUNCH VEHICLES, LANDING AND RECOVERY AND
REFURBISHABLE HEAT PROTECTION SYSTEMS. ANY ADDITIONAL APOLLO SUPPORT
WILL BE INCLUDED WITHIN THIS RTOP. THIS WORK WILL BE DIRECTLY
APPLICABLE TO THE DESIGN OF LOGISTICS SYSTEMS-FOR PLACING PAYLOADS IN
EARTH ORBIT WHEREIV THE PRIME OBJECTIVE IS TO REDUCE THE COST PER
POUND IN ORBTT BY AT LEAST AN ORDER OV MAGNITUDE.
RTOP NO. 124-07-13 TITLE: AEROTHERMODYNAMIC AND ABLATIVE HEAT
PROTECTION FOR VERY HIGH SPEED
ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 GOODWINm G.
	
TEL. 415-961-2265
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS RTOP IS TO DEVELOP THE AEROTHERMODYNAMIC
AND ABLATIVE HEAT PROTECTION TECHNOLOGY REQUIRED TO DESIGN UNMANNED
SPACECRAFT FOR ENTRY INTO VENUS AND JUPITER AND BOTH MANNED AND
UNMANNED SPACECRAFT CAPABLE OF REENTERING THE EARTH 4 S ATMOSPHERE AT
SPEEDS IN EXCESS OF 5av000 FT/SEC. THE PROBLEM OF VERY HIGH SPEED
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ENTRY WILL BE TACKLED BY ( 1) ATTEMPTING TO MINIMIZE THE TOTAL
HEATING (CONVECTIVE PLUS RADIATIVE HEATING) BY PROPER CHOICE OF
VEHICLE SHAPEv CHOICE OF HEAT SHIELD MATERIALv ETC. (2) EVALUATION
OF AVAILABLE MATERIALS IN SIMULATED ENVIRONMENTS COVERING A RANGE OF
PLANETARY GASES, TOTAL HEATING RATESe AND RATIOS OF CONVECTIVE TO
RADIATIVE HEATING AND (3) DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MATERIALS 'TAILORED TO
PROVIDE MAXIMUM PROTECTION FROM PARTICULAR COMBINATIONS OF HEAT
LOADS. THIS TECHNOLOGY IS REQUIRED FOR THE DESIGN OF PROBES WHICH
WILL ENTER THE ATMOSPHERES OF VENUS AND THE OUTER PLANETS AND
SPACECRAFT WHICH WILL EXPLORE THE PLANETS AND RETURN TO REENTER THE
EARTH s S ATMOSPHERE., INCLUDED IN THIS RTOP IS SRT IN SUPPORT OF THE
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERE EXPERIMENTS TEST.
RTOP NO. 124-07-13 TITLE: AEROTHERMiODYNAMIC AND ABLATIVE HEAD`
PROTECTION FOR VERY HIGH SPEED
ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEXPCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 BROOKS. G. W,	 TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS RESEARCH ARE TO DEVELOP TECHNIQUES AND
APPARATUS FOR TESTING HEAT— SHIELD MATERIALS IN HIGH ENTHALPY AND
HIGH—RADIATIVE HEATING ENVIRONMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH VERY HIGH SPEED
ATMOSPHERIC ENTRIES AND TO DETERMINE THE RESPONSE OF HEAT—SHIELD
MATERIALS TO SUCH CONDITIONS. THE RESEARCH WILL CONSIST OF
INVESTIGATION OF MATERIAL RESPONSE BY AN ALYTICAL-STUDIES CONDUCTED
IN—HOUSE AND ON A GRANT. IN ADDITION S EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF
MATERIAL RESPONSE TO HIGH RADIATIVE HEATING RATES WILL BE PERFORMED
BY CONDUCTING CONTRACT TESTING. IN--HOUSE DESIGN STUDIES OF DEANS OF
PRODUCTNG HIGH--ENTHAL:PY . TEST STREAKS AND COMBINED
RADIATIVE—CONVECTIVE HEATING TESL' ENVIRONMENTS WILL BE CONDUCTED WITH
EQUIPMENT FABRICATION BEING DONE ON CONTRACT.
RTOP NO. 124- 07- 14 TITLE: ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY IN ABROTHERMODYNAMICS
AND ABLATIVE HEAT PROTECTION IN. SUPPORT
OF PROJECT VIKING
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
BROOKSw G. W.	 TEL. 703--827 -x3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE IS TO DETERMINE THE AERODYNAMIC-HE •AT INPUTS AND
ABLATION MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR BLUNTED CONES OF THE TYPE TO BE
USED FOR ENTRY INTO THE MARS ATMOSPHERE (PROJECT VIKING). BOTH
CONVECTIVE AND RADIATIVE HEATING WILL BE EXAMINED EXPERIMENTALLY
(WIND TUNNELS AND SHOCK TUBES) AND TkEORETICALLY. IN ADDITION TO
BASIC THEORETICAL ANALYSESv ANALYTICAL RESEARCH WILL BE REQUIRED TO
EXTRAPOLATE FROM THE TEST CONDITIONS TO THOSE THAT WILL ACTUALLY BE
ENCOUNTERED DURING ENTRY. OF PARTICULAR INTEREST ARE THE CONDITIONS
THAT GIVE RISE TO TURBULENT CONVECTIVE HEATING ON'THE FOREBODY AND
THE MAGNITUDE OF TURBULENT HEATING WHEN IT OCCURS. IN THE C^.SE OF
RADIATIVE HEATING, IT IS THE NONEQUILIBRTUM EFFECTS THAT ARE OF
CONCERN. EXTRAPOLATING OF EXISTING DATA CAN RESULT IN SERIOUS
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ANOMALIES,. DEPENDING ON WHAT DATA IS USED AND HOW IT IS
EXTRAPOLATEDe THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF NONEQUILIBRIUM RADIATION
GOES FROM NEGLIGIBLE TO DOMINANT. ANOTHER AREA OF UNCERTAINTY IN THE
HEATING TECHNOLOGY OF MARS ENTRY VEHICLES IS AFTERBODY HEATING.
HEATING RATES FROM ONE TO TEN PERCENT OF FOREBODY STAGNATION VALUES
ARE QUOTED., ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTAL DATA SHOULD HELP ELIMINATE THIS
UNCERTAINTY, THE TYPES OF ABLATION MATERIALS REQUIRED TO PROTECT THE
BASIC STRUCTURE AND PAYLOAD OF A MARS ENTRY CAPSULE ARE WELL KNOWN.
ADDITIONAL TESTS WILL " NEVERTHELESS " BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETELY
CHARACTERIZE THE PROPERTIES OF THE MATERIAL (OR MATERIALS) FINALLY
SELECTED AND TO DETERMINE ITS PERFORMANgE WHEN SUBJECTED TO THE
MAXIMUM EXPECTED TOTAL HEAT INPUTv HEATING RATE AND SHEAR. THESE
TESTS ALONG WITH CONVECTIVE AND RADIATIVE HEATING MEASUREMENTS WILL
ALLOW THE SPECIFICATION OF THE ABLATION MATERIAL THICKNESS NECESSARY
TO MAINTAIN THE SUPPORTING STRUCTURE AT A TEMPERATURE LESS THAN SOME
PRESCRIBED VALUE.
RTOP NO. 124-07 . 15 TITLE: 'GENUS AND JUPITER PLANETARY ENTRY
AEROTHERMODYNAMICS
ORGANIZATION: JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
MONITOR;	 MCDON•ALDg R. R. 	 TEL. 213.3',54-6186
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
FUTURE PLANETARY MISSIONS * WILL REQUIRE SPACECRAFT WHICH CARRY,
AND DEPLOY ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY PROBES FOR ON —SITE OBSERVATIONS, THE
INTENSE CONVECTIVE AND RADIATIVE HEAT FLUX AND GAS INPUT FORCES
ENCOUNTERED BY AN ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY PROBE IN THE BREAKING MANUEVER
MUST BE PREDICTED ACCURATELY TO "INSURE A HEAT SHIELD AND STRUCTURE
CAP23LE OF PROTECTING THE INSTRUMENTED SCIENCE PAYLOAD. THE
OBJECTIVE, THEREFORE, OF THIS TASK IS TO-BE ABLE TOPREDICT THE
ADVERSE BRAKING MANUEVER ENVIRONMENT. THE AEROTHERMODYNAMIC PROBLEMS
OF ENTRY INTO THE JUPITER ATMOSPHERE WILL BE EMPHASIZED DURING*THE
NEAT SEVERAL YEARS OF EFFORT.. WORK DONE TO DATE " SOME OF WHICH CAN
BE USED DIRECTLY FOR MARS AND VENUS ENTRY STUDIES. IS A NECESSARY
STEP TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE JUPITER CASE. A
SYSTEMATIC CORRELATION OF EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION OF THE
AEROTHERMODYNAMIC EFFECTS OF MODELS OF PLANETARY ENTRY PROBES PLACED
IN A SIMULATED ENTRY ENVIRONMENT MUST BE MADE. THESE PHYSICAL
OBSERVATIONS ARE INTERPRETED AND GENERALIZED BY COMPARISION WITH
THEORETICAL FLOW-FIELD AND RADIATION —FIELD MATHEMATICAL MODELS,
CONTINUOUSLY DEVELOPED TO INCORPORATE THE MOST RECENT KNOWLEDGE OF
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERIC GAS THERMOCHEMICAL AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES.
THESE AEROTHERMODYNAMIC HEATING STUDIES WILL BE SUPPLIMENTED BY SOME
ANALYSIS OF VEHICLE NOTION DURING ENTRY, THE. FOLLOWING WORK WHICH IS
ESSENTIAL TO ACHIEVING THE OBtlECTIVE HAS BEEN DONE: l) VACUUM
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRA OF SHOCK LAYER PLASMAS HAVE BEEN ' DETERMINED; 2),
TOTAL AND SPECTRAL INTENSITY OF SHOCK HEATED JOVIAN GASES HAVE BEEN
RECORDED; 3) PLANETARY ENTRY BODY HEATING RATES IN AIR AND VENUS
ATMOSPHERIC GAS HAV Y& BEEN DETERMINED, 4) CONVECTIVE HEATING
DISTRIBUTION ON 60 DEG HALF— ANGLE BLUNTED CONES HAVE BEEN MEASURED,
5) BLUNT - BODY INVTSii/ FLOW--VICLA STUDIES WERE CONDUCTED; 6) VISCOUS
SHOCK LAYER ANALYSIS WAS PERFORMED AND 9 7) HYPERVELOCITY LABORATORY
DEVELOPMENT CONTINUED AT AN APPROPRIATE PACE.
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RTOP NO. 124-07-17 TITLE- GENERALIZED SPACE VEHICLE AERODYNAMICS
ORGANIZATION: LANGLE'Y RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BROOKS, G. W.
	 TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
TO DETERMINE BY THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS THE
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SHARP AND BLUNT NOSED CONFIGURATIONS
FOR BALLISTIC AND LIFTING ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY BODIES IN VARIOUS SPEED
RANGES AND TO STUDY THE DYNAMICS OF BODIES AND CONTROL SYSTEMS IN
ORDER TO DERIVE METHODS FOR CALCULATING THE MOTION OF BODIES AND TO
DEVELOP METHODS TO REDUCE THE UNCERTAINTIES ASSOCIATED WITH
VEHICLES.
THE AEROTHERMODYNAMICS OF EXPENDABLE AND REUSABLE LAUNCH
@E I
RTOP NO. 124-07-17 TITLE: GENERALIZED SPACE VEHICLE AERODYNAMICS
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 GOODWIN, G.	 TEL. 415-961-2265
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS RTOP IS TO DEVELOP METHODS OF PREDICTING
THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SHARP AND BLUNT NOSED SPACECRAFT
CONFIGURATIONS, THE DYNAMICS OF BODIES AND CONTROL SYSTEMS, AND THE
AEROTHERMODYNAMICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLES. IN ADDITION THIS RTOP STILL
COVER ALL DOD REQUESTS FOR SUPPORT APPROPRIATE TO THE SPACE VEHICLES
PROGRAM. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS FOR DETERMINING THE AERODYNAMIC AND
DYNAMICS OF SPACECRAFT AND LAUNCH VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS WILL BE
CONDUCTED IN SUPERSONIC, HYPERSONIC AND ARC JET WIND TUNNELS.
METHODS WILL BE DEVELOPED TO PREDICT AERODYNAMIC AND DYNAMICS
BEHAVIOR AND DETERMINE THE IMPORTANCE OF PARAMETERS INFLUENCING THE
AERODYNAMICS AND DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF SPACECRAFT, RESULTS WILL BE
USED TO DEVELOP ADVANCED, REUSEABLE SPACECRAFT AID LAUNCH VEHICLES.
RTOP NO. 124-07-18 TITLE: GENERALIZED REENTRY HEATING AND HEAT
PROTECTION TECHNOLOGY
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BROOKS, G. W.	 TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS WORK INCLUDES THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BASIC
REENTRY HEATING AND HEAT PROTECTION TECHNOLOGY REQUIRED FOR A BROAD
RANGE OF ENVIRONMENTS. FLIGHT VELCCITIES OF INTEREST RANGE FROM 20
K FT/SEC TO 50 K FT/SEC AND ABOVE FOR ENTRY INTO VARIOUS ATMOSPHERES,
IN THE APPROPRIATE VELOCITY REGIME, THE AREAS COVERED INCLUDE HOT
GAS RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER, THE COUPLING BETWEEN RADIATION AND THE
ABLATION PROCESSe THE TOTAL ABLATION PROCESS, BOUNDARY LAYER
TRANSTTION INCLUDING ABLATION EFFECTS, AND TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER
WITH AND WITHOUT MASS ADDITION. LIKELY ULTIMATE APPLICATION OF THIS
TECHNOLOGY INCLUDES A VARIETY OF MISSIONS REQUIRING EARTH ENTRY AND
CERTAIN PLANETARY ENTRY MISSIONS. THE ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO THIS
WORK INCLUDES THE DEVELOPMENT AND EXPLOITATION OF COMPREHENSIVE
NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS. THE EXPERIMENTAL EFFORT WILL EMPLOY EXISTING
GROUND FACILITIES, SOME OF WHICH REQUIRE SOME MODIFICATIONS.
EXISTING FLIGHT DATA WILL ALSO BE UTILIZED IN THIS WORK AND AN EFFORT
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TO DEFINE CRITICAL RESEARCH :FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS WILL BE PURSUED.
RTOP NO. 124-07-18 TITLE: GENERALIZED REENTRY HEAVING AND ABLATIVE
HEAT PROTECTION
ORGANT'ZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 GOODWIN* G.	 TEL. 415-961-2265
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS RTOP TS TO PROVIDE GENERALIZED ENTRY
HEATING AND ABLATIVEHEAT PROTECTION RESEARCH NEEDED FOR DESIGN AND
EVALUATION OF FUTURE SPACE 'VEHICLES. SPECIFICALLYs THE WORK WILL
DEAL WITH GROOVE PATTERNS ASSOCIATED WITH ABLATING CONICAL BODIES,
BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSI'TIONs 77CHNIQUES OF PREDICTING ABLATIVE MATERIAL
PERFORMANCE AS FUNCTIONS OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND HEATING
ENVIRONMENT, AND IMPROVEMENT OF FACILITIES REQUIRED TO SIMULATE
CONVECTIVE, RADIATIVE AND COMBINED HEATING ENVIRONMENTS. GENERALIZED
HEATING AND MATERIAL PERFORMANCE INFORMATION IS REQUIRED IN THE
DESIGN OF PLANETARY ENTRY VEHICLES, SPACE POWER SYSTEMS AND HIGH
SPEED EARTH ENTRY CONFIGURATIONS.
RTGP NO. 124-07-19 TITLE: SYSTEMS FOR TEkMINAL DESCENT AND LANDING
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BROOKSB G. W.	 TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL, SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH DESCRIBED HEREIN IS TO ADVANCE THE
TECHNOLOGY OF DESCENT AND LANDING FOR SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS USING
AUXILIARY DEVICES TO PROVIDE DRAG, LIFT, AND CONTROLLABILITY IN
ADDITION TO THAT PROVIDED BY THE BASIC SPACECRAFT. SUCH ;`EVICES CAN
LEAD TO IMPROVED MISSION CAPABILITY, LOWER WEIGHT AND COST S AND
MISSION GROWTH POTENTIAL:. APPLICATIONS INCLUDE BOTH MANNED AND
UNMANNED ENTRY SPACECRAFT, DATA RETURN CAPSULESs LOGISTICS VEHICLES,
AND RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STAGES. ANALYTICAL, WIND TUNNEL, AND FLIGHT
TESTS (BOTH SMALL. SCALE AND LARGE SCALE) ARE BEING USED TO EXPLORE
VARIOUS SYSTEMS. THE RESEARCH WILL PROVIDE FEASIBILITY
DEMONSTRATIONS, EXPLORE PROBLEMS AND LIMITATIONS, AND PROVIDE A
BACKLOG OF TECHNICAL DATA FOR USE IN EVALUATION® TRADE — OFF STUDIES*
AND SYSTEM SELECTION AND DESIGN FOR ADVANCED SPACE MISSIONS.
RTGP N0. 124-07-20 TITLE: PARAWING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
ORGANIZATION° LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BROOKS, G. W.	 TEL. 703-827-3295
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
A PARAWING PROJECT REVIEW WAS HELD AT THE LANGLEY RESEARCH
CENTER ON JUNE 18s 1969 SMITH PERSONNEL FROM NASA HEADQUARTERS, MANNED
SPACECRAFT CENTER, AND FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER PARTICIPATING. THIS
REVIEW RESULTED IN AN AGREEMENT THAT A MAJOR REDIRECTION OF THE
PARAWING PROJECT ISIN ORDER. IT WAS FUF.THER AGREED THAT DISCUSSIONS
WOULD TAKE PLACE BETWEEN LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER AND MANNED
SPACECRAFT CENTER TO DERIVE A SUITABLE PROGRAM WITH EMPHASIS ON
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IN-HOUSE EFFORTS. HOWEVER, A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF R AND D FUNDS WILL BE
REQUTRED FOR THE NORTHRUP VENTURA CONTRACT TO EFFECTIVELY CLOSE OUT
THAT EFFORT AND DOCUMENT PAST WORK EVEN lF NO NEW WORK IS STARTED.----
RTOP NO. 124-07-22 TITLE° EXPLORATORY INVESTIGATIONS OF PROBLEMS
ASSOCIATED WITH TERMINAL DESCENT AND
LANDING OF MANNED SPACECRAFT CONCEPTS AND
DESCENT SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATION: FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 REED, R. D.
	 TEL. 805-258-3311
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
MODELS OF SPACECRAFT SHUTTLE CONCEPTS ARE BEING AIRLAUNCHED AND
THEN GLIDED TO A LANDING AT EDWARDS, CALIF. MODELS ARE FLOWN FIRST
BY RADIO-CONTROL AND LATER BY PILOTS IF PROVEN PROMISING ENOUGH FOR
MANNED INVESTIGATION. BASIC OBJECTIVES ARE AS FOLLOWS: 1. TO STUDY
AND DEFINE THE OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH MANNED CONTROL OF
A SPACECRAFT/FLEXIBLE-WING ('?ARAWING) TERMINAL LANDING SYSTEM.
INFORMATION WILL BE SOUGHT TO AID IN THE DEFINITION AND DESIGN OF
ADVANCED SPACECRAFT LAND RECOVERY SYSTLMS SUCH AS REQUIRED FOR THE
LARC AND MSC DECOUPLED MODE CONFIGURATIONS. 2. TO STUDY THE
SUBSONIC FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS OF A HIGH FIRENESS-RATIO LIFTING BODY
(DART-LIKESHUTTLECRAFT SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION),AND THE BODY WITH
SKEWED WING, AND SWITCH-BLADE WING; AND TO STUDY THE TRANSIENT
EFFECTS DURING WING DEPLOYMENT", ATTENTION WILL BE GIVEN TO SCALE
EFFECTS BETWEEN SMALL-SCALE (5 FEET, 10 POUNDS), AND LARGE"SCALE (30
FEET, 700 TO l,500 POUNDS) RADIO-CONTROLLED MODELS.
RTOP NO. 124-07-23 TITLE: DECELERATOR TECHNOLOGY FOR PLANETARY
PROBE/LANDER TERMINAL DESCENT
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
BROOKS: G. W.	 TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
TO PROVIDE THE TECHNOLOGY REQUIRED FOR EFFICIENT DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF PARACHUTES,, OTHER TONED DECELERATORS, AND ATTACHED
DECELERATORS HAVING APPLICATION TO PLANETARY ENTRY AND LANDING. TO
PROVIDE AN UNDERSTANDING CF SIMILARITY LAWS® DEPLOYMENT AND INFLATION
DYNAMICS, AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE AND STABILITY OF DECELERATOR AND
DECELERATOR-VEHICLE COMBINATIONS. TO DEVELOP AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE
FLIGHT BEHAVIOR AND FABRICATION REQUIREMENTS OF FLEXIBLE FABRIC
MATERIALS THAT ARE UNCOATED A9D MATERIALS THAT ARE COATED TO REDUCE
POROSITY OR PROVIDE PASSIVE THERMAL PROTECTION. COMPREHENSIVE
IN-HOUSE AND CONTRACT ANALYTICAL AND WIND TUNNEL TEST PROGRAMS WILL
LEAD TO SELECTED FLIGHT TESTS FOR DECELERATOR EVAL g ATION AND
TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION. THE RESULTS WILL SUPPORT DECELERATOR
DESIGN FOR VIKING AND PROVIDE THE BASIS FOR DECELERATOR CHOICE AND
DESIGN FOR LATER ADVANCED MISSIONS.
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RTOP NO. 124-07--24 TITLE: MANNED SPACE SHUTTLELE (CATEGORY T)
CONFIGUPATION® PERFORMANCE AND
AEROTHERMAL STUDIES
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BROOKSo G. W.	 TEL. 703-827°3255
TECHNICA: ^r1MMARY
SEVERAL MANNED SPACE SHUTTLE CONCEPTS OF THE PARTIALLY OR FULLY
REUSABLE TYPE ARE CURRENTLY BEING CONSIDERED BY NASA TO SUPPORT
FUTURE SPACE STATIONS AND SPACE BASE OPERATIONS, AS WELL AS FOR SHORT
DURATION INDEPENDENT MISSIONS. TO INDENTIFY THE MOST PROMISING
CONCEPT AND ESTABLISH FEASIBILITY THERE IS A NEED TO EVALUATE
CONFIGURATIONS REPRESENTATIVE OF CANDIDATE CONCEPTS, IDENTIFY
PROBLEMS AND S0.°,UTIONS, AND ADVANCE THE TECHNOLOGY WHERE REQUIRED.
TO ACHIEVE THIS GOAL NECESSITATES PARALLEL AND COORDINATED EFFORT IN
SEVERAL TECHNOLOGY AREAS. WORK UNDER THIS RTOP ADDRESSES KEY ISSUES
OF IMMEDIATE IMPORTANCE IN THE BROAD AREA OF CONFIGURATION
ASSESSMENT® PERFORMANCE, AND AEROTHERMAL STUDIES. THIS WORK WILL BE
DONE IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER IN CONJUNCTION WITH WORK UNDER OTHER
LANGLEY SPACE SHUTTLE RTOP'S IN THE AREAS OF STRUCTURES, THERMAL
PROTECTION® AND MISSION ANALYSIS. 1. THROUGH SELECTIVELY EXAMINING
THE AEROTHERMAL AND STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF
REPRESENTATIVE CONCEPTS OVER THE TOTAL SPECTRUM OF SYSTEM
ENVIRONMENTS (ASCENT — ORBIT — PETURN — LANDING), A NArROWING OF THE
SHUTTLE SYSTEM CANDIDATES WILL BE EFFECTED. 2. THROUGH MORE REFINED
ANALYSIS OF THE REMAINING CANDIDATES, THE OPTIONS WILL BE
SYSTEMATICALLY NARROWED TO A SINGLE BEST CHOICE. BOTH IN—HOUSE AND
CONTRACTUAL EFFORTS WILL BE BROUGHT TO BEAR.
RTOP NO. 124-07-25 TITLE: MANNED SPACE SHUTTLE (CATEGORY II)
CONFIGURATION, PERFORMANCE AND
AEROTHERMAL STUDIES
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BROOKS, G. W.	 TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
SEVERAL MANNED SPACE SHUTTLE CONCEPTS OF THE PARTIALLY OR FULLY
REUSABLE TYPE ARE CURRENTLY BEING CONSIDERED BY NASA TO SUPPORT
FUTURE SPACE STATIONS AND SPACE BASE OPERATIONS O AS WELL AS FOR SHORT
DURATION INDEPENDENT MISSIONS. TO IDENTIFY THE MOST PROMISING
CONCEPT AND ESTABLISH FEASIBILITY THERE IS A NEED TO EVALUATE
CONFIGURATIONS '.?EPRESENTATIVE OF CANDIDATE CONCEPTS, IDENTIFY
PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS AND ADVANCE THE TECHNOLOGY WHERE REQUIRED. TO
ACHIEVE THIS GOAL NECESSITATES PARALLEL AND COORDINATED EFFORT IN
SEVERAL TECHNOLOGY AREAS. WORK UNDER THIS RTOP COVERS THE DETAILED
RESEARCH AND TESTING REQUIRED IN THE CONFIGURATION ASSESSMENT,
PERFORMANCE, AND AEROTHERMAL STUDIES TO SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT OF THE
FINAL SELECTION (MADE PRIMARILY FROM STUDIES UNDER THE COMPANION
CATEGORY I RTOP WITH SAME TITLE). THIS WORK WILL BE DONE IN
CONJUNCTION WITH WORK UNDER OTHER LANGLEY SPACE SHUTTLE RTOP'S IN THE
AREAS OF STRUCTURES, THERMAL PROTECTION ° AND MISSION ANALYSIS. BOTH
IN — HOUSE AND CONTRACTUAL EFFORTS WILL BE BROUGHT TO BEAR.
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RTOP NO. 124-07-26 TITLEi MANNED SPACE SHUTTLE (CATEGORY I)
DEVELOPMENT of THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR!	 BROOKSd G. W.	 TEL. 703-827-3255
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THE OUTLINED PROGRAM IS TO INVESTIGATE THERMAL
PROTECTION SYSTEMS FOR MANNED SPACE SHUTTLES, TO ASSESS THE ADEQUACY
OF EXISTING TECHNOLOGY, AND TO IDENTIFY AND IMPLEMENT REQUIRED
DEVELOPMENTS. THIS WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED PRIMARILY BY CONTRACT WORK
SUPPORTED BY IN--HOUSE STUDIES AND TESTING. THREE TYPES OF HEAT
SHIELDS WILL BE CONSIDERED- LOW--COST ABLATIVE SHIELDS, NON—METALLIC
RADIATIVE°-INSULATTVE SHIELDS, AND METALLIC RADIATIVE SHIELDS.
FIBROUS INSULATION MATERIALSr NON — DESTRUCTIVE TES'.' TECHNIQUES, AND
SOME ASPECTS OF FILM AND TRANSPIRATION COOLING WILL ALSO BE
INVESTIGATED. PARAMETRIC HEAT — SHIELD STUDIES WILL ALSO BE MADE TO
PROVIDE RATIONAL AND UP--TO — DATE ESTIMATES OF THE WEIGHT AND COST OF
SYSTEMS INVOLVING ABLATORS, RADIATORS, INSULATORS, AND ACTIVE
COOLING. LARGE-SCALE THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS WILL BE DESIGNED,
FABRICATED, AND TESTED TO VALIDATE ANALYTICAL RESULTS $ WEIGHTS AND
POSSIBLY COSTS. THE RESULTS OF THESE STUDIES WILL PROVIDE
INFORMATION WHICH WILL SERVE AS A BASIS FOR THE SELECTION AND DESIGN
OF THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS FOR MANNED SPACE SHUTTLES%
RTOP NO. 124-07-27 TITLE: MANNED SPACE SHUTTLE (CATEGORY I):
OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS STUDIES
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR	 BROOKS, G. W.
	 TEL. 7 03-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THIS RTOP IS ONE COMPONENT OF THE LANGLEY COORDINATED SPACE
SHUTTLE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM. THE STORK WILL INITIALLY SUPPORT THE
SPACE SHUTTLE RTOP'S ON AEROTHERMAL, AND STABILITY AND CONTROL
CHARACTERISTICS AND ON THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS AS THE OPTIONS ARE
NARROWED FROM MANY SPACE SHUTTLE CANDIDATES TO A FEW BY SELEC`rIVELY
EXAMINING THE CHARACTERISTICS OF REPRESENTATIVE CLASSES OF CONCEPTS
OVER THE TOTAL SPECTRUM OF SYSTEM ENVIRONMENTS. THE INITIAL PHASE OF
THIS WORK WILL MAINLY BE CONCERNED WITH TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS. AS THE
OPTIONS ARE NARROWED, THE SCOPE OF THE OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS STUDIES
WILL BROADEN TO ENCOMPASS ALL PHASES OF THE MISSION FROM LAUNCH TO
LANDING AND TURNAROUND.
RTOP NO. 124--07-25 TITLE MANNED SPACE SHUTTLE (CAT. I) :
AEROTHERMODYNAMICS OF AN AIRPLANE-vLIKE
CONCEPT
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 GOODWIN, G.	 TEL. 415-961-2265
TECHNICAL. SUMMARY
TO DETERMINE THE AEROTHERMODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF AN
AIRPLANE — LIKE SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE SUCH AS PROPOSED BY THE MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT CENTER. INITIAL EMPHASIS IS ON EXPLORATORY DATA
REQUIRED TO DETERMINE FEASIBILITY OF THIS CONCEPT, AND TO IDENTIFY AT
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AN EARLY DATE PROBLEM AREAS AND INDICATE THE LIKLIHOOD FOR SOLUTIONS.
ACCORDINGLY AERODYNAMIC IFORCE AND MOMENT) DATA WILL BE OBTAINED AT
M =.25 TO 10 AND QUALITATIVE HEATING DATA WILL BE OBTAINED AT M = 15.
THESE DATA TILL PERMIT COMPARISON OF THIS CONCEPT WITH THE OTHER
CONCEPTS BEING PROPOSED FOR A LOW —COST SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM.
IF THIS COMPARISON IS ENCOURAGING, MORE DETAILED STUDIES WILL BE MADE
TO AID IN THE REFINEMENT OF THE CONCEPT.
RTOP NO. 124-07-29 TITLE: FANNED SPACE SHUTTLE: NONMETALLIC HEAT
SHIELDS
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
GOODWINe G.	 TEL. 415-961-2265
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
TO DETERMINE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF CANDIDATE MATERIALS FOR USE
IN THE HEAT — SHIELD DESIGN OF A SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE. MATERIALS SUCH
AS POLYBENZIMIZOL, POL YPHENYLENE, POLYIMIDE, AS WALL AS CARBON AND
SILICA BASE MATERYALS WILL BE TESTED IN ARC — JET FACILITIES CAPABLE OF
DUPLICATTNG A NUMBER OF FULL-SCALE FLIGHT CONDITIONS. EMPHASIS WILL
BE UPON THE EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF NON — METALLIC MATERIALS
WHICH REQUIRE LITTLE OR NO REFURBISHMENT.
RTOP NO. 124-*07-30 TITLE EARTH ORBIT LOGISTICS — THERMAL
PROTECTION SYSTEMS AND MATERIALS
ORGANIZATION: MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
MONITOR:	 GREENSHIELDS, D. H.Tft. 713-453-3676
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF THIS PLAN IS THE DEVELOPMENT OF
- .j.. ACTICAL THERMAL PROTECTION MATERIALS AND SYSTEMS CONCEPTS WHICH
REFLECT AN OPTIMUM COMBINATION OF REUSABILITY, WEIGHT, COST,
TURNAROUND CERTIFICATION EFFORT, AND SENSITIVITY TO OFF — NOMINAL ENTRY
CONDITIONS, AND THE CHARACTERIZATION OF THESE SYSTEMS AND THE
ASSOCIATED MATERIALS TO ALLOW THEIR USE IN VEHICLE DESIGN. PRIMARY
EMPHASIS WILL BE PLACED ON NON-METALLIC MATERIALS, WHICH ARE LESS
SENSITIVE TO ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE LEVELS AND CAN BE USED IN SURFACE
INSULATION SYSTEMS DESIGNS OR IN REVISABLE HIGH TEMPERATURE LEADING
EDGES AND 'DOSE CAPS. THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THIS GOAL REQUIRES THE
DEVELOPMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE METHODOLOGY FOR THERMAWSTRUCTURAL
TRADEOFF AND OPTIMIZATION, 1 REALISTIC APPRAISAL OF REUSABILITY FOR
VARIOUS ENTRY CONDITIONS. AND A "P RACTICAL APPROACH TO THE OPERATIONAL
PROBLEM OF REUSE CERTIFICATION. THE TECHNICAL EFFORTS REQUIRED TO
SUPPORT THIS DEFINITION INCLUDE: (A) RELATIVE COST AND WEIGHT DATA
BASED ON THE FABRICATION OF PROTOTYPE SYSTEMS.
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?TOP NO. 124--07-31 TITLE: PFELIMs WARY DESIGN OF A "BANNED SUBSCALE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHT TEST VEHICLE
nRGANIZATIOTI- FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 Mc.If3uE. J. r, o
	
TEL. 805-258-3311
TECHNICAL, SUMMARY
INFORMATION REGARDING THE PERFORMANCE AERODYNAMICSr STABILITY,
CONTROL, AND HANDLING QUALITIES FOF THE CRITICAL TERMINAL PHASE OF
rLIGHT MUST BF PROVIDED FOR THE SELECTED SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE
CONFIGURATION. THIS PTOF COVERS AN IN-HOUSE PRELIMINARY DESIGN FOR A
FLIGHT TEST VEHICLE WHICH CAN PROVIDE THIS INFORMATION IN THE LOTS TO
MACH 2+ SPEED RANGE IN A TIMELY MANNER AND WITH A LOW COST, MANNED
FLIGHT PROGRAM SIMILAR TO THE CURRENT FRC LIFTING BODY PROGRAM. THIS
DESIGN EFFORT WILL ALSO DEFINE THE FLIGHT TEST VEHICLE SIZE * WEIGHT,
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS, DESIGN LIMITS AND CRITERIA, AND
OPERATIONAL ENVELOPE. AT THE COMPLETION OF THIS DESIGN EFFORT AND
DEFINITION OF A SINGLE SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION BY NASA, THE FRC
WILL BE TF A POSITION TO RELEASE AN RFP FOR THE DETAILED DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION OF A FLIGHT TEST VEHICLE.
RTOP NO. 124--07--32 TITLE: MANNED SPACE SHUTTLE (CAT. II) TERMINAL
FLIGHT OPERATIONS ANALYSIS (SIMULATION OF
TERMINAL FLIGHT PROBLEMS IN ACTUAL FLIGHT
ORGANIZATION: FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER?
MONITOR:	 LAYTONr G. P.	 TEL. 805-°258--3311
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE PURPOSE OF T HIS STUDY IS TO DEFINE THE SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
TO BE MET BY BOTH THE LIFTING REE14TRY VEHICLE, AND THE AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROL SYSTEM TO ALLOW OPERRTIONAL SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS. THIS WORK
INCLUDES STUDY OF VARIABLE GEOMETRY, IFR RECOVERY TECHNIQUESr AND AIR
TRAFFIC PROCEDURES.
RTOP NO. 124-07,34 TITLE: EAFTH ORBIT LOGISTICS SPACECRAFT -
AERODYNAMIC OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
ORGANIZATION: MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
MONITOR:	 BASSr R.	 TEL. 713-483-2381
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE IS TO PROVIDE ANALYTICAL STUDIES AND EXPERIMENTAL
WIND TUNNEL TEST EVALUATION STUDIES FOR THE DEFINITION OF VEHICLE
AERODYNAMICS, PERFORMANCE, AND STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS.
T HESE STUDIES WILL INCLUDE THE ENTIRE FLIGHT SPECTRUM ENCOUNTERED BY
THE LOGISTICS SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATIONS AS IDENTIFIED BY THE
FOLLOWING STUDY AREAS: 1. LAUNCH VEHICLES STUDIES 2. LAUNCH
ASCENT ABORT STUDIES 3. STAGE SFPARA'TION STUDIES 4. ORBITAL PLUME
IMPINGEMENT AND RARI.FIED GAS DYNAMIC STUDIES 5. ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY
STUDIES b. TRANSITION, CRUISE AND LANDINIGr FERRY PERFORMANCE, AND
STABILITY AND CONTROL STUDIES.
-)g
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RTOP NO. 124-07-35 TITLE: EARTH ORBIT LOGISTICS SPACECRAFT
AEROTHERMODYNAMICS OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
ORGANIZATION: MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
MONITOR:
	
GOODRICH, W. D.	 TEL. 713-483-2326
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS TASK IS TO TAKE THE EXISTING EXPERIMENTAL
HEAT TRANSFER RATE AND PRESSURE DATA FOR THE MSC CONFIGURATIONS AND
TO INTERPRET THESE RESULTS SUCH THAT MEANINGFUL FLIGHT PREDICTIONS
CAN BE MADE. TO UNDERSTAND THE PEHAVIOR OF SUCH PHENOMENA AS
TURBULENT TRANSITION, LOCAL FLOW INTERACTIONS: SHOCK IMPINGEMENT,
SEPARATED FLOW AND VORTEX GENERATION FOR A CASE WHERE EXTREME SCALING
OF DATA IS REQUIRED PRESENTS A FORMIDABLE PROBLEM TO THE ANALYST FOR
RELATIVELY SIMPLE CONFIGURATIONS.
RTOP NO. 12407-37 TITLE: AEROTHERMODYNAMIC STUDY OF SPACE SHUTTLE
VEHICLE CONCEPTS
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:
	 GOODRICH, W. D.
	 TEL. 205-453-1115
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
OBJECTIVE: TO COND,*:T SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGY ACTIVITIES IN THE
AERO'THERMODYNAMICS AREA APPLICABLE TO THE REUSABLE SPACE SHUTTLE
VEHICLE CONCEPT. APPROACH: A SET OF REPRESENTATIVE CANDIDATES FOR
THE SPACE SHUTTLE HAS BEEN INVESTICATED IN CONJUNCTION WITH
CONTRACTOR STUDIES B
 WITH THE EVENTUAL GOAL OF IDENTIFYING THE MOST
PROMISING CONCEPT FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT. AN IN-HOUSE CONCEPT HAS
BEEN ESTABLISHED FOR STUDY IN ORDER FOR MSFC TO BE EFFECTIVE IN
ASSESSMENT AND JUDGEMENT OF CONTRACTOR WORK ALREADY DONE AND IN ORDER
TO INSURE COMPETENT MANAGEMENT IN FUTURE STUDIES. WORK UNDER THIS
RTOP IS DIRECTED TO KEY POINTS OF THE CONCEPT IN THE AREA OF
AEROTHERMO DYNAMIC CONFIGURATION DEVELOPMENT, AND PROCEEDS PARALLEL
AND INTEGRATED WITH PERTINENT STUDIES IN OTHER DISCIPLINARY AREAS.
THE STUDY APPROACH IS BASED ON BOTH ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
INFORMATION. THE OPTIMIZATION PROCESS THROUGH WHICH THE CANDIDATE IS
SUBJECTED WILL RESULT IN MODIFICATIONS THEREOF AND WILT PRODUCE THE
METHODS AND TECHNIQUES NEEDED TO INSURE THE MOST EFFICIENT DESIGN.
RTOP NO. 124-0810 TITLE: ADVANCED STRUCTURAL C O NCEPTS AND
MATERIALS APPLICATIONS
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BROOKS, G. W.	 TEL. 703-8273285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE IS TO DEVELOPE NEW STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS AND
ADVANCED MATERIALS INCLUDING COMPOSITES, FABRICS, AND MEMBRANE
MATERIALS FOR FLEXIBLE OR RIGID SPACE STRUCTURAL APPLICATIONS. THE
WORK CONSISTS OF ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF FILAMENTARY
COMPOSITE MATERIALS, EVALUATION * CHARACTERIZATION, AND STUDY OF
FABRIC MATERIALS TO BETTER DEFINE MATERIAL CAPABILITES AND STRUCTURAL
REQUIREMENTS: DEVETOPE^_ENT OF-ADVANCED POLYMERS FOR SPACECRAFT
APPLICATIONS, EVALUATION AND IMPROVEMENT OF FASTENING METHODS FOR
HIGH-PERFORMANCE STRUCTURAL MATERIALS, DEVELOPMENT OF UNIQUE
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MECHANISMS APPLICABLE TO SPACECRAFT HARDWARE * AND INVESTIGATION OF
SELF-ERECTABLE STRUCTURES FFOM A NICKEL-TITANIUM MATERIAL. A PORTION
OF THIS PROGRAM WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED BY CONTRACT TO SUPPORT THE
IN-HOUSE EFFORTS. THE PESULTS OF THFSF STUD?ES WTLL LEAD TO A BETTER
UNDERSTANDING OF CAPABILITIES OF ADVANCED FILAMENTARY AND FABRIC
MATERIALS THAT MAY LEAD TO POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS IN STRUCTURAL,
EFFICIENCY, WILL PROVIDE FEASIBILITY FOR PERFORMING DEFINED MISSIONS*
OR WILL IDENTIFY NEW APPLICATIONS OR MISSION POSSIBTLZTIFS.-
PTOP NO. 124-06 -11 TITLE; PRESSUPE VESSELS
ORGANIZATION: LEVIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 SMITH* G. T.	 TEL. 216-433-4000
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE WORK CONDUCTED UNDER THIS RTOP WILL BE DIRECTED TOWARD
PROVIDING DATA AND TECHNIQUES FOR THE DESIGN OF LOW COST, HIGH
PERFORMANCE * RELIABLE PRESSURE VESSELS. BOTH METALLIC AND
FILAMENT-WOUND VESSEL TECHNOLOGY WILL BE ESTABLISHED AND REFINED.
METALLIC PRESSURE VESSEL TECHNOLOGY WILL INCLUDE: 1. DEVELOPMENT OF
SYSTEMATIC METHODS OF DESIGNv INCORPORATING RECENT FRACTURE MECHANICS
TECHNOLOGY. 2. IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF ALLOYS FOR CRYOGENIC
APPLICATION. 3. IMPROVEMENT OF THE DEFECT GEOMETRY RESOLUTION OF
NDT SYSTEMS. 4. DEVELOPMENT OF FRACTURE MECHANICS THEORY TO MORE
EFFECTIVELY PROVIDE FOR PLASTICITY AND BOUNDARY EFFECTS. 'COMPOSITE
PRESSURE VESSEL TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS WILL INCLUDE: 1. EVALUATION OF
GLASS FIBER AND RECENTLY DEVELOPED HIGH-MODULUS FIBERS OF GRAPHITE
AND BORON. 2. DEVELOPMENT OF METALLIC LINERS * BOTH LOAD BEARING AND
THIN WAIL * AND OPTIMIZATION OF WINDING PATTERNS AND WINDING VARIABLES
FOR CONTROL OF LOCAL STRAIN MISMATCH BETWEEN LINERS AND OVERWRAP. 3.
DEMONSTRATION TESTING OF COMPOSITE VESSELS TO ESTABLISH TECHNOLOGY
AVAILABILITY.
RTOP NO. 124-0€3-12 TITLE: NASTFAN (NASA STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS) PROGRAM
ORG ANI7, ATION: G ODDARD SPACE FLIGET CTR.
MONITOR:
	
FORLTFEPt W. R.
	
TEL. 301-952-4245
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF THIS EFFORT IS TO DEVELOP FOR NASA A
HIGHLY EFFICIENT GENERAL. PURPOSE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS. THERE ARE *
 AT PRESENT * A GREAT NUMBER OF SPECIAL PURPOSE
COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR SOLVING VARIOUS PARTS OF THE TOTAL STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS PROBLEM. THE USE OF THESE PROGRAMS FOR LARGE PROBLEMS IS
GENERALLY HIGHLY INEFFICIENT AND WHEN DIFFEFENT PROGRAMS ARE USED IN
THE ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE TOTAL SPACE VEHICLE S THE
RESULTS ARE DIFFICULT TO COMMUNICATE AND INTEGRATE BY NASA CENTERS
AND THEIR CONTRACTORS. NASTRAN WILL PROVIDE A STANDARD GENERAL
PURPOSE PROGRAM WHICH CAN BE EFFICIENTLY USED ON LARGE PROBLEMS*
INCLUDING THE TOTAL SPACE VEHICLE. THE FINITE ELEMENT APPROACH IS
USED AND SOLUTIONS CAN BE OBTAINED BY EITHER THE FORCE OR
DISPLACEMENT METHOD. THE PROGRAM IS MODUL R TO ALLOW FOR EASE OF
REVISIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS. IN SUPPORT OF THIS PROGRAM, GODDARD HAS
RESEARCH TASKS IN THE AREAS OF FINITE ELEMENT COMPARISONS ° RANDOM
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tREQUENCY DISTRIBUTYON, MATRIX CONDITIONING, AND DESIGN OPTIMIZATION.
RTOP NO. 124 -08 -13 TITLE: LOW-FREQUENCY STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
KONITOR:	 BROOKS® G. W.	 TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS RESEARCH IS TO EXPAND THE UNDFRSTANDTNG OF
THE LOW FREQUENCY D'. NAMIC LOADS ON SPACE VEHICLE STRUCTURES, THE
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STRUCTURES, AND THE RESPONSE OF
STRUCTURES TO LOADS. BOTH ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES
WILL BE UTILIZED TO DETERMINE INPUTS, STRUCTURAL SYSTEM TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS, AND RESPONSES OF LAUNCH VEHICLE, SPACE SHUTTLES
SPACECRAFT, ORBITAL, BASE, AND ENTRY VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS. WIND
TUNNELS AND DYNAMIC MODELS WILL BE USED EXTENSIVELY FOR THIS ONGOING
IN-HOUSE RESEARCH AND WILL BE SUPPLEMENTED BY CONTRACT RESEARCH. THE
RESULTS BILL LEAD TO LIGHTER WEIGHT AND MORE RELIABILITY IN CURRENT
VEHICLES AND ESTABLISH THE FEASIBILITY AND CONFIGURATIONS OF FUTURE
CONCEPTS.
RTOP NO. 12408-14 TITLE: HIGH FREQUENCY DYNAMICS (AhRODYNAMI'C
NOISE)
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BROOKS, G. W.	 TEL. 703-827-3285
TECH141CAL SUMMARY
THIS RESEARCH WILL PROVIDE IMPROVEMFNTS IN THE STATE OF THE ART
POR DESIGNING SPACE VEHICLES TO SUSTAIN HIGH FPEQi1ENCY DYNAMIC LOADS.
THESE DYNAMIC LOADS MAY BE SINUSOIDAL, RANDOM S OR TRANSIENT IN
NATURE, SUCH AS ACOUSTIC PRESSUPES OR PYROTECHNIC SHOCKS® AND OFTEN
LEAD TO LOCAL STRUCTURAL FAILURE'S OR EQUIPMENT MALFUNCTIONS.
IMPROVED DEFINITION OF THESE LOADS IS REQUIRED TO DEVELOP MOVE
ADEQUATE SIMULATION TECHNIQUES, PREPARE MORE REALISTIC TEST
SPECIFICATIONS, AND DEVELOP BETTER PROTECTIVE DEVICES FOR SENSITIVE
COMPONENTS. ANALYTICAL METHODS MUST ALSO BE DEVELOPED TO PREDICT
RESPONSE TO THE LOADS. THE RESEARCH PFOGRAM WILL UTILIZE EXISTING
FLIGHT DATA, GROUND TESTS, AND FLIGHT TESTS AS WELL AS ANALYSIS AND
WILL BE CONDUCTED TN-HOUSE BUT SUPPLEMENTED BY UNIVERSITY GRANTS AND
INDUSTRY CONTRACTS. ANY SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS IN THIS TECHNOLOGY
WILL BE IMMEDIATELY APPLICABLE TO ALL FUTURE SPACECRAFT AND CAN LEAD
TO REDUCED COST AND IMPROVED RELIABILITY.
RTOP No. 324--08-14 TITLE: HIGH FREQUENC=Y LAUNCH DYNAMICS
(AEFODY'NAMIC NOISE)
ORGANIZATION: MgA^/R'^SHALL. 
^a
SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MO N
I
TOR:
 
 
	
BRO	 G COOKS: .	 a	 TEL. 20 5-453-1120
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE BASIC OBJECTIVE OF THIS PLAN IS THE IMPROVEMENT OF
TECHNIQUES AND METHODS FOR THE PREDICTION AND SIMULATION OF ENGINE
EEDUCED HIGH FREQUENCY LAUNCH ACOUSTIC AND FLIGHT MECHANICAL DYNAMIC
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FORCING FUNCTIONS AND RESULTANT RESPONSE. THE ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
MUST BE DEFINED IN DETAIL WITH THE AMPLITUDE AND PHASE INFORMATION
PHYSICALLY RELATABLE TO THE CONTRIBUTTNG VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH
ROCKET OR JET FLOW FIELDS OR THE INFLIGHT FLOW FIELD OVER THE
VEHICLE. THE CORRELATION CHARACTERISTICS AND THE PRESSURE FIELD MUST
BE KNOWN TO APPLY RESPONSE PREDICTIONS WITH ANY RESONABLE ACCURACY.
SUCH INFORMATION IS NECESSARY FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF LIMITATIONS
AND OVER CONSERVATISMS INHERENT IN CURRENT DESIGN PROCEDURES.
ELIMINATION OF THIS OVER DESIGN AND POTENTIAL UNDERDESIGN IN VARIOUS
SYSTEMS AND STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS WILL BE BASED ON IMPROVED METHODS
AND NEW APPROACHES MADE POSSIBLE BY AN ACCURATE ESTIMATION OF THE
CONTROLLING INPUT ENVIRONMENTS. HIGH FREQUENCY DYNAMIC MODLING
TECHNIQUES WILL BE IMPROVED ALONG WITH CHARACTERISTICS AND CUMULATIVE
FATIGUE DAMAGE. SOLUTIONS TO THESE PROBLEMS WILL BE INVESTIGATED
UTILIZING NEW CONCEPTS SUCH AS POWER FLOW FORCE SPECTRUM TECHNIQUESr
AND, WHERE EXACT SOLUTIONS ARE IMPOSSIBLE, TO FULLY UTILIZE
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES.
RTOP NO. 124-08-14 TITLE: HIGH FREQUENCY LAUNCH DYNAMICS
(AERODYNAMIC NOISE)
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
GOODWIN, G.	 TEL. 415-961-2265
TECHNICAL, SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS RTOP IS TO DEVELOP METHODS OF PREDICTING
HIGH FREQUENCY DYNAMIC LOADS DURING LAUNCH, THE RESPONSE OF THE
STRUCTURE AND SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS TO THESE LOADS AND METHODS FOR
SIMULATING THE LOADS AND STRUCTURES IN TESTS. SPECIFICALLY THE WORK
WILL BE DIRECTED TOWARD AERODYNAMIC NOISE, THE STRUCTURAL RESPONSE TO
SUCH LOADS, AND THERMALLY INDUCED OSCILLATIONS. IMPROVEMENT IN THE
STATE-OF-THE-ART FOR PREDICTING THE HIGH-FREQUENCY DYNAMIC LOADS AND
RESPONSES IS VITAL TO THE REDUCTION OF THE HIGH COSTS NOW NECESSARY
FOR THE FULL SCALE PROOF TESTING OF FLIGHT HARDWARE. THE WORK
PERFORMED UNDER THIS RTOP IS EXPECTED TO FORM THE BASIS FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF METHODS FOR PREDICTING THE RESPONSE OF FULL SCALE
STRUCTURES TO LAUNCH DYNAMIC LOADS AND/OR FOR RELIABLY EXTRAPOLATING
THE RESULTS OF LABORATORY TESTS TO FLIGHT SCALE.
RTOP NO. 124-08-14 TITLE: HIGH FREQUENCY LAUNCH DYNAMICS (TEST
SIMULATION)
ORGANIZATION: GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CTR.
MONT TOR i
	 FORLTFER* W. R.	 TEL. 30 9- 982°-4245
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF THIS EFFORT IS TO PROVIDE A MUCH NEEDED
IMPROVEMENT IN THE STATE-OF-THE-ART FOR THE PREDICTION AND TEST
SIMULAATION OF THE LAUNCH DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS (VIBRATION, SHOCK S AND
ACOUSTIC NOISE). THE PROBLEM IS TO DEVELOP PREDICTION TECHNIQUES,
TEST METHODS, AND TEST PHILOSOPHY WHICH WILL PROVIDE NIGHER FLIGHT
RELIABILITY OF SPACECRAFT AND SPACE VEHICLE EQUIPMENT WITHOUT C4USING
UNNECESSARY DESIGN PENALTIES IN COST AND WEIGHT. GODDARD HAS BEEN
DESIGNATED AS THE LEAD CENTER IN THE AREA OF TEST SIMULATION AND
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RANDOM ANALYSIS APPLICATION BY DART. THIS RESPONSIBILITY INCLUDES
THE ASSESSMENT OF' THE STATE — OF — THE — ART IN THIS AREA AND THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF A PLAN FOR THE NASA RESEARCH PROGRAM THAT IS
REQUIRED. IN SUPPORT OF THIS PROGRAM, GODDARD HAS BOTH ON°GOING AND
PLANNED RESEARCH EFFORTS IN THE AREAS OF COMBINED ENVIRONMENT
TESTING, ACOUSTIC NOISE TESTING, APPLICATION OF MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE
TECHNIQUES, PREDICTION OF INTERFACE DAMPING, MECHANICAL TEST METHODS,
DIGITAL DATA AI`ALYSIS, COMPILATION OF PYROTECHNIC SHOCK DATA,
ADVANCED SHAKER APPLICATIONS, SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION, AND TEST
SPECIFICATION DEVELOPMENT
RTOF NO. 124-08--15 TITLE: STRUCTURAL MECHANICS
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR o
	 BROOKS, G. W.	 TEL. 703-8273285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
TO DEVELOP BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF FAILURE OF SPACE VEHICLE
STRUCTURES THROUGH BASIC ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF
COMPONENT STRUCTURES SUBJECTED TO VARIOUS ASPECTS OF THE FLIGHT
ENVIRONMENT. TO IMPROVE PROCEDURES FOR DESIGN OF LIGHTER S MORE
RELIABLE SPACE VEHICLE STRUCTURES AND REDUCE THE NUMBER OF EXPENSIVE
TEST PROGRAMS REQUIRED TO QUALIFY FLIGHT STRUCTURES THROUGH
GENERATION OF MORE ACCURATEv THOROUGH AND COMPREHENSIVE ANALYTICAL
METHODS.
RTOP NO. 124-08-16 TITLE: CRYOGENIC STORAGE
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR: '
	 BROOKS, G. W.
	 TEL. 205-453-1120
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
	 ,
ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH IS BEING CONDUCTED TO
DEVELOP AND ESTABLISH DESIGN CRITERIA: MATERIA,LS B MANUFACTURING AND
INSPECTION TECHNIQUES, OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS, INSTRUMENTATION
CAPABILITY AND TESTING METHODS FOR EFFICIENT LONG TERM SPACE STORAGE
(30 — 300 DAYS) OF CRYOGENS FOR LARGE (UP TO 33" DIA.) PROPULSION
STAGES AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS ON FUTURE MANNED AND UNMANNED SPACE
VEHICLES. ANALYTICAL, INVESTIGATION OF VARIOUS VEHICLES®MISSIONS WILL
BE COMPLEMENTED BY EXPERIMENTAL DATA. HPI DESIGNS WILL BE
FORMULATED. LARGE SIZE TANK TYPE CALORIMETERS WILL BE DESIGNED AND
FABRICATED. A 105 1' DIA. TANK WITH A LOW CONDUCTIVITY FIBERGLASS
HONEYCOMB CONICAL SUPPORT IS BEING MANUFACTURED. MATERIALS AND
DESIGN CONCEPTS ARE BEING EVALUATED BY APPLICATION OF THICK
INSULATION BLANKETS TO MOCKUPS AND TO LARGE SCALE TEST TANKS FOR
THERMAL AND STRUCTURAL TESTS. NE VI TECHNIQUES FOR LEAK TESTING OF
CRYOGENIC TANKS WILL BE EVALUATED. TEST FACILITIES WILL BE DEVELOPED
THAT WILL PERMIT CRYOGENIC HPI THERMAL TESTING AT SIMULATED BEEP
SPACE ENVIRONMENTS. THICK INSULATION BLANKETS WILL BE APPLIED TO THE
TEST TANKS TO MINIMIZE SCALING ERRORS. THE ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION
OF DIFFERENT VEHICLE ,ISSIONS/DESIGNS AND APPLICATION OF'THICK HPI
ASSEMBLIES TO LARGE CALORIMETER (105 INCH DIA.) WILL PERMIT ACCURATE
EXTRAPOLATION OF THE TEST DATA DUE TO MEASURING INACCURACIES AND
EXTRANEOUS HEAT SOURCES IN COMPARISON TO S fLDEWALL HEAT LEAKS.
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CnUPIrD TO THE HPI PROGRAM WILL BE THE DEVELOPMENT, FABRICATION, AND
r "; ERMAL TESTING OF INFLATABLE SOLAR SHIELDS.
RTOP NO. 124-08-16 TITLE: CRYOGENIC PROPELLANT STORAGE AND HANDLING
ORGANI7ATTONe LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 SMITH, G. T.	 TEL. 216-433-4000
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE GENERAL OBJECTTVE OF THE PROGRAMS CONDUCTED UNDER THIS RTOP
TS TO PROVIDE THE TECHNOLOGY REQUIRED FOR EFFECTIVE DESIGN AND
FABRICATION OF PROPELLANT MANAGEMENT AND THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR
TONG TERM SPACE STORAGE OF CRYOGENIC AND SPAC9 STORABLE PROPELLANTS.
DESIGN DATA, DESIGN METHODSr AND EVALUATION OF APPROPRIATE PROTOTYPE
SYSTEMS WILL BE OBTAINED ON EACH OF THE MAJOR SUBSYSTEMS OF THE
PROPELLANT TANK; E.G0 6 THERMAL AND PRESSURE CONTROL SYSTEMS,
'IE.'TEOPOID PROTECTION SYSTEMS, AND PROPELLANT CONTROL SYSTEMS. SUCH
EVALUATION PROGRAMS WTt L BE CONDUCTED ON SHADOW SHIELD SYSTEMSe
MULTILAYER INSULATION SYSTEMS: LOW HEAT LEAK SUPPORT SYSTEMS, LOTS
HEAT LEAF; PLUMBING LINES, PROPELLANT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, PROPELLANT
DESTRATTFICATION SYSTEMS, AND ACTIVE rP ROPELLANT VENTING SYSTEMS.
RTOP NO. 124-08-18 TITLE: SPACE STATION STRUCTURES
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BROOKSv G. W.	 TEL. 703-827--3285
T ECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE RESEARCH CONDUCTED UNDER THIS RTOP WILL BE DIRECTED TOWARD
THE STIDY OF METHODS TO PROVIDE AND MAINTAIN LARGE ENCLOSED VOLUMES
FOR MANNED SPACE STATIONS. EXPANDABLE STRUCTURES USED IN SUPPORT OF
SPACE STATION ACTIVITIES SUCH AS EXPANDABLE AIRLOCKS, LIVING
,;IIARTERS, AND SPACE HANGARS WILL BE STUDIED. THE STRUCTURAL AND
MECHANICAL PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE CREATION OF AN ARTIFICIAL
GRAVITY FIELD WILL BE STUDIED. SPECIAL ATTENTION WILL BE FOCUSED ON
THE PROBLEMS OF LARGE ROTATING SEALS STICH AS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE
MAN-POTATING DOCKING HUB OF A ROTATING ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY SPACE
STATION AND ON AN EXPANDABLE CYLINDRICAL STRUCTURE DEPLOYED TO OBTAIN
A LARGE LENITH DIMENSIOR FROM THE MASS CENTER. LOCATION AND REPAIR
OF DAMAGE CAUSED BY MTCROMETEOROID IMPACT OR BY ACCIDENTAL PUNCTURE
WILL BE STUDIED.
RTOP NO. 124-08-19 TITLE: STRUCTURES FOR ORBITING RADIO TELESCOPES
ORGANIZATION: GSFC
MONITOR:	 HIBBARD, W. D.	 TEL. 301-982-4278
"TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE IS TO DEVELOP STRUCTURE TECHNOLOGY NEEDED FOR AN
ORBITING RADIO TELESCOPE THAT OPERATES IN THE FREQUENCY RANGE OF 1•-10
MHZ9 AN ACCURATE PARABOLOIDAL REFLECTOR APPROXIMATELY ONE KILOMETER
IN DIAMETER IS REQUIRED: PLUS SUPPORTING STRUCTURE FOR THE RF FEED
AND ELECTRONICS. A CENTRIFUCALLY DEPLOYED FILAMENTARY NET WITH FORE
AND AFT STAYS IS THE MOST PROMISING APPROACH. A FIVE METER DIAMETER
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MODEL HAS BEEN DEVELOPED AND SUCCESSFULLY TESTED IN AM 51r"'IT
ENVIRONMENT. ADDITT'ONAL TESTING, INCLUDING AN AEROBE'E FLIGHTo IS
PLANNED. PRELIMINARY STUDIES OF A 50 METER MODEL ARE UNDER WAY, AND
A CONTINOING EFFORT TS DEVOTED TO DEFTNTNG AND ANALYZING THE ULTIMATE
TELESCOPE PE TIIREMFNTSn
RTOP NO. 124-08-20 TITLr d PLANE'T'ARY ENTRY AND LANDING STRUCTURES
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEAECH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BROOKSr G. W.	 TEL. 703-327-3785
TE'CH'NICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS RESEARCH IS TO DEVELOP AND VALIDATE THE
STRUCTURAL TECHNOLOGY FOR EFFZC?ENT DESIGN OF BOTH LIGHT WETCHT ENTRY
CAPSULES, AND PLANE T ARY LANDING ,EAR SYSTEMS. THE OBJECTIVES WILL BE
ACHIEVED THROUGH NUMERICAL METHCD DEVELOPMENT, COMPREHENSIVE
ANALYTICAL DESIGN STUDIES, AND FABRICATION AND TEST OF PRACTICAL
AEROSHELL CONFIGURATION AND LANDING IMPACT ATTENUATION SYSTEMS,.
RTOP NO. 124-0821 TITLE: LUNAR SHELTER TECHNOLOGY . AND ADVANCED
DEVELOPMENT
ORGANIZATION° LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BROOKS, G. W.	 TEL. 703-827--3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
IN ORDER TO FACILITATE RESEARCH ON THE LUNAR SURFACE, RESEARCH
AND TECHNOLOGY IS DIRECTED TOWARD STRUCTURES FOR CREW LIVING
QUARTERS, WORKSHOP SPACE, AND A SURVIVAL SHELTER. STUDIES OF LUNAR
SMELTER CONFIGURATIONS AND CANDIDATE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMSs MATERIAL
EVALUATION AND ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES FOR STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS,
STRUCTURAL DESIGN„ SUBSYSTEM DESIGN AND INTEGRATION ® THERMAL BALANCE,
PACKAGING AND DEPLOYMENT ARE INCLUDED. THIS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
EFFORT IS TNTENDED TO PROVIDE THE TECHNOLOGY TO INSURE THE CAPABILITY
OF BUILDING A FULL — SCALE PROTOTYPE TO EVALUATE STRUCTURESr SYSTEMS$
AND CREW/SHELTER INTERFACES AS A FORERUNNER TO A LUNAR SURFACE
QUALIFIED SHELTER.
RTOP NO. 124-08-22 TITLE: VEHICLE CONCEPTS FOR PLANETARY MOBILITY
ORGANIZATION: JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
MONITOR:	 MCDONALD, R. R.
	 TEL. 213-354-6186
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
ACCEPTUAL AND DETAILED ASPECTS OF MOBILITY SYSTEMS WILL BE
EXAMINED. INTERFACES RELATED TO STRUCTURES AND DYNAMICSr THERMAL
CONTROL, POWER, COMMUNICATION, GUIDANCE, NAVIGATIONs CONTROL AID
SCIENCE PAYLOAD WILL BE CONSIDERED SO THAT A DEFINITION OF RESEARCH
AND ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT IN STRUCTURESr DYNAMICS, SOIL MECHANICS AND
LOCOMOTION CAN BE ARRIVED AT. THE WORK WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED BY A
COMBINATION OF INTERFACING WITH NASA CENTERS, OTHER GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES, AND INDUSTRY, AND PERFORMING IN
— HOUSE STUDIES AND RESEARCH.
THE WORK IS REQUIRED SO THAT APPROPRIATE RESEARCH CAN BE PERFORMED
AND COMPLETED BEFORE THE MID-1070 1 S, WHEN IT WILL BE NECES.;ARY TO
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BEGIN DESIGN STUDIES FOR PLANET SURFACE EXPLORATION FISSIONS EXPECTED
LATE IN THE 19701S.
RTOP NO. 124-08-24 TITLE: ENTRY AND LANDING STRUCTURES FOR MANNED
EARTH ORBITAL SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
BROOKSe G. W.	 TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
TIE OBJECTIVE IS TO PROVIDE STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGY FOR LANDING
SYSTEMS OF REUSEABLE ENTRY AND LANDING VEHICLES THAT CAN RETURN TO
EARTH FROM SPACE OR THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE. NEW STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS
FOR DEPLOYABLE TERMINAL DESCENT DECELERATORS WILL BE DEVELOPED AND
RATIONAL METHODS FOR ANALYZING LOADSs STRESSES AND CONFIGURATIONS FOR
SUCH DEVICES AS ROTORSs PARACHUTES, AND FLEXIBLE WINGS WILL BE
DEVELOPED BY CONTRACTS, GRANT, AND IN HOUSE EFFORTS. LANDING GEAR
CONCEPTS WILL BE INVESTIGATED EXPERIMENTALLY FOR REPRESENTATIVE
LIFTING BODY CONFIGURATIONS USING SMALL. DYNAMIC MODELS TO OBTAIN
BEHAVIORr ACCELERATZONSr STABILITY AND OTHER PERTINENT
CHARACTERISTICS. ANALYSES OF THE STRUCTURAL, CHARACTERISTICS OF SUCH
GEARS WILL BE DEVELOPED BY CONTRACT. INFORMATION NEEDED TO DESIGN
STEERABLE LANDING GEAR SYSTEMS WILL BE DEVELOPED BY IN HOUSE ANALYSIS
AND EXPERIMENTS. THE RESULTS SHOULD LEAD TO DESIGN TECHNOLOGY THAT
CAN BE APPLIED TO A VARIETY OF REUSEABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES AND LOGISTIC
SPACECRAFT.
RTOP NO. 124--08-25 TITLE: BOOM STRUCTURES AND DYNAMICS IN ORBITAL
ENVIRONMENT
ORGANIZATION: GSFC
MONITOR:	 MARTINS F. T.	 TEL. 301-982-5913
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
A TWO PRONGED EFFORTr THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
FEASIBILITY IS DIRECTED TOWARDS SOLVING PRESENT AND FUTURE STRUCTURAL
AND ATTITUDE DYNAMICS PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED VITH LARGE FLEXIBLE
SPACECRAFT STRUCTURES IN AN ORBITAL ENVIRONMENT. -ANALYSIS WILL BE
DIRECTED TOWARDS DEVELOPING FUNDAMENTAL KNOWLEDGE AND GENERAL
PRINCIPLES FOR THE UNDERSTANDING OF FLEXIBLE BODY DYNNAMICS. IN
ADDITION * GENERAL COMPUTER PROGRAM TO SIMULATE LARGE NON—LINEAR
IN — ORBIT SPACECRAFT DYNAMICS STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOR WILT, BE DEVELOPED
AND ENLARGED UPON. DESIGN FEASIBILITY STUDIES AND DEVELOPMENT OF A
FAMILY OF EXTENDING BOOM AND STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS TO MEET FUTURE
EXPERIMENT AND SPACECRAFT MISSION REQUIREMENTS WILL BE UNDERTAKEN.
RTOP NO. 124,08-26 TITLE: SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATIONS ANTENNA
STRUCTURES
ORGANIZATION: JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
MONITOR:	 MCDONALDr R. R.	 TEL. 213-354-6186
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
OTHER PLANET AND PLANETARY ORBIT MISSIONS IN THE 1975-1985
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PERIOD WILL REQUIRE INCREASED COMMUNICATION CAPABILITIES. JPL
STUDIES INDICATE THAT OPTIMUM TELECOMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM DESIGN FOR
THESE MISSIONS IS REALIZED WITH ANTENNAS HAVING MUCH GREXTER GAIN
THAN THOSE NOW ON MARINER SPACECRAFT; HOWE®ER, THE ASSUMED GAIN VS.
WEIGHT USED IN THESE STUDIES HAS NOT BEEN VERIFIED * NOR HAS THE
TECHNOLOGY FOR THESE LARGER ANTENNAS SUFFICIEWTLY WELL DEVELOPED.
THE PRINCIPLE OBJJECTIVE OF THIS THREE YEAR TASK IS TO FULFILL THE
NEED TO DEVELOPE MAKE AVAILIFLE THE KNOWLEDGE REQURIED BY FLIGHT
PROJECT TO BE ABLE TO UTILIZE NEW LARGE ANTENNAS. A NUMBER OF
ANTENNA CONFIGURATIONS WILL BE CONSIDERED, INCLUDING PARABOLOIDAL
ANTENNAS FROM 15 TO 100 FEET IN DIAMETER, WHICH WILL NECESSARILY BE
UNFURLABLE. THE SELECTED APPROACH IS TO FIRST INVESTIGATE UNFURLABLE
HIGH GAIN ANTENNA CONCEPTS APPLICABLE TO THE RANGE OF SIZES AND
OPERATING FREQUENCIES OF INTEREST, AND 10 DEVELOPE THE ANALYTIC
PROBABILITIES AND MATERIALS EXPERTISE NECESSARY TO SUPPORT THESE
INVESTIGATIONS, CRITERIA WHICH WILL BE CONSIDERED BILL INCLUDE:
WEIGHT (GOAL IS 0.25 LB/FT OR BETTER), SURFACE ACCURACY IN THE
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT, RELIABILITY OF DEPLOYMENT, LONG LIFE, NATURAL
FREQUENCY INTERACTION WITH THE ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM, AND
AMENABILITY TO PRE-FLIGHT VERIFICATION BY ANALYSISAND TEST.
FOLLOWING THIS FIRST PHASE A SPECIFIC ANTENNA BEST TYPIFYING
ANTICIPATED REQUIREMENTS MILL BE DESIGNED AND APPROPRIATE HARDWARE
WILL BE FABRICATED AND TESTED. THE EFFORT ON THIS MECHANICAL TASK
WILL BE COORDINATED WITH "MICROWAVE DEEP SPACE COMMUNICATIONS AND
TRACKING", RTOP CODE 125-21-09. IT SHOULD BE NOTICED THAT A 14
FT.-DIAMETER UNFURLABLE X-BRAND ANTENNA IS BEING DEVELOPED FOR THIS.
THIS TASK DOES NOT DUPLICATE, BUT RATHER, COMPLIMENTS WORK BEING DONE
THEREIN. ANOTHER OBJECTIVE OF THIS TASK IS TO-
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RTOP NO. 124-09°29 TITLE: DYNAMIC INTERACTIONS OF GASES, FLUIDSv
PARTICLES AND STRUCTURES
ORGANIZATION° LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 BROOKS, G. W.	 TEL. 703-827-3295
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE IS TO INVESTIGATE PHENOMENA PECULIAR TO SPACE
MISSIONS WHICH INVOLVE THE DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF FLUIDS CONTAINED IN
STRUCTURES DURING VARIOUS PHASES OF SPACE FLIGHT, OF ROCKET EXHAUST
FLOWS INTERACTING WITH SURFACES, AND OF LUNAR OR PLANETARY
PARTICULATE SURFACES SUBJECTED TO SPACECRAFT LANDINGS, TO SITE
SAMPLING OR TO MITE DEVELOPMENT. THE APPROACH BEING TAKEN INVOLVES
CARRYING OUT EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL STUDIES TO DETERMINE THE
DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF GASES„ FLUIDS AND PARTICLES ALONE, IN
COMBINATION S AND WITH INTERACTING STRUCTURES. AREAS INVESTIGATED
WILL INCLUDE NEAR AND PAR— FIELD JET EXHAUST BEHAVIOR, DYNAMIC
BEHAVIOR OF LIQUIDS AND CONTAINING STRUCTURES INCLUDING ANTI—SLOSH
AND EXPULSION DEVICES; PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS CANDIDATE
PARTICULATE SURFACES FOR THE MOON AND PLANETS; AND BEHAVIOR OF SUCH
SURFACES WHEN DISTURBED, SUCH AS BY IMPACTING BODIES, JETS, OR
EXPLOSIVES. EFFECTS OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
(REDUCED GRAVITY, REDUCED AM'BIE'NT PRESSURES d ETC.) ON DYNAMIC
BEHAVIOR WILL BE CONSIDERED. LIKELY APPLICATIONS IN SPACE MISSIONS
INCLUDE THE CONFIGURING OF: LIQUID TANKAGE FOR LAUNCH VEHICLES;
EXHAUST JETS AND JET OPERATION REQUIRED NEAR STRUC TURAL OR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL SURFACES TO MINIMIZE RISK OF VEHIt_LE DAMAGE OR
INTERFERENCE WITH SCIENTIFIC MEASUREMENTS, AND STRUCTURES, VEHICLES,
AND SITE DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES INVOLVED IN LUNAR OR PLANETARY
LANDINGS, BASE OPERATIONS, OR SURFACE EXPLORATION.
RTOP NO. 1 24 —OS-30 TITLE: DEFINIIT`[ON OF EFFICIENT
STRUCTURAL/THERMAL SPACE SHUTTLE
(CATEGORY I) PROTECTION SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 BROOMS, G. W.	 TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL, SUMMARY
THE GOAL OF THE OUTLINED PROGRAM IS TO DEFINE EFFICIENT AND
ECONOMICAL STRUCTURES AND THERMAL, PROTECTION SYSTEMS FOR MANNED SPACE
SHUTTLES. THIS WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED BY A PRIMARILY ANALYTICAL.
IN — HOUSE DESIGN STUDY OF PROPOSED SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGURATIONS TO
DETERMINE THE EFFECT OF MISSION CRITERIA„ ENVIRONMENTS, AND OTHER
SUBSYSTEMS ON STRUCTURES AND THERMAL. PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS.
STRUCTURAL AND THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS WHICH MEET THE REQUIREMENTS
WILL BE SELECTED AND OPTIMIZED FOR VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS. CANDIDATE
SYSTEMS WILL INCLUDE PROMISING NEW PRIMARY STRUCTURE CONCEPTS WHOSE
PERFORMANCE WILL BE EVALUATED WITH SELECTED TESTS. THE APPLICATION
OF COMPOSITES TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF LIGHTWEIGHT THRUST STRUCTURES
WILL HE INVESTIGATED. INPUT FROM MORE COMPREHENSIVE EXPERIMENTAL.
PROGRAMS ON PRIMARY STRUCTURE AND THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS AT MSFC
AND MSC WILT, ALSO BE USED. INITIAL PARAMETRIC STUDIES WILL IDENTIFY,
FOR EACH GENERIC VEHICLE TYPE, A MOST PROMISING STRUCTURAL/THERMAL
PROTECTION ARRANGEMENT FOR FURTHER, IN — DEPTH STUDY. UNDER THIS RTOP
AND FOR COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION AT MSFC THROUGH THE DESIGN,
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}FABRICATION AND TEST OF LARGE SCALE STRUCTURAL MODELS® FOR IN—DEPTH
STUDY OF THE MOST PROMISING ARRANGEMENTS, TOTAL MANNED SPACE SHUTTLE
SYSTEMS WILL BE SYNTHESIZED FOR LEAST WEIGHT TO PERMIT DETERMINATION
OF THE INTERACTION BETWEEN STRUCTURES AND THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS
AND OTHER SUBSYSTEMS EACH AS PROPULSION, LANDING GEAR, TANKS AID
INTER—TANK STRUCTURES, AND CARGO COMPARTMENTS. THE SENSITIVITY OF
PAYLOAD TO SELECTED STRUCTURAL, APPROACHES WILL BE DETERMINED AND THE
RELATIVE DEVELOPMENT AND RECURRING COSTS WILL BE ASSESSED, THE
RESULTS OF 'THIS WORD SHOULD PROVIDE A RATIONAL BASIS FOR SELECTION OF
EFFICIENT MANNED SPACE SHUTTLE STRUCTURES AND THERMAL PROTECTION.-oem^m
RTOP NO. 124-05-31 TITLE: MANNED SPACE SHUTTLE (CkT?I AIRV I fb)*
DYNAMICS AND ABROILkSTICTI T.
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESE&RCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BROOKS, G• W.	 TEL. 703-827-3255
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS RESEARCH IS TO DEVELOP Tn2 LOADS,
STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS, AND AEROELASTICITY TECHNOLOOT OF SPACE SHUTTLE
VEHICLES, SPECIFICALLY, SUCH PROBLEMS AS LUFFITb FLUTTER; GROUND
WINDS; FUEL SLOSHf WINDS # GUST AND CONTROL LOADS; POGO; BOUNDARY
LAYER NOISE AND SHOCK WILL BE TREATED. PROPOSED CONFIGURATIONS AND
OPERATING REQUIREMENTS INTRODUCE THE NEW FACTORS OF &SYMMETRY,
PARALLEL—STAGED MULTIAODIES, AND HIGH TEMPERATURES INTO THESE
DYNAMICS PROBLEMS, BOTH ANALYTICAL ADD EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES ARE
REQUIRED TO DETERMINE CRITICAL LOADING CONDITIONS, VEHICLE
CHAVACTERISTICS, AND VEHICLE RESPONSES AND STABILITY BOUNDARIES»
DYNAMIC MODELS AND WIND TUNNELS WILI BE USED EXTENSIVELY FOR THIS
TNHOUSE AND CONTRACT 3FFORT. THE RESULTS WILL INFLUENCE
CONFIGURATION SELECTION AND LEAD TO LIGHTER WEIGHT AND MORE
RELIABILITY 111 'TEE FINAL CONFIGURATION.
RTOP No. 124-0532 TITLE: DEVELOPMENT OF CRYOGENIC INSULATION
SYSTEM MATERIALS FOR LIGHTWEIGHT
COMPOSITE INSULATION
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:
	
BROOKS, G o
	 W.	 TEL.	 205-453-1120
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE CPYOGEYT.0 FUEL RFQUTRrHENTS ARE VERY LARGE FOR THE SRUTTLE
VEHICLE.
	
THE DECISION IS STILL OPEN WHETHER TO USE INTERNAL OR
EXTERNAL INSULATION AND BOTH MUST BE DEVELOPED TO DETERMINE THE
OPTIMUM ARRANGEMENT. THERE IS ALSO A REQUIREMEN T TO DEVELOP
LTGHTNEIgHT COMPOSITES THAT CAN BE USED TO INSULATE' TAXKS POR
TRANSPORTING CRYOGENS FOR REPLENISHING THE SPACE STATION AND OTHER
WEEDS.
	
A REQUIREMENT EXISTS TO DEVELOP IMPROVED PRIMERS FOR USE ON
ALUMINUM IN CONJUNCTION WITH SPRAY—FOAM INSULATION SYSTEMS.
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RTOP NO. 124-08 -33 ,TITLE: MANNED SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATION
STRUCTURAL TESTS
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 BROOKS, G, W.
	 TEL. 205-453-1120
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
REUSABLE INTEGRAL LAUNCH AND RECOVERY VEHICLES WILL BE THE
PREDOMINANT SPACE DELIVERY SYSTEM IN THE MID-1970 0 S. THE
REQUIREMENTS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF A VEHICLE ARE LOW OVERALL MISSION
COST *
 FAST * LOW COST MAINTENANCE, HIGH RELIABTLITY OF THE STRUCTURE
?OR MULTIPLE FLIGHTS * AND LOW DEVELOPMENT RISX. THE ENVISIONED
PROPULSION SYSTEM (LOX/LH2) AND NUMBER OF STAGES IS WEIGHT CRITICAL
AND ASSURANCES WILL BE NEEDED THAT ESTIMATED WEIGHTS WILL BE
MAINTAINED DURING THE VEHICLE DEVELOPMENT. SUBSTANTIAL WEIG4T
INCREASES COULD JEOPARDIZE THE SUCCESS OF THE WHOLE SYSTEM. A NUMBER
OF DISCIPLINES MUST WORK CLOSELY TOGETHER IN THE SELECTION OF THE
THERMAL PROTECTION/PRIMARY STRUCTURE SYSTEM DESIGN. THESE ARE:
STRUCTURAL DESIGN, STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS * MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT*
THERMODYNAMIC AND AERODYWAMIC ANALYSIS * FABRICATION METHODS AND
REFURBISHMENT, QUALITY ASSURANCE AND INSPECTION N ETHODS * MISSION
PLANNING AND FACILITY DESIGN. ALL SPECIFIC RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS ARE
COMBINED IN THIS ?TOP TO ASSURE ACROSS-THE-BOARD PARTICIPATION TN THE
SELECTION OF A REUSABLE, LOW COST THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM. REVIEW
OF THE CUPRENT STATE-OF-THE-ART INDICATES THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEHS
OF REUSABLE VEHICLES THE LEAST DEVELOPED IN THE TOTAL ILRV PROGRAM*
THEREFORE TO ASSESS THE DESIGN PROBLEM OF THE THERMAL PROTECTION
SYSTEM ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY MUST BE PURSUED.
SHUTTLE VEHICLE.
N
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RTOP NO * 124-09. 35 TITLE: BEARINGS # LUBRICANTS, AND SEALS
ORGANIZATIONa MARSHALL SPACI FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 BROODS, G. W.
	
TEL, 205-453-1120
"TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS PLAN IS TO PROVIDE SOLUTIONS TO THE
PROBLEMS OF LUBRICATING BEARING SYSTEMS AND OTHER COMPONENTS FOR LON q
LIFETIMES IN THE VARIETY OF ENVIRONMENTS WHICH WILL BE ENCOUNTERED BY
SHUTTLE SPACECRAFT. EARLY ORBITAL FLIGHTS OF BOTH SATELLITES AND
MANNED SPACECRAFT RAVE HAD LUBRICATIONS SYSTEMS THAT WERE COMPLETELY
SEALED OR THAT HID RELATIVELY SHORT LIFE REQUIREMENTS. EVEN SUCH
SPACECRAFT AS THE APOLLO TELESCOPE FOUNT AND THE ORBITAL WORKSHOP
HAVE LIMITED LIFE REQUIREMENTS WHICH ARE WITHIN THE PRESENT STATE OF
THE ART, IT IS INTENDED TO ACCOMPLISH THE ABOVE OBJECTIVE BY THE
CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT OF FLUID AND DRY LUBRICANTS AND BY THE
DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIAL DESIGNS FOR SLIDING AND POLLING ELEMENTS WHICH
WILL MEET THE LIFE AND ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENT'S POSED BY THESE
ADVANCED SYSTEMS.
RTOP NO. 124-08-36 TITLE: HIGH TEMPERATURE INSULATION MATERIALS FOR
A RERADIATIVE THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM
RTOP NO. 124-08--37 TITLE; MANNED SPACE SHUTTLE COMPOSITES FOR
1PRTM AR® STRUCTURE
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:
	 BROOKS, G. W.
	
TEL. 205-453-1120
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
REUSABLE INTEGRAL LAUNCH AND RECOVERY VEHICLES STILL BE THE
PREDOMINANT SPACE DELIVERY SYSTEM IN THE MID-1970 1 S. THE
REQUIREMENTS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF A 'VEHICLE ARE LOW OVERALL MISSION
COST, FAST, LOW COST MAINTENANCE. HIGH RELTABTLITY OF THE STRUCTURE
FOR !MULTIPLE PLIGHTSe AND LOW DEVELOPMENT RISK. THE ENVISIONED
PROPULSION SYSTEM (LOX/LH2) AND NUMBER OF STAGES IS WEIGHT CRITICAL
AND ASSURANCES WILL BE NEEDED THAT ESTIMATED WEIGHTS WILL BE
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!MAINTAINED DURING THE VEHICLE DEVELOPMENT, SUBSTANTIAL WEIGRT
INCREASES COULD JEOPARDIZE THE SUCCISS OF THE WHOLE SYSTEM, A NUMBER
OF DISCIPLTNIS !LOST WORK CLOSELY TOGETHER IN THE SELECTION OF THE
THRUST STRUCTURE CONCEPT. 'THESE ARE: STRUCTURAL DESIGNe STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS, !MATERIALS DEVELOPNENTv THIPHODYNAMIC AND AERODYNAMIC
ANALYSIS, FABRICATION METHODS AND REFURBISHRENT, QUALITY ASSURANCE
AND INSPECTION ff2TRODS, FISSION PLANNING AND FACILITY DESIGN, ALL
SPECIFIC RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS ARE COMBINED IN THIS RTOP TO ASSURE
ACROSS-THE"BOARD PARTICIPATT.ON TN THE SELECTION OF A REUSABLE,
MINIMUM VNIGHT STRUCTURALLY EFFICIENT * TABRICABLE, INSPECTABLE THRUST
STRUCTURE.
RTOP NO. 124-08-38 TITLE: SHUTTLE STRUCTURAL !MATERIALS DESIGN
SUPPORT DATA
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE PLIGHT CENTER
MONITORv
	 BROOKS, G. V.	 TEL. 205-453-1120
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
SELECTION, DEVELOPMENT * AND DETERMINATION (AND®02 !METHODS) WHERE
NECESSARY--OF RELIABLE BASE LIME MATERIALS PROPERTY DATA NECESSARY
FOR DESIGN OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE.
RTOP 10. 124-08-39 TITLE: !MANNED SPACE SHUTTLE: DYNAMIC LOADS
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 GOODWINO G.	 TEL. A 15-961-1111
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
HIND TUNNIL TESTS AND ANALYSIS WILL BE CONDUCTED TO INVESTIGATE
SEVERAL DYNAMIC AND AEROELASTIC PROBLEMS THAT MOST HE CONFRONTED IN
THE EVALUATION OF CONTIGURATTONS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SPACI
SHUTTLE VEHICLE, THE PBINARY EMPHASIS HILL BE ON 'TRANSONIC BUFFET
(INCLUDING AEROELASTIC EFFECTS), AERODYNAMIC NOISE INPUTS AND
RESPONSE, AND PANEL FLUTTER. MOST OF THE WORK WILL BE EXPERIMENTAL *
 TEST'S ARE NECESSARY SINCE" PROPOSED CONTIGURATIONS OF SHUTTLE
V2RICLES HILL BE EXPOSED TO STRONG INTERFERENCE FLOVSv OSCILLATING
SHOCKS, LARGE AREAS OF SEPARATED FLOV O AND TO POSSIBLE !MOTION COUPLED
SEPARATION AND ATTACHMENT OF FLOW. THE CONSIDERATION OF FIXED-Mt a
CONFIGURATTONS ALSO INTRODUCES THE POSSIBILITY OF 'WING BUFFET AT ZERO
OR LOW LIFT THROUGHOUT THE TRANSONIC SPEED RANGE. THE WORK PERFOORED
WILL SUPPORT THE EVALUATION OF CANDIDATE SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGURATIONS
FROM A DYNAMIC LOADS POINT OF VIEMi, AND HILL PROVIDE UNSTEADY LOADS
INFORMATION NEEDED FOR THE DESIGN OF RELIABLE RINTRUN-WEIGHT
STRMICTURES.
RTOP NO W 124--08-40 TITLE: COMPOSITE TANKAGE TECHNOLOGY
ORGANIZATION: LEVIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 NORED, D. L.	 TEL. 216-433-400
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE WORK CONDUCTED UNDER THIS RTOP VILL BE DIRECTED TO PROVIDING
THE SPECIFIC TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT ARISING ?RON THE APPLICATION OF
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FILAMENT-WOUND STRUCTURES TO SHUTTLE VEHICLE DEVELOPMENT PROGRINS«
APPLICATIONS FOR THIS TECHNOLOGY MAY INCLUDE LARGE LOW-PRESSURES
LOAD-CARRYING PRIMARY STRUCTURE LIQUID PROPELLANT TANKS P NOW INTEGRAL
(NON-LOAD CARRYING) LIQUID TANKSv AND SMALL HIGH-PRESSURE GAS AND
SUPER-CRITICAL CRYOGENIC FLUID STORAGE, PILA42NTS OF GLASS FIBERS
AND GRAPHITE FIBERS CAN OFFER SIGNIBICANT WRIGHT OR COST SAVINGS
WHILE MAINTAINING OR IMPROVING THE RELIABILITY ATTAINABLE VITH
CONVENTIONAL METAL VESSELS. THE ACCELERATED DEVELOPMENT OF THE
ADVANCED CONCEPTS FOR FILAMENT-MOUNT PRESSURE VESSELS ALREADY DEFINED
BY RTOP 124-08-11 VILL BE PURSUED AND SUCH ACTIVITIES SPECIFICALLY
DIRECTED TOWARDS THE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS OF THE SHUTTLE VEHICLE
SYSTEM, IN PARTICULAR, THE FOLLOWING DEVELOPMENTS AND EVALUATIONS
WILL BE UNDERTAKEN: 1. ESTABLISH THE BASIS FOR HOOP REINFORCING OF
LARGE LOAD-CARRYING PROPELLANT TANKS WHICH ARE PART OF THE SHUTTLE
VEHICLE PRIMARY STRUCTURE. 2, ESTABLISH THE DESIGN CRITERIA FOR
THIN-BONDED METALLIC LINERS (B.G.. LIVER ADHESIVES t LIVER
HATERIALS,ETC) IN GLASS FIBER PRESSURE VESSELS. 3, EVALUATE THE
EFFECT OF FLAWS IN OVERWRAPPED LOAD-BEARING LIFERS. 4. DEVELOP DATA
TO IMPROVE DEFINITION OF OPTIMUM COMPOSITE WORKING STRESS LEVEL AND
PROVIDE IMPROVED CONFIDENCE BY APPROPRIATE SUBSCALE PRESSURE VESSEL
TEST PROGRAMS. 5, DETERMINE WINDING AND MANDREL FABRICATION
REQUIREMENTS TO ACCOMPLISH OPTIMUM GRAPHITE PRESSURE VESSEL DESIGNS.
6. EVALUATE TRADE-OFFS IN COSTv RELIABILITY # ANTD VRIGHT OF PRESSURE
VESSELS FABRICATED FROM BOTH GLASS AND GRAPHITE FIBERS.
RTOP NO. 124-09-21 TITLE: SPACE RADIATION SHIELDING AND DOSIMETRY
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
BROOKSt G. W.
	 'DEL, 703-527-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS RESEARCH IS TWO ?OLD: FIRST TO DEVELOP
THE TECHNOLOGIES REQUIRED FOR THE PROTECTION OF MAN AND
RADTATION-SP'NSITTVF COMPONBNTS AND MATERIALS FROM UNDESIRABLE EFFECTS
OF THE PARTICULATE SPACE RADIATION ENVIRONMENT. SPECIAL EMPHASIS
WILL RE PLACED ON THE EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE SHIELDING
EFFECTIVENESS OF COMPOSITE SPACECRAFT MATERIALS, SECOND, TO DEVELOP
AND MAINTAIN, FOR USE OF LANGLEY PROJECTS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS THAT
WILL DETERMINE THE RADIATION DOSES WITHIN A SPACECRAFT AS A FUNCTION
OF ITS TRAJECTORY AND SHIELDING. TO MEET THESE" OBJECTIVES,
INVESTIGATIONS ARE BEING PERFORMED BOTH IN HOUSE AND ON CONTRACT THAT
WILL/PROVIDE MORE COMPLETE DATA FROM WHICH THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
COMPOSITE SPACECRAFT MATERIALS AS RADIATION SHIELDS CAN BE EVALUATED.
TO DEVELOP THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS A COMPILATION OF THE MOST ACCURATE
AND EFFICIENT PROGRAMS FROM SOURCES SUCH AS O OAK RIDGE NATIONAL
LABORATORIES AND CERN SWITZERLAND, WAS HAD& THE LATEST
ENVIRONMENTAL INPUTS FROM NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER ARE USED.
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RTOP NO. 124-09-21 TITLE: SPACE RADIATION SHIELDING AND DOSIMETRY
ORGANIZATION° MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
M04TTnP d	 RICHMONDS, R. G.
	
TEL. 713-483-3816
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
PADIATION DOSInETRY THROUGH THE FIRST APOLLO LUNAR LANDING HAS
BEEN COMPLETED WITH MINIMAL RADIATION EXPOSURE. THIS FACT CAN BE
DTRECTL,Y ATTRIBUTED TO TWO FACTS, (1) TIMES IN THE MORE INTENSE
REGIONS OF THE VAN ALLEN BELTS HAVE BEEN MINIMAL, AND (2) NO SOLAR
FLARE PARTICLE EVENTS HAVE OCCURRED DURING THE TIMES THE SPACECRAFTS
HAVE BEEN OUT OF THE PROTECTION PROVIDED BY THE EARTH"S MAGNETIC
FIELD. AS MISSION DUFATTONS INCcREASE THE LOW PATE SECONDARY
COMPONENTS OF RADIATION DOSE BECOME IMPORTANT., IN ADDITION !
 'THLP
INCLUSION OF NUCIEAP POWER SOURCES, E.G., NUCLEAR REACTORS WILD.
PRODUCE BIOLOGICALLY SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO TOTAL DOSE.. DURING
THE NEXT FEW YEARS THE INTERACTION OF SPACE RADIATION WITH MATERIALS
AS IT AFFECTS RADIATION TRANSPORT AND ENEFGY DEPOSITION AND THE
APPLICATION OF THIS KNOWLEDGE TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED SPACE
RADIATION DOSIMETRY TECHNIQUES WILL BE STUDIED. Its GENERAL, HSC WILL
CONTINUE RESEARCH EFFORTS TO DEVELOP ADVANCED SPACE RADIATION
DOSIMETRY CONCEPTS, INCLUDING EVALUATION OF COMPLEX RADIATION SlItILDS
REQi1IRED FOR PROTECTION FROM NEUTRONS. SPECIFICALLY P MSC WILL
CONTINUE RESEARCH EFFORTS TO DETERMINE RADIATION DOSE DTSTRZB I01 . !t .
INSIDE THE SPACECRAFT FROM MEASUREMENTS OF RADIATION FLUX AND
PARTICLE SPECTRA EXTERNAL TO THE SPACECRAFT.
RTOP NO. 124-09-21 TITLE: S PACE PLDIATION SHIELDING AND DOSIN G
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR°	 RICHMONDS, R. G.	 TEL.
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
WORK WILL CONTINUE ON COMPILATION AND UPDATING OF DATA AND
METHODS TO CREATE AN INDUSTRY STANDARD FOR RADIATION CALCULATIONS.
CURRENT WORK ON ELECTRON BREMSSTRAHLUNG WILL BE COMPLETED; STUDIES Op
ELECTRON AND PROTON TRANSPORT PROCESSES WILL BE CONTINUED. IN—MOUSE
STUDIES WILL BE PERFORMED TO DETERMINE THE POSSIBLE ROLE OF ACTIVE
SHIELDING SYSTEMS IN SPACE VEHICLES. THE IN—HOUSE EXPERIMENTAL
PROGRAM TO DEVELOP MORE EFFICIENT SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS WILL BE	 .
CONTINUED.
RTOP NO. 124-09-21 TITLE: SPACE RADIATION SHIELDING AND DOSIKLTRT
ORGANIZATION: GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR a
	
VETTEr J. I.	 TEL. 301-982-6695
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
(A) TO PRODUCE AND MAINTAIN A TRAPPED RADIATION MODEL
ENVIRONMENT AND A SOLAR COSMIC RADIATION MODEL ENVIRONMENT IN FOIRES
USEFUL. TO SPACE ENGINEERS AND SYSTEM PLANNERS WHICH BEST 'REPLECTS THE
CURRENT TINDERSTANDING AND EMPIRICAL, KNOWLEDGE OF THE PHENOMENA.. (B)
TO DISSEMINATE THIS ENVIRONMENT TO USERS IN NASA, OTHER GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES, UNIVERSITIES, AND PRIVATE INDUSTRY.
.1
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RTCP NO. 124-0922 TITLE: SPACE RADIATION ErFECTS LABORATORY
ORGANIZATION. LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
^+^
	
oyMONITOR:	 BROOKS* G RG. W.	 EL. 03-827-3285
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RTOP NO. 124-09-24 TITLE; [METEOROID ENVIRONMENT MEASUREMENTS IN
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RTOP NO. 24-09-25 TITLE: METEOROID IMPACT AND PROTECTION
ORGANIZATION ao LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BROOKS, G. W.	 TEL. 703°-827-32E5
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS\ RESEARCH ARE TO DEVELOP ANALYTICAL
PROCEDURES THAT MILL PREDICT THE METEOROID HAZARD TO SPACE VEHICLES,
TO PROVIDE THE ANALYTICAL MEANS FOR OPTIMIZING THE PROTECTION FROM
SUCH A HAZARD,, AND TO DEV ESOP AND PLACE INTO OPERATION PARTICLE
ACCELERATORS NEEDED TO CONDUCT APPROPRIATE EXPERIMENTAL 	 i
INVESTIGATIONS FOR SUCH R ESIARCH AS WELL AS F6R TESTING ACTUAL
SPACECRAFT DESIGNS. THESE OBJECTIVES WILL BE MET BY COMBINED
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE BEHAVIOR OF
MATERIALS AND STRUCTURAL WALL CONFIGURATIONS UNDER METEOROID IMPACT.
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THE RESULTS OF THESE STUDIES MILL PROVIDE lA MUCH NEEDED SOUND BASIS
FOR DESIGN OF LIGHT WEIGHT SHIELDING '.AGAINST THE HAZARDS OF
METEOROIDS
RTOP NO. 124-09°26 TITLE: SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS m THERMAL
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TO DETERMINE, DEVELOPe AND DEMONSTRATE THE CAPABILITIES OF THERMAL
SCALE MODELING AS 1 THERMAL DESIGN AND VERIFICATION METHOD FOR
LARGEHANNE D SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS INCLUDING LARGE RADIATOR/FLUID SYSTEMS
ENVISIONED FOR ADVANCED MISSIONS.
RTOP NO. 124-09-29 TITLB: R1DIATION PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY OF
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RTOP NO. 125-17p09 TITLE: TRANSITION, APPROACH AND LANDING GUIDANCE
AND CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR Y®STOL AIRCRAFT
ORGANIZATION: AMES.RESEARCR CENTER
A
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RTOP NO. 125-17-12 TITLE: GINEALLEO INERTIAL SENSOR SUPPORTING
DEVELOPMENT
RESEARCH CENTER
P.	 TEL. 617-494-2623
IT IS FEASIBLE TODAY TO DESIGN GYROSCOPES
.0001 DEGREES/RR. AS WELL IS SPECIFIC
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RTCP N®. 125-17-17 TITLES ADVANCED RESEARCH ON GUIDANCE S CONTROL
63
DOCKING OF
PROGM WILL
AND OPTICAL
RTCP N®. 125-17-21 TITLE: OPTICAL RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING SENSORS
64
RADAR SYSTEMS. SHE SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLES AND MANNED SPACE STATIONS
WILL REQUIRE A VERSATILE CAPABILITY FOR RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING. THE
GOAL OF THIS 'RESEARCH PROGRAM IS TO DEVELOP TECHNOLOGY REQP ],REr TO
PERFORM THESE ORBITAL OPERATIONS AUTOMATICALLY, EFFICIENTT A'0
RELIABLY. FOR TERMINAL RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING, AN OPTIC! v.
SYSTEM RILL BE USED. THIS SYSTEM WILL FEATURE GIMBALLESS LASER
TRACKING USING BEAD STEERING TECHNIQUES. THE DOCKING SCHEMr WILL
OPTIMALLY TRADEOFF FUEL REQUIREMENTS, TIDE TO ACCOMPLISH DOCKING AND
IMPULSE AT CONTACT.
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RTOP NO. 125-19-11 TITLE: MANUAL AND AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
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RTOP NO. 12519-14 TITLE: GENERAL AVIATION FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS
AND DISPLAYS
ORGANIZATION: FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 RDRNEr H. E.	 TEL. 805-°258-3311
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
RTOP NO. 125-19-16 TITLE; RESEARCH IN FLIGHT DISPLAY MEDIA
ORGANIZATION: ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
HILHORN. E.	 TEL. 617-°494-2368
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xRTCP NC. 125-1920 TITLE: APPLICATI®N OF CONTROL AND GUIDANCE
THEORY AND MATHEMATICAL MODELING
TECHNIQUES TO AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
71
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RTOP NO. 125-2104 TITLE: ENTRY COMMUNICATIONS AND TRACKING
ORGANIZATION; LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 NELSON, C. H.	 TEL. 703-527°-3255
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE BASIC OBJ2CTIVE IS TO DEVELOP ADVANCED COMMUNICATION
TECHNIQUES AND EQUIPMENTS REQUIRED FOR FUTURE LANGLEY PROGRAMS, SUCH
AS: PLANETARY LANDERS AND ORBITING RELAYS. ADVANCED METEOROID
SATELLITESw FANNED SPACE STATIONS AND LOGISTIC SUPPORT VEHICLES * AND
VARIOUS FLIGHT RESEARCH PROGRAMS. A RESEARCH PROGRAM WILL BE
CONDUCTED TO DEVELOP THE KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED TO PREDICT COMMUNICATIONS
AND TRACKING SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE DURING SPACECRAFT ENTRY INTO EARTH
AND OTHER PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES AND TO DEVELOP TECHNIQUES TO IMPROVE
RADIO PROPAGATION THROUGH ENTRY PLASMAS. THE CAPABILITY TO
ACCURATELY PREDICT COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE IN AN ENTRY ENVIRONMENT
IS REQUIRED FOR SYSTEMS DESIGN (POWER, FREQUENCY, DATA RATES, ETC..).
LOCATION OF TRACKING EQUIPMENT (APOLLO TRACKING SHIPS) v AND TO
PROVIDE MEANS OF DATA ACQUISITION DURING THE BLACKOUT (VIKING). ALSO
RESEARCH STILL BE CONDUCTED TO DEVELOP NEW ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR
PREDICTING THE PERFORMANCE OF SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS IN A PLASMA
ENVIRONMENT. LABORATORY AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF
SUPERCONDUCTING THIN FILM JUNCTIONS MILL BE C09DOCTED IN ORDER TO
DEVELOP PRACTICAL COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENTS® USING THESE JUNCTIONS.
DURING FY-70v THE MAIN EFFORT WILL BE AN INVESTIGATION AND
CALIBRATION OF PLASMA DIAGNOSTIC ANTENNAS AND LANGMUYR PROBES IN AN
INHOMOGENEOUS PLASMA FLOW FIELD; AN EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF FOUR ELECTROPHILIC MATERIALS IN REDUCING SIGNAL ATTENUATION IN
PLASMAS, AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUMENTATION FOR PLASMA
DIAGNOSTICS AND HIGH FREQUENCY (I — BAND) COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS.
RECENTLY DEVELOPED DIFFRACTION THEORY TECHNIQUES FOR ANTENNA PATTERN
PREDICTION WILL BE COMBINED WITH COMPUTER PROGRAMS THAT HAVE BEEN
DEVELOPED TO DESCRIBE THE IMPEDANCE OF VARIOUS ANTENNA RADIATING INTO
A DIELECTRIC MEDIA. THE FEASIBILITY OF UTILIZING
SUPERCONDUCTINGeTHIN FILM TUNNELING JUNCTIONS AS LOW NOISE AMPLIFIERS
AND AS PASSIVE ELEMENTS AT EXTREMELY HIGH FREQUENCIES WILL BE
INVESTIGATED.
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RTOP NO.	 125-2105
	 TITLE: PILOT WARNING AND COLLISION AVOIDANCE
SYSTEM RESEARCH
ORGANIZATION® LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 NELSON, C.	 H.	 TEL. 703-527-3825
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE GENERAL OBJECTIVE OF THIS WORK IS THE DEVELOPMENT OF
TECHNIQUES WHICH ARE SUITABLE FOR USE BY GENERAL AVIATION AS WELL AS
THE AIR CARRIERS FOR THE DETECTION AND PILOT WARNING OF IMPENDING
MID-AIR ENCOUNTERS. PRESENT ESTIMATES OF THE'NUMBER OF NEAR HISSES
IN THE UNITED STATES ARE ON THE ORDER OF 500 TO 1,000 A YEAR.
INDICATIONS ARE THAT THE MAJOR PORTION OF THE PILOT WORKLOADv AFTER
DESCENT FROM CRUISE ALTITUDE, IS THE LOCATION AND AVOIDANCE OF OTHER
AIRCRAFT.
	 STATISTICS INDICATE THAT THE PRIMARY HAZARD TO THE AIR
CARRIERS IS THE GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT.
	
THE APPROACH UNDER
INVESTIGATION IS THE USE OF A CW, DOPPLER SYSTEM OPERATING IN THE
MICR®NAVE REGION FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF RANGE AND RANGE RATE BETWEEN
AIRCRAFT TO EVALUATE THE HAZARD THAT EXISTS.
	
THIS ALLOWS FOR THE
DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF THE QUANTITIES OF INTEREST IN THE SIMPLEST FORM
ONBOARD THE AIRCRAFT INVOLVED, AND THE DISPLAY OF DERIVED HAZARD
INFORMATION TO THE PILOT.
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DISTANCES.
RTOP NO. 125-21-10 TITLE: ADVANCED CODING TECHNIQUES FOR
INFORMATION PROCESSING
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 FOSTER, J. V.
	
TEL. 415-961-1111
76
THE FINAL ENGINEERING MODELS WILL BE SUITABLE FOR SPACE OPERATION AND
FINAL SPECIFICATIONS HILL BE PREPARED ST APRIL 1971 WHICH CAN BE
UTILIZED FOR SYSTEMS ENGINEERING TO ASSURE COMPATIBILITY OF THE
TRANSMITTER WITH THE ANTENNA AND OTHER CRITICAL SUBSYSTEM ELEMENTS.
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TECHNOLOGY CHECKS AS THE NEED ARISES. SUCH CHECKS WILL SERVE AS
PHASE A CONCEPT VERIFICATION FOR THE FULLY OPERATIONAL NASO, WHICH
HILL ULTIMATELY BE A 3 TO 10 METER DIFFRACTION LIMITED INSTRUMENT.
RTOP NO. 125-2211 TITLE: PHOTOHELIOGRAPH DEVELOPMENT
ORGANIZATION: JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
MONITOR:	 POWELL, R. V.	 TEL. 213-354-6586
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
WORK CARRIED OUT ON THE ATM PHOTOHELIOGRAPH BEFORE THE PROGRAM
WAS TERMINATED DISCLOSED THAT MANY SERIOUS PROBLEMS EXIST WHICH HAVE
TO BE SOLVED BEFORE GROUND TESTING OF A NEAR DIFFRACTION®LIMITED
TELESCOPE CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED. THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS TASK IS TO
REVIEW AND EVALUATE TECHNIQUES APPLICABLE TO MICROSTRAIN PROPERTY
MEASUREMENTS OF POTENTIAL MIRROR MATERIALS AND TO DEVELOP REQUIRED
MODIFICATIONS TO OBTAIN RELIABLE DADA AT STRAIN VALUES OF 10-8. THE
APPROACH WILL BE TO BECOME INFORMED OF PRESENT ACTIVITIES IN
MICROSTRAIN PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS, TO RECOMMEND WHAT MODIFICATIONS IN
TECHNIQUES, Ir ANY, MAY BE NECESSARY, AND TO MEASURE MICROSTRAIN
PROPERTIES OF CANDIDATE MATERIALS.
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RTOP NO. 125-23-08 TITLE: ADVANCED DATA PROCESSING TEOHNIQUES FOR
HIGH DATA RATE MISSIONS
ORGANIZATION: ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 VAN METER, D.
	
TEL. 617-494-2646
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE IS TO PROVIDE TECHNIQUES FOR HANDLING AND
PROCESSING THE EXTREMELY LARGE VOLUMES OF DATA WHICH WILL BE
GENERATED BY THE MULTIPLICITY OF SENSORS ANTICIPATED ON FUTURE SPACE
STATIONS * EARTH SURVEY AND PLANETARY EXPLORATION SPACECRAFT IN THE
1973-80 TIME PERIOD. ON-BOARD DATA MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS MILL BE
EMPHASIZED FOR MISSIONS WHICH CAN BE EXPECTED TO GENERATE DATA AT
RATES UP TO 5 X 108 BITS/SEC. DATA COMPRESSION S PATTERN RECOGNITION
AND SELF-LEARNING MACHINE TECHNIQUES WILL BE (DEVELOPED FOR AUTOMATIC
EXTRACTION OF SIGNIFICANT INFORMATION FROM MULTISPECTRAL SENSORS TO
PROVIDE MAXIMUM INFORMATION TRANSFER OVER LIMITED BANDWIDTH
COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS. AUTOMATED AND MANUAL INTERACTIVE COMPUTER
TECHNIQUES WILL BE DERIVED FOR ON-BOARD CHECKOUT LAND FOR MANIPULATION
DISPLAY, PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS TO AID IN EXTRACTING INFORMATION
FROM EXTREMELY LARGE VOLUMES OF DATA. SIMULATION AND MODELING
°TECHNIQUES (USING ADVANCED EARTH SURVEY MISSIONS AS A TYPICAL
EXAMPLE) WILL BE DEVELOPED AS A TOOL FOR DETERMINING TRADEOFFS,
EXERCISING LAND EVALUATING CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS OF LARGE SCALE DATA
MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS SYSTEMS.
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RTOP NO. 125-23-09 TITLE: ADVANCED AEROSPACE DATA PROCESSING THEORY
AND TECHNIQUES
RTOP NO. 125-23-10 TITLE: ADVANCED DATA PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY FOR
SCIENTIFIC®APPLICATIONS SATELLITES
ORGANIZATION: GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 VAN ALLENs R. L.	 TEL. 301-982-5185
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RTOP NO. 125--23-16 TITLE: SPACE STATION OPTICAL MASS MEMORY ACCESS
SYSTEM
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 MCCULLOUGH, C. E. TEL. 205®453-1120
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
OBJECTIVE: FOR THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS O ONE MAJOR OBSTACLE
PREVENTING THE LASER FROM ACHIEVING ITS ANTICIPATED POTENTIAL HAS
BEEN THE LACK OF AN EFFICIENT, HIGH-SPEED, HIGH-RESOLUTION OPTICAL
READ DEFLECTION SYSTEM. A PRIME APPLICATION OF A LASER BEAM
DE?LECTION SYSTEM AND THE MAJOR OBJECTIVE OF THE EFFORT DESCRIBED BY
THIS RTOP IS THE ACCESSING OF A MASS MEMORY ON THE ORDER OF 5 X 1012
BITS. THAT IS, A REQUIREMENT FOR OPTICALLY SCANNING SUCH A MEMORY TO
READ-IN, READ-OUT, OR ERASE WILL EXIST IN THE TIME FRAME 1973-1950
FOR SPACE STATION/SPACE BASE. OTHER APPLICATIONS FOR LASER BEAD
DEFLECTION TECHNIQUES INCLUDE: (1) ACQUISITION SCANNING OF OPTICAL
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RTOP NO. 125-24-04 TITLE: ADVANCED AERODYNAMIC TEST/DEVELOPMENT
FACILITY INSTRUMENTATION
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 NELSONr C. H.	 TEL. 703-527-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THIS RESEARCH IS NEEDED TO MEET FUTURE INSTRUMENTATION
REQUIREMENTS
AERODYNAMIC
TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING
SCOPE OF THE WORK EXTENDS
SUITABILITY OF MATERIALS
AND TESTING OF AN ACTUAL
FOR ADVANCED TEST FACILITIES BEING DEVELOPED FOR
RESEARCH AND
CLEAR-AIR TURBULENCE.
RTOP NO. 125-24-05 TITLE: ADVANCED ATMOSPHERIC AND REMOTE
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES FOR AEROSPACE
PROGRAMS
ORGANIZATION° LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 NELSON, C. H.	 TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
ADVANCED MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES ARE BEING DEVELOPED FOR
AEROSPACE MISSIONS WHICH INVOLVE ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY AND LANDING.
PROPOSED SENSORS INCLUDE GAMMA-RAY RACE SCATTER AND ALPHA PARTICLE
TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY; HEAT SHIELD ABLATION
SENSORS; THIN FILM THERMISTORS FOR MEASURING ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE;
MINIATURE REMOTE ATTACHMENT DEVICES FOR MEASURING PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF PARACHUTES; AND MULTISPECTRAL IMAGING SYSTEMS FOR
SURVEYING THE CHEMISTRY OF PLINETARY SUPFACES OR REMOTE DETECTION OF
EARTH RESOURCE TARGETS.
RTOP NO. 125-24-06 TITLE: ADVANCED SPACE INSTRUMENTATION
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 DIMEFF, J.	 TEL. 4'5-961-°1111
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
INSTRUMENTATION TECHNIQUES WILL BE DEVELOPED FOR MEASURING
FIELDS, PARTICLES AND RADIATION FOR APPLICATION TO FUTURE SPACE
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RTOP NO. 125-24,17 TITLE: IRSTRUMERTATICR FOR INTERMEDIATE SIZE
DIFFRACTION LIMITED SPACE TELESCOPES
93
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THE WORK ALSO INCLUDES TASKS IN LINE QUALIFICATION OF INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS THROUGH STEP STRESS ANALYSIS„ AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF REMOTE
ATTACHMENT TELEMETRY TECHNIQUES UTILIZING HYBRID MICROELECTRONIC
CONCEPTS
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RT®P NO. 125-25-12 TITLE: ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SCREENING 6
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RT®P NO. 125-25,13 TITLE: MANNED SPICE SHUTTLE: ANTENNA TECHNIQUES
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RTOP NO. 125-25-15 TITLE: SCREENING AND RELIABILITY TESTING FOR
SPACE SHUTTLE
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE PLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 MOORS, N. M.
	 TEL. 205°-453-1120
99
THE SELECTED FAMILIES OF PARTS WILL HE DEFILED ANDDOC®MEKTED.
RELIABILITY TESTING WILL SEEK TO CORRELATE ACCELERATED AND SCREENING
TESTS WITH REAL TIME LIFE TESTS.
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RTOP NO. 12613-10 TITLE: GENERAL AERODYNAMIC RESEARCH TO PROVIDE
AND IMPROVE PREDICTION 'TECHNIQUES AND TO
EVOLVE AND TEST PROMISING CONCEPTS
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR r	 ROEINSOwr R. G.	 TEL. 415®961-1111
RTOP NO. 126-13-10 TITLE: GENERAL AERODYNAMICS
ORGANIZATION: FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 SALTZMAN, E. J.	 TEL. 505.258-3311
ADJACENT BODIES.
RTOP NO. 126-13-11 TITLE: SONIC BOOM GENERATION AND PROPAGATION
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEAP CH CENTER
MONITOR:	 LOFTIN, L. K., JR. TEL. 703-827-3285
101
ACCELERATION AND MANEUVERS. THE RESEARCH MILL BE ACCOMPLISHED BY
WIND-TUNNEL AND LABORATORI EXPERIMENTATION, BY THE CONDUCT OF
THEORETICAL ST®DIES, AND BY THE ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM
FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
RTOP NO, 126-14®11 TITLE: AERODYNAMIC LOADS INCLUDING ACOUSTIC
RESPONSE AND PANEL FLUTTER
102
PROGRESS TO AID IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF METHODS FOR PREDICTING THESE
EFFECTS FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT.
RTOP NO. 126-14-02 TITLE: RESEARCH OIL THE CkUSESr INTENSITY * AND
PERTINENT CHARACTERISTICS OF AERODYNAMIC
BUFFETING
RTOP NO. 126-14-13 TITLE: (D) ACOUSTIC RESPONSE
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 LOFTTIN, L. K., JR.TEL. 703-827-3255
OF FLIGHT STRUCTURES TO ACOUSTIC
BOUNDARY LAYER AND THE POVER
TOPICS AS SONIC FATIGUEr NOISE
F COMPLEX STRUCTURES SUCH AS
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RTOP NO. 126-14-17 TITLE: COMPOSITES
ORGANIZATION: MARSRILL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 LOFTINr L. K.,, Jet. TEL. 205°453-°1115
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
FILAMENTARY COMPOSITE STRUCTURES EMPLOYING ADVANCEDr HIGH
MODULUS MATERIALS (HORONr GPAPHITE, TUNGSTENr ETC.) r IN METAL AND
NON — METAL MATRICES, ARE RAPIDLY COMING INTO USE ON HYPERSONIC
AIRCRAFT; HOWEVER„ THE PRESENT AVAILABLE STRUCTURAL MATERIALS
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RTOP NO. 126-15-10 TITLE: BEARINGS, SEALS, HYDRAULICS # LUBRICATION
ORGANIZATION: LEVIS RESEARCH CENTER
DESIGNS FOR EEARINGSs SEALS, GEARS OF ADVANCED AIRCRAFT TURBINE
ENGINES AND HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS TO.ACHIEV E EFFICIENT PERFORMANCE,
RELIABILITY AND EXTENDED LIFEG
RTOP NO. 126-15-11 TITLE: ATMOSPHERIC NUCLEAR PROPULSION
ORGANIZATION: LEVIS RESEARCH CENTER
p
,&.^
rp
MONITOR:
	
ROM # F. E.	 Edgar
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
ANALYTICAL AND LIMITED EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS WILL BE
106
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ARRESTING GEAR CABLES AND PLAT HEADS ON AIRCRAFT CARRIER DECKS
CONTRIBUTE TO HIGH LANDING AND TAXIING LOADS.
	
THE OBJECTIVE OF THESE
INVESTIGATIONS ARE TO OBTAIN A FUNDAMENTAL UNDERSTANDING OF THESE
PHENOMENA WITH A VIEW TOWARD THEIR SOLUTION.	 THIS WORK WILL BE
APPLICABLE TO IMPROVED DESIGN OF AIRCRAFT LANDING GEARS AND BRAKING
SYSTEMS AS WELL AS IMPROVEMENT IN RUNWAY DESIGN.
RTOP NO. 12661-13 TITLE: AIRCRAFT SAFETY
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 GOODWIN. G.	 TEL. 413-961°-2265
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RTOP NO:.	 126-61-14	 TITLE: ENGINE AND PROPELLER NOISE
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR &	RRAMER, J.	 J. TEL.	 216-433-4000
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE WORK IN THIS PROGRAM IS DIRECTED AT OBTAINING AN
UNDERSTANDING OF THE DOMINANT NOISE SOURCES IN AIRCRAFT TURBINE
ENGINES®
	 THE CURRENT PROGRAM ACTIVITY IS CENTERED ON FAN AND JET
NOISE GENERATION AND TRANSMISSION AND SUPPRESSION OF THIS NOISE IN
DUCTS.	 PROSPECTS FOR OVERALL FAN AND JET NOISE LEVEL REDUCTIONS OF
15-20 DE FROM CURRENT LEVELS ARE GOOD.	 IF THESE NOISE REDUCTIONS ARE
REALIZED OTHER NOISE SOURCES IN THE ENGINE MAY HE UNCOVERED,	 THE
RESEARCH EMPHASIS WOULD THEM HE SHIFTED TO 'THESE OTHER NOISE SOURCES„
NOISE GENERATED IN THE TURBINE AND IN THE FLOW OVER STRUTS UPSTREAM!
OIL
 THE NOZZLE IS LIKELY TO HE UNCOVERED BY REDUCED NOISE OUTPUT FANS
AND JETS..
113
MODIFIED (IMPROVED)	 THIS HILL RESULT IN NOISE ABATEMENT PROCEDURES
THAT ARE EFFECTIVE WHICH WILL REDUCE HEALTH RIIZIIRDS B ANNOYANCES AID
PROPERTY DAMES
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RTOP NO. 126-61°16 TITLE: EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF FLIGHT
RESEARCH SENSORS.
SUIT THE NEEDS.
RTOP NO. 126-61-16	 TITLE: INSTRUMENTATION
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MOWITOR:	 LOFTIN, L. N. , JR. TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
NEW CONCEPTS, TECHNIQUES, AND ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY WILL BE
INVESTIGATED AND DEVELOPED TO IMPROVEr REPLACEv OR TO FILL VOIDS IN
RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION TECHNIQUES AND SYSTEMS REQUIRED FOR THE
STUDY OF PROBLEMS RELATING TO EFFICIENT AND SAFE OPERATION Off' ALL
CLASSES OF AIRCRAFT. 	 EFFORT WILL BE CONCENTRATED IN COLLISION-HAZARD
WARNING, CLEAR-AIR TURBULENCE DETECTION AND WARNING # PILOT DISPLAYSt
SENSORS, AND DATA SYSTEMS.
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RTOP NO. 126-62-11 TITLE: DYNAMIC STABILITY AND CONTROL
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
RTOP NO. 126-63-10 TITLE; AIRCRAFT OPERATIONAL SUPPORT
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 LOFTIN, L. R., JR. TEL. 703-527-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION OF AIRCRAFT FOR RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT, PROFICIENCY, CHASE AND GENERAL RESEARCH AND DRVELOPM ENT
SUPPORT
RTOP NO. 126-63-10 TITLE: AIRCRAFT OPERATIONAL SUPPORT
ORGANIZATION! FLIGHT RESEARCH CEN TR
MONITOR:	 WHITESIDE, W. W.	 TEL. 8 05-256-3311
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION IS PROVIDED FOR ALL AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS,
INCLUDING INSTRUMENTATION, FOR THE FOLLOWING AIRCRAFT: TWO F- 104A'S,
Pv104E, TWO F-104N'S, TWO F-SA'S, F-5D, T- 33A, C-47, E-57 AND AFRO
COMMANDER.	 THESE EFFORTS ARE ACCOMPLISHED MAINLY IN-HOUSE, WITH
ASSISTANCE AS REQUIRED BY SUPPORT PROVIDED BY THE MILITARY SERVICES
AND BY CONTRACTORS.	 THIS EFFORT IS REQUIRED TO PROVIDE FOR ADEQUATE
PILOT PROFICIENCY, CHASE AIRCRAFT SUPPORT, R AND D SUPPORT OF
RESEARCH INVESTIGATIONS AND GENERAL AIRCRAFT OPERATIONAL SUPPORT TO
PERMIT CONTINUATION OF A BROAD-BASED AIRCRAFT AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY
PROGRAM.
RTOP ISO. 126-63-10 TITLE; AIRCRAFT O PERATIONAL SUPPORT
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER,
MONITOR:
	
EEHEIM, M.	 TEL. 216-433-4000
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RTOP NO.. 126-63-11 TITLE: TITLE SUPPORT OF OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCY
AND INDUSTRY AERODYNAMIC TESTING
REQUIREMENTS
RTOP NO. 126-63-11 TITLE: RESEARCH SUPPORT OF OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 LOPTIN, L. N., JR. TEL. 703-527-3255
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
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RTOP NO. 126-63-13 TITLE: SIMULATORS
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
LOFTINr L, K, r JR. TEL, 703-3273285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
TO UPGRADE AND SUPPORT THE OPERATION OF SIMULATION FACILITIES
USED IN FLIGHT DYNAMICS AND !MANNED FLIGHT CONTROL AND GUIDANCE
RESEARCH. ANALYZE, DESIGN, DEYELOPe CONSTRUCT, CHECKOUT, TEST,
YALIDATEr R&INTAINr REPOIRr CON®ERTr AND INSPECT THE SIMULATION
FACILITIES AT LRC USED IN AERODYNAMIC RESEI ► RCHe
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ASSEMBLAGE OF THE SYSTEM.
RTOP NO. 127 --49-16 TITLE: EFFECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON BODY
SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
KLEIN, H. P.	 TEt. -415-961-1111
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
MAJOR RESEARCH EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON THE DEVELOPMENT AND
REFINEMENT OF EXISTING METHODS OF QUANTITATING THE EFFECTS OF VARIOUS
SPACE ENVIRONMENTS SUCH AS WEIGHTLESSNESS, HYPERGRAVITY, CONFINEMENT,
RADIATION AND NUTRITIONAL FACTORS; ON BODY SYSTEMS' STUDIES ARE
CONDUCTED TO EVALUATE FACTORS INFLUENCING MUSCLE PUNCTION, BONE
METABOLISM, ENERGY UTILIZATION, FOOD AND WATER BALA-9RCE,
NEU909NDOCRINOLOGIC STRESS INDICES:. DISORIENTATION LND'HEAVY PARTICLE
EFFECTS ON THE BRAIN. THE APPROACHES TAKEN TO ACQUIRE THIS NECESSARY
RESE,.ARCH DATA ARE BY SUBJECTING ANIMALS TO VARIOUS EXPERIMENTAL
SITUATIONS, E.G., BONE METABOLISM - LOADING MONKEY LIMBS AND
MEASURING CALCIUM DEPOSITION; MUSCLE FUNCTION - THE'EFFECTS OF DRUGS
ON MUSCULAR CONTRACTION; ENERGY UTILIZATION--MEASUREMENTS (METABOLISM)
UNDER ALTERED GRAVITY; FOOD AND WATER BALANCE - MEASURED UNDER
ALTERED GRAVITY AND WITH SPECIAL DIETS, AND UNDER HYPOTHERMIC
CONDITIONS; STRESS INDICES -• BIOASSAY OF HORMONES IN BLOOD AND -
TISSUES OF ANIMALS SUBJECTED TO STRESS; DISORIENTATION v MEASUREMENT
AND COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF VESTIBULARNERVE FIBER RECORDINGS UNDER.
NORMAL AND ALTERED GRAVITY CONDITIONS;RADIOLOGICAL EFFECTS m
EXAMINATION OF RADIATION DAMAGE TO THE BRAIN USING NEUROPATHOLOGIC
PROCEDURES. TO ENABLE THE LIMITS OF MAN'S PERFORMANCE TO BE CLOSELY
DETERMINED KNOWLEDGE OF THE ABOVE PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS ARE NECE:S ARY
SO WE HAY OPERATE AS FAR FROM THE NORMAL PHYSIOLOGICAL TOLERANCES'-AS
POSSIBLE.
RTOP NO. 127-49--17 TITLE: CARDIOVASCULAR PROBLEMS
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
KLEIN, H. P,'
	 TEL,. 415-961°1'x.11
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
TO DEVELOP AND TEST TECHNIQUES FOR DETERMINATION OF
CARDIOVASCULAR ADAPTATION TO VARIOUS ENVIRON. ME:NTAL AND PHYS IOLOGICAL
STRESSES. STRESSES OF INITIAL INPORTANANCR ARE THOSE OF
ACCELERATION, WEIGHTLESSNESS AND EXERCISE. PARTICULAR EMPHASIS WILL
BE PLACED ON THESE METHODS SUITABXE FOR USE DURING SPACE FLIGHT TO
DETERMINE
 CARDIOVASCULAR REACTIONS TO REENTRY ACCELERATIONS FOLLOWING
AND DURING PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS, MEASUREMENTS O^ CARDIOVASCULAR
PARAMETERS ARE PLANNED ON HUMAN AND LONER ANIMALS IN`'^A RESEARCH SPACE,
STATION (DOGS, BABOONS AND CHIMPANZEES). EMPHASIS IS' ALSO PLACED ON
THOSE STUDIES WHICH DETERMINE THE NEUROCHEMICAL EFFECTORS WHICH
PRODUCE OBSERVED CARDIOVASCULAR CHANGES AND PHARRACOLOGIC OR OTHER
MEANS. OF MODIFYING SUCH RESPONSES. THESE MERSUREAENTS PILL HE USED
TO CREATE BIOCYBERNETIC MODELS OF THE HEART AND CIRCULATION IN ORDER
TO IDENTIFY THE ROLE OF VARIOUS CONTROL MECHANIS MS AND THE
:INTERACTION OF MULTIPLE STRESSES ON CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION AND TO
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RT®P N®. 127-49-19 TITLE: STRESS QUALIFICATIONS (ENDOCRINE
PHYSIOLOGY)
ORGANIZATION: BANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
MONITOR:	 LEACH* C. S.	 TEL. 713-483-5281
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RTOP NO. 127-49-23 TITLE PHYSIOLOGICAL TOLERANCE IN AVIATION
OPERATIONS
RTOP NO. 127-49-25 TITLE: PSYCHOACODSTIC ASPECTS OF AIRCRAFT NOISE
AND SONIC ROOM
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 NELSON, C. H.	 TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS WORK IS TO FURTHER THE UNDERSTANDING OF
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF NOISE, TO ESTABLISH
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RTOP NO. 127-49-30 TITLE: FOOD TECHNOLOGY
ORGANIZKTIONm MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
MONITOR;	 SMITH, M. C.	 TEL. 713-483-5056
RTOP N0. 127-49-31 TITLE: HEMATOL®GIs IMMDNOLOGIr AND BIOCHEMISTRY
ORGANIZATION: MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
MONITOR:	 FISHERr C. L.	 TELL 713-483-5981
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SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO SIMULATE THE SPACE RADIATION HAZARD. RESULTS
ARE EVALUATED AND COMPARED WITH HUMAN RESPONSE TO RADIATION.
N
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RTOP N4. 127 ®51-11 TITLE: HUMAN ENGINEERING AND PERFORMANCE
po qy e^
	
^p	 q^^a	 1 ^a p^ ¢^ MEASUREMENTORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
KLEIN. R. P.
	
TEL. 415°961- 1111
UNDERWAY.
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RTCP NG 127-51-14 TITLE! a VANCFD HUMAN FNGIVFFRING CONCEPTS.
ORGANIZATION: ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
LEA®ITT, W. Z.	 TEL,. 617-494®2417
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
®CULOMETRY FOR QUANTITATIVE TRACKING OF PILOT'S EYE MOVEMENT IN
AN UNENCUMBERED MANNER IS UNDER FIELD INVESTIGATION TO VALIDATE IT
FOR MEETING THE NECESSARY LATERAL, VERTICAL AND ANGULAR COVERAGE FOR
DESIGN OF AIRCRAFT COCKPIT CONFIGURATIONS.
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RT®P R®e 127-51-17 TITLE: AIR CRER AND GROUND SUPPORT CRER
PERFORMANCE AND STRESS APPRAISAL
135
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GUIDELINES„
RATHERs THE
AERONAUTICS
ELECTRONIC
COMMERCIAL
AIRCRAFT.
DELIVERING OPERATIONAL AIRCRAFT TO THE AIR CARRIER, WE ARE FACED
TODAY WITH THE PROBLEM OF ESTABLISHING REQUIREMENTS AND INTERFACES
FOR A NEW GENERATION OF EQUIPMENT INVOLVING THE HUMAN OPERATOR. A
NEW ERA IS IMMINENT WHICH WILL SEE AN AIR TRANSPORTATION ENVIRONMENT
WHICH VILL NIX T®DAIS CONVENTIONAL AIRCRAFT WITH JUMBO JZTSr
137
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VISIBILITY SHALL RR UTILIZED ?®R THIS PROGRAM.
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RTOP NO. 127-53-24 TITLE: LIFE SU	 1.1' Al;D PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATION: MANNED SPACECRAFT C F^.
MONITOR:
	 GUYv W. W.	 483a-3771
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THIS EFFORT IS REQUIRED TO INSUP2 h FIRM TECHNOLOGY RASE TO
SUPPORT ADVANCED [BANNED MISSIONS IN THE AREA OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS. THERE A' - 2 1,70 AREAS OF SPECIFIC
CONCENTRATION: 1) ATMOSPHERIC STOIA",__', GENERATION AND CONTAMINANT
CONTROL: SPECIFIC TASKS IN THIS ARE4 14CLUDE DEVELOPMENT OF
NON-CRYOGENIC ATMOSPHERIC SUPPLY SYS' -Etis NON-CONDENSING HUMIDITY
CONTROL SYSTEMS. REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS, ATMOSPHERIC MONITORING AND
CONTROL TECHNIQUES, AND IMPROVED ANALYTICAL MODELS OF THE CO2
COLLECTION AND REDUCTION PROCESS. 2) WATER AND WASTE MANAGEMENT:
SPECIFIC EFFORTS IN THE AREAS OF WATER AND BASTE MANAGEMENT INCLUDE
INVESTIGATION OF STERILIZATION METHODS, DEVELOPMENT OF WATER
POTABILITY ASSESSMENT EQUIPMENT, DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED WASTE
COLLECTION TECHNIQUES AND DEVELOPMENT OF WATER RECOVERY HARDWARE.
INVESTIGATION OF NONMETALLIC MATERIALS WILL BE CONCERNED WITH THREE
SPECIFIC AREAS: 1) FLAMEPROOF ORGANIC FIBER, 2) FLAMEPROOF CONSTANT
WEAR GARMENT, AND 3) DEVELOPMENT OF NONFLA M MABLE POLYMER. THE
OBJECTIVE OF THE MASS SPACETROMETER PROGRAM IS TO DEVELOP AN
INSTRUMENT CAPABLE OF MONITORING THE CONCENTRATION LEVELS OF THE
CRITICAL COMPONENTS OF THE SPACECRAFT ATMOSPHERE OTHER THAN CARBON
DIOXIDE.
RTOP NO.	 127-53-- 24	 TITLE:	 SPACECRAFT ATMOSPHERE AND SYSTEMS
INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 NELSON, C.	 H.	 TEL. 703-527-3255
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
WITH INCREASING SPACECRAFT MISSION DURATION AND SYSTEMS
COMPLEXITY, A NUMBER OF INSTRUMENTS MUST BE DEVELOPED TO PROVIDE FOR
PROPER MONITORING AND CONTROL OF SYSTEMS AND PROCESSES WHICH SUPPORT
MAN IN SPACE.	 THE MOST CRITICAL MEASUREMENTS ARE: 	 THE MAJOR
CONSTITUENTS OF THE ATMOSPHERE; THE IDENTIFICATION AND QU NTIFICkTION
OF THE CHEMICAL, BACTERIOLOGICAL AND PARTICULATE CONTAMINANTS THAT
ARE GIVEN OFF WITHIN THE VEHICLE AND WHICH PRESENT A HAZAF r,? ' 11 0 MAN'S
PROFICIENCY AND WELL-BEING: THE MONITORING OF THE OP3P !, ' T r	 f F THE
LIFE SUPPORT PROCESSES THEMSELVES, TO VERIFY CONTINUE"l
FUNCTIONING; AND A MEASURE OF THE PURITY OF THE WATER 	 J^J I BY THE
WATER STORAGE AND RECLAMATION SYSTEMS.
	
THE WORK CURB:
PROGRESS, CONSISTS OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF Dl! 	 ... ; GEN
PARTIAL PRESSURE SENSORS,	 THE DEVELOPMENT OF A FLIGHT
	
'. '`ThBLE
CONTAMINANT SENSOR CAPABLE OF SENSING A NUMBER OF COR" WHICH
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RTOP NO. 127-53-26 TITLE: EARTH ORBIT LOGISTICS - ATMOSPHERIC
SENSING AND CONTROL
ORGANIZATION: MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
MONITOR:	 NELSONt C. H.	 TEL. 713-483-4933
TECHNICAL, SUMMARY
THE SHUTTLE SPACECRAFT HAS SEVERAL UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS WHICH
WILL REQUIRE SOME DEVIATIONS FROM THE FLIGHT SPACECRAFTS OF TODAY.
IT WILL HAVE A SIGNIFICANTLY LARGER CREW WITH A VERY SHORT NOMINAL
MISSION. HOVEVER * IT DOES HAVE A INTERMEDIATE LENGTH CONTINGENCY
MISSION WHICH !LUST ALSO BE ACCOM®DATED. IT MUST BE EASILY
REFURBISHED *
 IT MUST ACCOMO DATE LONG QUIESCENT PERIODS. AND IT MUST
POSSESS AN ATN®SPHERIC CONDITIONING SYSTEM WHICH CAN FUNCTION BOTH IN
ORBIT AND DURING THE REENTRY AND LANDING PHASES OF THE MISSIO. THERE
ARE TWO AREAS WHICH NEED ATTENTION IN THE ATMOSPHERIC SENSING AND
CONTROL AREA. (1) THE COOLING SYSTEM REQUIRED DURING THE ATMOSPHERIC
FLIGHT AND LARDING PHASE OF THE MISSION WILL REQUIRE SPACECRAFT
SYSTEMS NOT PREVIOUSLY NEEDED DUE TO THE VERY BRIEF ELAPSED TIME
BETWEEN LOSS OF EVAPORATIVE COOLING AND SPLASHDOWN. (2) THE HUMIDITY
CONTROL SYSTEM MUST ELEMINATE (A) THE PROCEDURAL PROBLEMS OF STARTUP
AND (B) THE DESTRUCTION PROBLEMS OF SHUTDOWN * AND ENHANCE THE LIFE
AND REUSE ASPECTS OF THE HARDWARE, OBJECTIVES: TWO AREAS WHICH NEED
ATTENTION IN THE ATMOSPHERE CONTROL AREA ARE: (1) THE COOLING SYSTEM
REQUIRED DURING THE ATMOSPHERIC FLIGHT AND LANDING PHASE OF THE
MISSION BILL----
RTOP NO. 127-5327 TITLE: EARTH ORBIT LOGISTICS - WATER AND WASTE
THE SHUTTLE SPACECRAFT WILL REQUIRE IMPROVEMENT IN THE WATER AND
WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AREA.
	
THE SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
MUST NOT REQUIRE MANUAL HANDLING AND MUST PROVIDE AUTOMATIC DISPOSAL
AND/OR STORAGE. OBJECTIVES:
	 THE WASTEMANAGEMENT SYSTEM TO BE
PROVIDED TO THE SPACE SHUTTLE CREW AND PASSENGERS MUST NOT REQUIRE
MANUAL HANDLING OF THE WASTE PRODUCTS AND MUST PROVIDE AUTOMATIC
DISPOSAL AND/OR STORAGE.	 IT SHOULD BE AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE TO
STANDARD TOILET PROCEDURES.
	 APPROACH:
	
TO PROVIDE A TECHNOLOGY BASE
FOR THE ABOVE DISCUSSED REQUIREMENTS * ACTIVITY DUST BE INITIATED IN A
TIMELY MANNER ON THE PACING TECHNOLOGY ITEMS.
	 ALTHOUGH NO
STATE-OF-TEE ART ADVANCEMENT IS ANTICIPATED TO ACCOMPLISH ANY OF THIS
ABOVE OBJECTIVES * POTENTIALLY----
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CAPABILITIES OF THE PERSONNEL, AND CABIN CONTROL SYSTEM TO MISSION
DURATIONS OF SEVEN HOURS.
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RTOP NO.	 127-53-31	 TITLE: SPACE STATION VENTILATION SYSTEM! DESIGN.
ORGANIZATION: MSFC
MONITOR:
	
CARRENDER, L.	 R„	 TEL.	 000453-1120
TECHNICAL SUMMARY-
PRESENT SPACE STATION COMPARTMENT LAYOUTS AND CONTINGENCY PLANS
FOR PARTIAL OCCUPATION IN CASE OF EMERGENCIES NECESSITATE A COMPLEX
BUT FLEXIBLE VENTILATION SYSTEM ARRANGEMENT. 	 CAREFUL SYSTEM
TRADEOFFS [BUST BE MADE TO PROVIDE SYSTEM EFFICIENCY AND CREW COMFORT
AND SAFETY.
	
FOR EXAM PLEr STAGNATION AREAS MUST NOT EXIST IF
LOCALIZED CONCENTRATIONS OF CO2 ARE TO BE AVOIDED. 	 THE OBJECTIVES OIL
THIS EFFORT ARE TO PERFORM VENTILATION SYSTEM DESIGN STUDIES IN
SUPPORT OF AN IN-HOUSE STATION MOCKUP AND THE PROCUREMENT OF
VENTILATION HARDWARE FOR INSTALLATION AND TESTING IN THE MOCKUP.
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ANALYSIS, DESIGN, FABRICATI®N, AND TEST PHASES.
RTGP NO. 125-31-60 TITLE: TECHNOLOGY IDENTIFICATION 6 TEST
MEASUREMENTS
ORGANIZATION: JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
MONTTORm	 MEEKS® P.	 TEL. 213-354°-2546
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
151
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS*
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RTOP NO. 129-31-70 TITLE: FEED SYSTEMS AND ENGINE ACCESSORIES
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 GRlEiGORYv J. W.
	
TEL. 216"4334000
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO PROVIDE IMPROVEMENTS IN THE
TECHNOLOGY OF ROCKET ENGINE FEED SYSTEMS AND ENGINE ACCESSORIES. THE
MAJOR PORTION OF THIS WORK WILL HE DEVOTED TO ADVANCEMENTS IN THE
TURBO — MACHINERY AREA, AND WILL INCLUDE INVESTIGATION OF (1) SM4LL
CENTRIFUGAL AND POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT PUMPS, (2) HYDROGEN—OXYGEN
FUELED TURPINESs (3) TURBOPUMP DYNAMICS AND (4) BEARINGS AND SEALS.
THE PROGRAMS WILL HE DESIGNED TO FURTHER OUR KNOWLEDGE OF FLUID FLOW
153
PROCESSES AND PUMP PERFORMANCE LOSSES. THE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES WILL
DE PURSUED LARGELY THROUGH PROGRAMS USING CRYOGENIC PROPELLANTS AND
SPACE STORABLE PROPELLANTS, MUCH OF THE BASIC PUMP NCRK WILL BE DONZ
WITH LIQUID HYDROGEN OR SIMULANT FLUIDS W
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RTOP NO. 128-31-76 TITLE: THE LIQUID ROCKET THRUST CHkMBER AND
INJECTOR DESIGN
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 YODZISt C.	 TEL„ 205-453°1120
RTOP NO.	 128-31-50 TITLE: PROPELLANT PROPERTIES AND PERFORMANCE
ORGANIZATION: JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
MONITOR:	 MEEKSO P.	 TEL.	 213- 354-2546
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS EFFORT ARE TO OBTAIN INFORMATION ON THE
PERTINENT PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF SELECTED ROCKET
PROPELLANTS.	 AT JPL THIS WORK IS DIRECTED TO ADVANCING THE
STATE — OF-THE — ART THROUGH: As	 CONTINUING RESEARCH III FLUID FLOW
STOPPAGE PHENOMENA PECULIAR TO THE STATED PROPELLANTS; E.	 PREPARING
TO TEST AN ENGINE SYSTEM USING GELLED OF2 AND D2H6 AND COMPARING
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS TO THE SAME SYSTEM USING FEAT
PROPELLANTS.	 THE LONG — RANGE GOALS OF THIS RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
EFFORT ARE TO PROVIDE A STRONG TECHNOLOGY RASE IN OF2— E2HG AND SOME
EARTH STORABLE PROPELLANTS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL ENGINEERING PROGRAM
AND APPLICATION BY OSSA TO ADVANCED PLANETARY MISSIONS.
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RTOP NO. 129 -31-90 TITLE: COMBUSTION AND IGNITION
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 PRIENg R. J,	 TEL. 216-433-4040
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE  OF THIS WORK TS TO PROVIDE NEW TECHNOLOGY IN THE
AREA OR COMBUSTION AND IGNITION PHENOMENA IN LIQUID ROCKETS, WHICH
CAN BE USED IN FUTURE SPACE AND LAUNCH VEHICLE ENGINES TO OBTAIN
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RTOP NO.	 128-31-95	 TITLE: HEAT TRANSFER AND FLUID FLOW PROCESSES
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
!MONITOR:
	 MEEKS, J. TEL. 205-453-1120
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE IS TO BROADEN THE RANGE OF ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS
BY IMPROVEMENTS IN HEAT TRANSFER AND FLUID FLOW, ESPECIALLYFLOW IN
ROCKET NOZZLESs IN ORDER TO DESIGN ROCKET THRUST CHAMBER OF ENHANCED
PERFORMANCE CAPABILITY, LIGHTER WEIGH`, AND IMPROVED RELIABILITY.
THE TECHNOLOGY WILL BE APPLICABLE TO THE CODE 731 EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE
PROGRAM.	 THE AREAS OF INTEREST ARE:	 (1)	 MINIMUM PRESSURE LOSS IN
HIGH VELOCITY FLOW DUST SYSTEMS (2)	 TRANSPIRATION COOLING LIQUID
ROCKET THRUST CHAMBERS (3) CHARACTERISTICS OF SEPARATED FLOW REGIMES
WITHIN ALTITUDE COMPENSATING NOZZLE.
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OF OVERALL TRIPRID CAPABILITY.
RTOP R0. 128-3270 TITLE: COMPONENTS # MATERIALS 
AND 
SUBSYSTEMS
OtGANIZATIOW: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
!MONITOR:
	
SVAIR, R. L.	 TEL„ 703-827-2888
161
TO
COMPLEX
FIRING OF
RTOV NO. 128-32-90- TTTLE: 9OLTD PROPULSION COMBUSTION AND KINETICS
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"G" EFFECTS AND GAS MIXTURES. THIS RESEARCH CONTRIBUTES TO PRESENT
AND FUTURE AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS.
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CONDUCTED TO
FLOWS IN NNICF
MY k SIGNIFICkYT
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RADIATION IN COMMUNICATIONS„ DISPLAY riEYICES, AND GENERAL
MEASUREMENTS INSTRUMENTATION TO BE V I PLIED IN PLANETARY EXPLORATION,
SPACE PHYSICS AND AVIONICS, SUBJECT'S TO BE INVESTIGATED INCLUDE
SPECTROSCOPY r LIGHT SCATTERING® MACNETO-OPTICAL EFFECTS, PLASMA
STUDIES AND OPTICAL STUDIES OF SEMICONDUCTORS AND CRYSTALLINE SOLIDS.
RTOP NO. 129-02-21 TITLE: ELECTRON-K NAVE INTERACTIONS AND
ELECTROMAGNETIC RESEARCH
170
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LOCALIZED CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF SUB-CELLULAR STRUCTURES WITHIN HUMAN
CELLS USING NEWLY AVAILABLE ELECTRON MICROPROBE INSTRUMENTATION.
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RTOP NO. 129-0223 TITLE: NUCLEAR PHYSICS
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BLUE, J. N.	 TEL.
SHIELDING.
NUCLEAR ENERGY DECAY.
RTOP NO. 129-03-20 TITLE: HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS AND COATINGS
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BROOKS, G. N.	 TEL. 703-527"3255
TO DETERMINE THE BEHAVIOR AND THE SUITABILITY
OR UNCOATED METALLIC ALLOYS FOR SERVICE IN ADVANCED
AND SPACECRAFT. THE SCOPE OF THE STUDIES SHALL PRIMARILY
ALLOYS OF NICKEL„ COBALT, AND THE REFRACTORY METALS AS WELL
AS COATINGS FOR THERMAL CONTROL OR FOR PROTECTION FROM ATTACK BY
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THE MATERMS, USUALLY THIN SHEETv SMALL BE
CYCLES OF TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, STRESS. AND
MILL ALSO BE GIVEN TO EXPLORA TION OF ADVANCED
G METHODS AND TO THE EVVIR 4Ni^', I'I; TAL EXPOSURE OF
ITH OR WITHOUT APPLIED STRESS. LIMITED NORK
AT STUDY OF THE MECHANISMS TUVOLVED IN THE
DEGRADATION OF THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS. SON CONTRACTUAL EFFORT
MILL BE MADE TO COMPLEMENT THE IN-HOUSE STUDIES. THE RESULTS OF
THESE STUDIES WILL PROVIDE INFORMATION ON THE BASIC BEHAVIOR OF HIGH
TEMPERATURE ALLOYS AND COATINGS AND VILL ESTABLISH THE SUITABILITY
AND LIMITATIONS OF THESE MATERIALS FOR APPLICATIONS IN ADVANCED
AEROSPACE VEHICLES.
RTOP NO- 129-03-20 TITLE: HIGH TEMPERATURE !MATERIALS
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 AULT, G. M.	 TEL. 000-000-6387
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS RESEARCH ARE TO DEVELOP NEW HIGH
RTOP NO. 129-03-20 TITLE: HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS
ORGANIZATION: NASA HEADQUARTERS
MONITOR:	 MALTZ. J.	 TEL. 202-962-0054
MICROSTRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES ARE ELUCIDATED.
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ITT®P NO. 129-03-21 TITLE; LIGHT ALLOYS
ORGINIZATION: INES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
G®®DWIN® G.	 TEL. 415-8961-2265
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
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EVALUATION OF EFFECTS OF PROCESSING VARIABLES ON THE HARTIN3I IC
PHASE TRANSFORMATION AND MEMORY RECOVERY CAPABILITY OF 55-WITIU®L
ALLOY. THESE STUDIES VILL PROVIDE THE BASIS FOR A BETTER
UNDERSTANDING ®F THE PRINCIPLES THAT GOVERN BEHAVIOR OF MATERIALS
UNDER CONDITIONS OF INTEREST FOR STRUCTURES FOR FUTURE FLIGHT
VEHICLES.
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ON THE PROPERTIES AND BEHAVIOR OF POLYMERS WITH A VIEW TOWARD THEIR
APPLICATION IV THE PHYSICAL AND LIFE SCIENCES AND IN SPACE
TECHNOLOGY. SPECIFICALtY THIS WORK WILL DEAL WITH FORMULATION AND
EVALUATION OF ABLATIVE "LND FIRE— SUPPRESSION MATERIALSo ME C HAFTSMS BY
WHICH THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT CAN ALTER THE MOLECULAR STRlK"rrl't*-j'.j OIN?
POLYMERSo THE PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF SMOG FORMATION AND POLY^,lFc.'_--
MEMBRANES HAVING SELECTIVE PERMEABILITY TO ORGANIC AND
MOLECULES. APPLICATIONS FOR THIS WORK ARE IN FIELDS OF
HEAT PROTECTIONe FIRE SUPPRESSIONr ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON
MATERIALS t
 AIR AND WATER POLLUTION 
AND 
PURIFICATION AND
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY4
RTOP NO. 129-03w22 TITLE: POLYMERS FOR FUEL TANK SEALANTS
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 GOODVTNr G.	 TEL. 205-453-1120
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
RTOP NO. 129-03-22 TITLE: POLYMERS
ORGANIZATION: JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
MONITOR:	 HEINDL* C. J.	 TEL. 213-354-3279
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THIS IS A TWO— PART PROGRAM OF FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH ON THE
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF POLYMERS, THE TWO AREAS ARE
RELATED BY THE FACT THAT LONG AND SHORT RANGE MOLECULAR MOTTONS CAN
CONTROL THE PHYSICAL RESPONSE OF A POLYMER. THE ELECTRICAL
PROPERTIES RESEARCH IS INTENDED TO ACHIEVE UNDERSTANDING AN1 0 "ONTEOL
OF ELECTRONIC CONDUCTIVITY IN POLYMERIC MATRICES t WITH A LONG RANG,
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RTOF NO. 129-03-22 TITLE: POLYMERS
ORGANIZATION; NASA HEADQUARTERS
	 ®pMONITOR:	 ACHHAMMER, B. G.	 TEL. 202-962°0054
RTOP NO. 129-03-23 TITLE: COMPOSITE MATERIALS
ORGANIZATION: NASA HEADQUARTERS
MONITOR:
	
GANGLER, J. J.
	 TEL. 202962+0054
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE KINETICS OF CRYSTALLIZATION OF MOLTEN BINARY AND TERNARY
TO THE SELECTION OF OXIDE SYSTEMS SUITABLE FOR FORMING CONTINUOUS
NIGH STRENGTHe HIGH MODULUSe HIGH TEMPERATURE VITREOUS FIBERS FOR USE
AS REINFORCEMENTS IN ADVANCED COMPOSITES FOR FUTURE NASA NEEDS.
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PTOP NO. 129-03-25 TITLE: EXTRATERRESTRIAL MATERIALS
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
184
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RTOP NO. 129-03-31 TITLE: DEVELOPMENT OF HI-CR-TH02 FOR SPACE
SHUTTLE VEHICLES
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 AULT, G. M.	 TEL. 216-433-4000
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THIS PROGRAM INVOLVES THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DISPERSION
STRENGTHENED NICKEL-CHROMIUM ALLOY (NI-CE -TH02) FOR USE IN THE HEAT
SHIELD OF PROPOSED SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLES. THE OBJECTIVES OF THE
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HEAT SHIELDS.
SURFACE PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY
CENTER
TEL. 415961®2265
RTOP IS TO OBTAIN AN INCREASED
CHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL SURFACE
FIND APPLICATION IN SUCH AREAS
MATERIALS PROCESSING.
PROCESSES.
AS
RTOP NO. 129-0340 TITLE: SURFACE PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR	 GOODVIN'. G.
	
TEL. 205-°453-1120
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RTOP NO. 129-03-40 TITLE: SURFACE PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY
ORGANIZATION: ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 MACRAKIS* M.	 TEL. 617-494-2474
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
RTOP NO. 12903-40 TITLE: SURFACE PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY
ORGANIZATION: NASA HEADQUARTERS
MONITOR:	 NASH, R. R.	 TEL. 202.962-6591
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THIS RESEARCH SEEKS INCREASED FUNDAMENTAL UNDERSTANDING OF THE
RELATIONSHIP EETWEEN . ELECTRONIC AND ATOMIC STRUCTURE OF SOLIDS AND
THEIR PH YSICALr CHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL SURFACE BEHAVIOR. SPECIFIC
SURFACE—CONTROLLED MATERIALS PROPERTIES OF INTEREST ARE ELECTRON AND
RTOP NO. 12903-41 TITLE: THIN FILMS
ORGANIZATION: NASA HEADQUARTERS
MONITOR:	 WEINHERGe I.	 TEL. 202-963-3924
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THIS RESEARCH SEEKS INCREASED UNDERSTANDING OF THE BASIC
MECHANISMS OF GROWTH AND DETERIORATION AND THE FUNDAMENTAL
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ATTAIN INCREASED PERFECTION IN THIN FILMS.
RTOP NO. 129-03-41 TITLE: TFIN FILM RESEARCH
ORGANIZATION: ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 WkRSCHAUER. D. M. TEL. 617-494-2510
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
RTOP NO. 129-03-42 TITLE: PHYSICS & CHEMISTRY OF SOLIDS
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
LAD, R. A.
	
TEL. 216-433-4000
MOSSRAUER SPECTROSCOPY. PROGRAMS PERTINENT TO CHEMICAL BOND
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CONTROLLED PROPERTIES SUCH AS THERMAL AND MGM VACUUM STABILITY,
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT IN METALS, ELECTRICAL STABILITY OF INSULATORS
AT HIGH TEMPERATURE AND METAL PURITY WILL INCLUDE MASS SPECTROMETRIC
STUDIES OF HIGH TEMPERATURE DECOMPOSITION OF REFRACTORY COMPOUNDS,
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY AND DIFFUSION STUDIES IN HIGH TEMPERATURE
ELECTRICAL INSULATORS, EPR STUDIES OF INTERACTION OF OXYGEN WITH
METAL AND OXIDE SURFACE$a ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY AND MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES DETERMINATIONS ON HYDROGEN LOADED TITANIUM, AND STUDIES OF
HIGH PURITY METAL PREPARATION BY THE USE OF HIGH ENERGY ELECTRON
IRRADIATION OF SOLUTIONS.
RTOP NO. 129-03-42 TITLE: PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY OF SOLIDS
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONTTOR :	 GOODWIN, G.	 TEL. 415-961-2265
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS RTOP IS TO OBTAIN AN INCREASED
UNDERSTANDING OF INFLUENCE OF THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON THE
DEGRADATION OF MATERIALS. RESULTS OF THIS WORK WILL BE USEFUL IN THE
DESIGN OF SPACECRAFT AND SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS.
RTOP NO. 129-03-42 TITLE: PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY OF SOLIDS
ORGANIZATION: NASA HEADQUARTERS
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CURRENT RESEARCH EMPHASIZES INVESTIGATION 07 ATOMIC BONDING, CRYSTAL
RTCP NO. 129®03-43 TITLE: PROPERTIES ®P MATERIALS FOR ELECTRONIC
APPLICATIONS
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BROOKS, G. W.	 TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDIES ARE CONDUCTED ON THE
RELATIONSHIP BETVMEN THE ATOMIC. MOLECULAR. AND MORPHOLOGICAL
191
RTOP NO. 129-a03-43 TITLE: PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS FOR ELECTRONIC
APPLICATIONS
RTOP NO. 129-04-20 TITLE: MATHEMATICS
ORGANIZATION: JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
MONITOR:	 HEINDLe C. J.	 TEL. 213-354-3279
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS TASK ARE: TO CONDUCT RESEARCH IN
STATISTICAL ESTIMATION THEORYs OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORYv
APPLIEDMATHEMATICS, AND COMPUTER SCIENCE; TO DEVELOP AND BRING TO
BEAR ON SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING PROBLEMS AT JPL NEW AND NOVEL
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ITEMS AFFECTING ACCURACY AND EFFICIENCY. THIS VORK WILL FIND
APPLTCATION IN A WIDE RANGE OF PROBLEMS FOR WHICH DIGITAL COMPUTER
SOLUTIONS WILL BE REQUIRED.
RTOP NO. 129-04-20 TITLE: MATHEMATICS
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:
	
GOODNINs G.	 TEL. 205453°-1120
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THERE ARE TWO MAJOR OBJECTIVES: (A) DETERMINATION OF THE
ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF THE K ALMAN FILTERING TECHNIQUE ANDs (n)
ADVANCED STATISTICAL MODELS WHICH BILL BE USED FOR MAKING PROBABILITY
INFERENCES IN REGARD TO: (1) MISSION PLANNING AND OPERATIONS; (2)
GRAVITATIONAL PARAMETERSs AND (3) MAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENTS, THE
THEORY OF STOCHASTIC PROCESSES SHOULD BE INVESTIGATED TO ACCOMPLISH
THE TASK. SPHERICAL HARMONIC MODELS SHOULD ALSO BE INVESTIGATED.
OBJECTIVE .(A) IS DIRECTLY RELATED TO POST FLIGHT TRACKING DATA
PROCESSING AND REDUCTION. FOR OBJECTIVE (A) AN ANALYSIS MILL BE MADE
OIL THE ASSUMPTIONS REQUIRED BY THE VARIOUS KALMAN TYPE FORMULATIONS
TO DETERMINE THE IMPORTANCE OF CONFORMING EXACTLY TO THE ASSUMPTION
REQUIRED IN THE DEVELOPMENT, OBJECTIVE (B) IS REQUIRED BECAUSE
ADVANCED MATHEMATICAL STATISTICAL MODELS ARE REQUIRED WHICH DEFINE
CORRELATED VARIABLES WHICH MAY BE CRITICAL TO THE SUCCESS OF LAUNCH
VEHICLE MISSIONSs TRAJECTORY ANALYSISs AND SUBSEQUENT ORBIT. MODELS
ARE ALSO REQUIRED TO REPRESENT THE EARTH I S GRAVITATIONAL AND MAGNETIC
FIELDS.
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PROBABILITI THEORY AND MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS; COMPUTATIONAL AND
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS; MODERN CONTROL THEORY AND OPTIMIZATION
TECHNIQUES; AND OPERATIONS RESEARCH AND SYSTEMS ANALYSIS. THE SCOPE
OF THIS PROGRAM IS THUS VERY BROAD, WITH MOST OF THE DISCIPLINES
COMMONLY ASSOCIATED WITH THE TERMS "PURE"" AND "APPLIED"MATREMATICS
BEING INCLUDED. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF THE HEADQUARTERS' MATHEMATICS
PROGRAM ARE (I) TO COMPLEMENT THE MORE APPLIED RESEARCH BEING DONE AT
THE NASA CENTERS VITH FUNDAMENTAL MATHEMATICAL RESEARCH TYPICALLY
FOUND IN THE UNIVERSITY ENVIRONMENT AND (111 TO PROVIDE AN EFFI"CTIVE
AVENUE FOR COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE CENTER AND UNIVERSITY
RESEARCHERS IN AREAS OF COMMON INTEREST. THOSE ASPECTS OF
MATHEMATICAL RESEARCH WHICH ARE CLEARLY RELEVANT TO THE NEEDS OF OUR
RESEARCHERS IN THE PHYSICAL, ENGINEERING ENVIRONMENTAL„ AND LIFE
SCIENCES WILL BE SPONSORED.
RTOP NO. 129-04-21TITLE: INFORMATION SCIENCES
ORGANIZATION: NASA HEADQUARTERS
MONITOR:	 CESSOve A.	 TEL. 202-962-3768
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
RTOP NO. 129-04-21 TITLE: INFORMATION SCIENCES
ORGANIZATION: ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER
IMPLEMENTATIONS * WILL BE PERFORMED IN-HOUSE AND UNDER CONTRACT, TO
198
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DEVELOP THE RELEVANT THEORY AND TO INDICATE SUITABLE APPLICATION TO
NASA PROBLEMS IN HANDLING AND ACTING UPON VERY LARGE MASSES OF
INFORMATION%
196
RTOP NO. 130-06-05 TITLE: SPACE PROGRAM (PLANNING ANALYSIS
ORGANIZATION: AMES
MONITOR:
	
DEERVESTER„ J. M. TEL. 415-961 1111
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
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RTOP NO. 130-06-10 TITLE: AERONAUTICAL PROGRAM ANALYSIS
ORGANIZATION: AMES
MONITOR:	 DRAKEv H. M.
	
TEL. 415-961-1111
RTOP NO. 130-06-11 TITLE:
ORGANIZATION: AMES RES. CENTER
MONITOR:
	 HORNBYr H.	 TEL. 415-961-1111
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
ECONOMIC AS WELL AS TECHNOLOGICAL PROBLEMS ARE KEY FACTORS ICI
DETERMINING THE FUTURE DIRECTION OF THE SPACE PROGRAM. EFFECTIVE,
VIABLE PROGRAM ANALYSES THEREFORE MUST INCLUDE ECONOMIC MEASURES AND
FORECASTS. ANALYSES WOULD INVESTIGATE PROGRAM ECONOMICS IN TERMS OF
COSTS AND BENEFITSr USING APPROPRIATE ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES AND
MODELS SUCH AS AN EXISTING SELECTION ALGORITHM. SENSITIVITIES TO
VARIATIONS IN TECHNOLOGY AND RESOURCE AVAILABILITYv BUDGET
LIMITATIONS AND CONSTRAINTSo AND MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONAL
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RTOP NO. 130-06-14 TITLE; STUDY OF FUTURE PLANETARY MISSIONS
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 BROOKS/ G. V.	 TEL. 703-527-3255
RTOP NO. 13006-°17 TITLE: AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
FOR UNMANNED SPACECRAFT
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RTOP NO. 131-05-01 TITLE: AEROSPACE SAFETY DATA BANK
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 GOLDSTEIN, C. M.	 TEL. 216-w433-4000
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
RTOP NO. 131-05-02 TITLE: AERONAUTICAL SAFETY RESEARCH
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
NEW AIRCRAFT TYPES O NOVEL AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS AND UNCONVENTIONAL
STRUCTURAL MATERIALS. FLIGHT MODES PROJECTED FOR FUTURE AIRPLANES,
WHICH ADD TO THE PILOT WORNLOADs RAISE MAN — MACHINE PROBLEMS WHICH
WILL REQUIRE INCREASED ATTENTION.
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OF SIGHT USING THE SCATTERED LASER LIGHT FROG! A DISTANCE VERTICALLY
POINTED LASER, THIS MORN IS A DIRECT APPLICATION OF OPTICAL
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPED UNDER OART PROGRAM AND WILL PROVIDE THE U. S.
FOREST SERVICE VITH A SURVEYING TECHNIQUE THAT VILL SAVE A GREAT DEAL
OF TIME AND MONEY.
RTOP NO. 703 -01-01 TITLE: RADIO TELESCOPE STRUCTURAL TECHNOLOGY
FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
ORGANIZATIONS GSFC
MONITOR:
	
HIBBARD, W, D.	 TEL. 301-982-4275
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM REQUESTED THEREIN. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN
WILL INCLUDE DETAIL DEFINITTON, EXPERIMENT HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT AND
FLIGHT TEST OF A PARABOLOID ANTENNA STRUCTURE * INCLUDING ASSOCIATED
SUBSYSTEMS SUCH AS ATTITUDE CONTROL * INSTRUMENT&TIONe RADIO FREQUENCY
RECEIVERS AND OTHERS, A BALLISTIC FLIGHT TS PLANKED WITH THE
POSSIBILITY OF AN ORBITAL FLIGHT FOLLOV ING.
RTOP NO. 704-13-01 TITLE: SERT II
ORGANIZATION: LEVIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 RULIS r R. J.	 TEL. 206-433°-4000
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
RTOP NO. 708-1201 TITLE: BIOMEDICAL FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH.CENTER
MONITOR:	 KLEINv H. P,
	
TEL. 415961-1111
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
A NUMBER OF BIOMEDICAL FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS SUITABLE FOR USE Ili
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OBTAINING THE NECESSARY INFORMATION VERSUS TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS WILL
DE PERFORMED.
SMALL FLIGHT PROJECTS ARE CONDUCTED AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF
SPACE TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH WHERE REQUIRED TO SUPPLEMENT, PROVIDE AN
INPUT TO OR FOCAL POINT FOR, GROUND TEST AND ANALYSIS OR WHERE DATA
ARE REQUIRED THAT CAN BE OBTAINED ONLY IN FLIGHT. SPECIFIC
EXPERIMENTS ARE CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH CENTER PROPOSALS
APPROVED BY HEADQUARTERS CURRENT ACTIVITIES INCLUDE DECELERATOR TESTS
AND REENTRY HEAT SHIELD MATERIALS TESTS.
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RTOP NO. 711-02-11 TITLE: PLANETARY ATMOSPHERE EXPERIMENTS TEST
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 GOODNIN, G.	 TEL. 415- 961 - 2265
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF THE PLANETARY ATMOSPHERE EXPERIMENTS
RTOP NO. 713-01-01 TITLE: METEOROID TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 SANDAHL, C. A.	 TEL. 703-827-3784
RTOP NO. 720-01-10 TITLE: AERODYNAMICS OF ADVANCED SUPERSONIC
TRANSPORTS
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
CURRENT INTERNATIONAL, SST, SHOULD BE EXAMINED. BOTH RESEARCHES WOULD
BE CARRIED OUT THROUGH INITIAL ANALYTICAL STUDIES FOLLOWED BY
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SUBSTANTIATING DATA OBTAINED IN GROUND BASED FACILITIES; SUCH AS WIND
TUNNELS AND FLIGHT SIMULATORS.
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RTOP ISO. 720-0210 TITLE: kEROELASTICITY OF SUPERSONIC
CONFIGURATIONS
OROANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
LOFTINs L. K., JR. TEL. 703-527-3285
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FILAMENTARY COMPOSITES, AND BILL ALSO PROVIDE MEANINGFUL DATA ON THE
SALT STRESS CORROSION PROBLEM FOR SUPERS0NIC AIRCRAFT FABRICATED FROM
TITANIUM ALLOTS.
RTOP NO. 720-02-12 TITLE: POLYMERS FOR FUEL TANK SZKLAWTS
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 LOFTINg L. K., JR, TEL. 205-•453-1120•
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS WORK ARE 'THE DEVELOPMENT OF THERMALLY
STABLE DUEL RESISTANT BASE MATERIALS * THE CONVERSION OF THESE BASE
MATERIALS INTO PRACTICAL FUEL TANK SEALkNTS, AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF A
TEST METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE THAT CAN BE APPLIED IN A SHORT TIME TO
THESE AND OTHER SEALANTS.
RTOP No. 720-02-13 TITLE: STATIC AND ELASTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A/C
STRUCTURES
ORGANIZATION: FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
RTOP NO. 720-03-10 TITLE: INLETS, INLET C0NTROLS * AND INLET-ENGINE
DYNAMICS
ORGANIZATI0N: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 LOFTIN, L. K., JR. TEL. 703827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
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RTOP NO. 720-03-10 TITLE: INLETSr INLET CON'O ROL5r AND FILET-ENGINN
RESEARCHORGANIZATION: FLIGHT RESEARC  CENTER 	
egMONITOR:
	
RELLMAN, D. R.	 TEL. 805-255-3311
AND ASST.
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
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AND RUN CONCURRENTLY WITH THOSE TASKS DESCRIBED ODDER RT®R 720-03-10.
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RTOP x0. 720-05-10 TITLE: DEVELOPMENT OF VARIABLE STABILITY
AIRCRAFT CONCEPTS
ORGANIZATION: FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR*
	 PERRY r J. J.	 TEL. 805°°255-3311
RTOP NO. 720-06-10 TITLE: AIRCRAFT SUPPORT
ORGANIZATION. FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
PERRY, J. J.	 TEL. 805-258-3311
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
RTOP ISO. 720-52-10 TITLE: P-111 FLIGHT RESEARCH PROGRAM
OPERATIONAL SUPPORT
ORGANIZATION: FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 HUGHESs D. L.	 TEL. 805-255-3311
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RTOP H04 720-53-10 TITLE: YF-12 RESEARCH PROGRAM
ORGANIZATIOV: FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
RT®P NO. 720 -X 53-11 TITLE: SUPERSONIC AIRPLANE RESEARCH PROGRAM
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RTOP NO. 720-53-11 TITLE: YP-12A RESEARCH PROGRAM--°DISCIPLINARY
RESEARCH
ORGANIZATION: FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 MATRANGA, G. J.	 TEL. 505-255-3311
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
A/C #935 JOINT NASA/USAF TEST PROGRAM TO DEVELOP MACH 3
INTERCEPT TACTICS AND RELATED DESIGN INFORMATION. STABILITY AND
CONTROL AND HANDLING QUALITIES RESEARCH PLANNED FOR THIS AIRPLANE.
A/C #936 NASA RESEARCH AIRPLANE. TVO MAJOR AREAS OF RESEARCH ARE
STRUCTURE AND PERFORMANCE.
RTOP NO. 721-01-10 TITLE: AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
217
THROUGH DEFLECTION OF THE "JET — FLAP". THE INVESTIGATION CONSISTS OF
ANALYTICAL STUDIES AND STATIC AND VIND — TUNNEL TESTS. THIS METHOD OF
PROPULSION AND CONTROL OFFERS THE POSSIBILITY OF REDUCED COMPLEXITTs
HIGHER SPEEDS, AND LESS VIBRATION THAN WITH PRESENT TECHNOLO G= Y, THE
PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF INCORPORATING THE "JET — FLAP" ROTOR. INTO A
COMPLETE VEHICLE ARE BEING INVESTIGATED. VARIOUS STOPPABLE ROTOR
CONFIGURATIONS ARE BEING INVESTIGATED BY ANALYTICAL STUDIES AND IN
THE WIND TUNNEL. THESE INCLUDE MEASUREMENTS OF ROTOR LOADS AND SHAFT
MOMENTS AT VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF ANGLE OF ATTACK AND ADVANCE RATIOS
TO DETERMINE APPROPRIATE ROTOR CONTROL TECHNIQUES TO BE USED DURING
THE ROTOR START— STOP PROCESS. THE WORK IS A COOPERATIVE EFFORT BY
NASA AND THE ARMY. VARIOUS V/STOL AIRCRAFT PROPELLERS ARE BEING
INVESTIGATED IN THE WIND TUNNEL, IN COOPERATION WITH AIR FORCE
PROPELLER PRO4RAMS, TO OBTAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF V®STOL AIRCRAFT
PROPELLERS AND TO OBTAIN DATA FOR COMPARISON OF °PROPELLER
CHARACTERISTICS WITH PREDICTION BY ANALYTICAL METHODS.
RTOP NO. 721-01-10 TITLE: AERODYNAMICS OF PROPELLERS AND ROTORS
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 LOFTIN* L. K., JR. TEL. 703-527-3285
RTOP NO.
	
721®01-e11	 TITLE:	 V/STOL AND STOL AERODYNAMICS
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 LOFTIN, L. K. • JR. TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE BASIC RESEARCH OBJECTIVE IS TO DEVELOP THE TECHNOLOGY
REQUIRED FOR IMPROVED PERFORMANCE AND STABILITY AND CONTROL OF VTOL
AND STOL AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS THAT WOULD HAVE APPLICATION IN
MILITARY AND CIVIL TRANSPORT AND IN MILITARY FIGHTER AND ATTACK
MISSIONS.	 THE RESEARCH IS DIRECTED ALONG TWO LINES.	 THE MORE
FUNDAMENTAL LINE IS TO PROVIDE A BASIC UNDERSTANDING OF THE
AERODYNAMIC PHENOMENA INVOLVED AND TO DEVELOP THEORETICAL OR
SEMI — EMPIRICAL MEANS OF PREDICTING THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
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TEE VEHICLES, THE OTHER LINE IS TO EXPLORE EXPERIMENTALLY THE
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MORE NOVEL TYPES OF VEHICLES
INVOLVED WITH A VIEW TOWARD DEFINING THEIR GROSS CHAaACTERISTICS, THE
PERTINENT VARIABLES, AND THE PROBLEM AREAS AND GENERAL METHODS OF
SOLUTION. VIND-TUNNEL AND THEORETICAL STUDIES VILL BE USED TO
IMPROVE THE CAPABILITY TO PREDICT THE AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE AND
STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ROTOR, TURBOPROP,
TURBOFAN, AND TURBOJET POVERED VTOL AND STOL CONCEPTS AS THEY ARE
PRESENTLY ENVISIONED. AND TO EXPLORE NOV AIRFRAME-PROPULSION
INTEGRATION CONCEPTS AIMED AT IMPROVEMENT IN PERFORMANCE.
RTOP NO. 721-01-12 TITLE: STOL TEST TECHNIQUES AND FACILITY CONCEPTS
219
TLCHNIQUES AND TEST SECTION CONFIGURATIONS TO DELAY THE BREAKDOWN
FOINTO
220
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R OP No. 721-04-10 TITLE: VTOL AND STOL AIRCRAFT NOISE REDUCTION
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 ROBINSON* R. G.	 TEL. 415-961-1111
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE 40- BY 80-FOOT MIND TUNNEL IS BERG EQUIPPED TO PERMIT NOISE
MEASUREMENTS TO BE MADE DURING INVESTIGATIONS OF VARIOUS VTOL AND
STOL dONCEPTS, AND CALIBRATION OF NOISE MEASURED THE WIND TUNNEL TO
THE VALUES IN NORMAL 6PERATING ENVIRONMENT IS BEING MADE. RESEAPCH
IS BEING CARRIED OUT LEADING TO REDUCED NOISE FROM HELICOPTER ROTORS.
THIS RESEARCH INCLUDES THE STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF VARIOUS KINDS OF
ROTOR TIP GEOMETRY, AND THE EFFECT OF COMB-T,IKE TEETH ON ROTOR BLADE
LENDING EDGES. AS A FOLLOW-ON TO A CONTRACTED STUDY, CARRIED OUT TO
INVESTIGATE TECHNIQUES TO REDUCE LIFT-FAN NOISE, A 1.3-PRESSURE-RATIO
LIFT FAN IS BEING MODIFIED TO INCORPORATE NOISE REDUCTION FEATURES,
AND INVESTIGATIONS WILL BE TIDE TO MEASURE THE NOISE WITHOUT
NOISE-REDUCTION FEATURES AND WITH NOISE-REDUCTION FEATURES
INCORPORATED.
r	 RTOP N0. 721-04-10 TITLE: V®STOL NOISE REDUCTION
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 LOFTIN, L. K, JR. TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS WORK TS TO PROVIDE INFORMATION NECESSARY
FOR THE DESIGN OF V®STOL VEHICLES HAVING ACCEPTABLE NOISE
CHARACTERISTICS. PROPULSION SYSTEM COMPONENTSs WHICH ARE
PARTICULARLY APPLICABLE TO V/STOL VEHICLES; SUCH AS HELICOPTER MAIN
AND TAIL. R®TORS, TILTABLE PROPELLERS, DEFLECTED JETS * LIFT JETS, LIFT
FANS, AND JET FLAPS WILL BE CONSIDERED, AS WELL AS THE APPLICATION OIL
NOISE REDUCTION MATERIALS AND SUPPRESSORS. THIS WORK WILL BE
ACCOMPLISHED BY MEANS OF THEORETICAL STUDIES AND BOTH MODEL 11ND
FULL-SCALE TESTS INVOLVING VEHICLES IN FLIGHT, WIND TUNNELS, TEST
STANDS, AND SPECIAL ACOUSTIC TEST CELLS, FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT.
BOTH IN-HOUSE AND CONTRACT WORK WILL BE SUPPORTED.
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FTOP NO„ 721-0510 TITLE: V/STOL AND STOL FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 LOPTIN* L. K. , JR. TEL. 703-827-°3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
V/STOL AIRCRAFT HAVE THE POTENTIAL FOR SAFE FOUL—WEATHER
OPERATION * EVEN INTO SMALL AREAS AS ON TO ROOFTOPS IN CONGESTED
LOCATIONS, CONVENTIONAL OPERATING TECHNIQUES, CURRENTLY AVAILABLE
INSTRUMENTATION AND GUIDANCE PRACTICES, AND THE GENERAL FLIGHT
CHARACTERISTICS OF EXISTING V/STOL VEHICLES AT LOW SPEEDS DO NOT
PRESENTLY PERMIT ADEQUATE REALIZATION OF THIS POTENTIAL. THE
RESEARCH PROJECTS WILL PROVIDE THE BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE NEEDED TO
ESTABLISH V/STOL OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS WITH RESPECT TO THE
AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND STABILITY, FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
CHARACTERISTICS, GUIDANCE INFORMATION, COCKPIT DISPLAYS, AIRSPACE
REQUIREMENTS, PILOTING TECHNIQUES AYIJ WORKLOADS. PARTICULAR EMPHASIS
WILL BE ON THE OPERATIONAL REQUIRENtNTS FOR CONVERSION FROM WINGBORNE
TO POWERED — LIFT FLIGHT AND IN — PLIGHT DECELERATION TO LOW TOUCHDOWN
SPEEDS OR ROVER DURING PRECISION GUIDED INSTRUMENT APPROACHES TO THE
LANDING AREA. ANALYTICAL, SIMULATION S WIND — TUNNEL, AND FLIGHT
STUDIES WILL BE MADE TO ACCUMULATE THE DATA AND UNDERSTANDING
REQUIRED TO ESTABLISH APPROPRIATE CRITERIA AND POSSIBLE [BEANS FOR
IMPROVED FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE VARIOUS V/STOL AIRCRAFT
CONCEPTS.
RTOP N0. 721-05-10 TITLE: V/STOL AND STOL AIRCRAFT PLIGHT DYNAMICS
ORGANIZATION: RMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 ROBINSON, R. G.	 TEL. 415-916-1111-
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
GROUND — BASED SIMULATORS, VARIABLE STABILITY AIRCRAFTv VARIOUS
CONCEPTUAL TYPES OF AIRCRAFT * ESPECIALLY EQUIPPED AIRCRAPTo AND
ANALYTICAL STUDIES ARE USED TO EXTEND KNOWLEDGE OF V/STOL AIRCRAFT
FLIGHT DYNAMICS REQUIREMENTS AND MEANS OF MEETING TAIL REQUIREMENTS.
GROUND — BASED SIMULATION IS USED TO STUDY A AIDE VARIATION OF SYSTEM
PARAMETERS THAT AFFECT FLIGHT DYNAMICS AND FLIGHT OF ACTUAL AIRCRAFT
IS USED TO VERIFY DISCRETE POINTS. RESULTS ARE ANALYZED AS TO THEIR
RELATION TO FAA CERTIFICATION OF V/STOL AIRCRAFT.. THE STUDIES
INCLUDE THE RELATION OF COCKPIT DISPLAYS AND HUMAN OPERATOR CONTROL
CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE AS PART OF THE COMPLETE PLIGHT
DYNAMICS SYSTEM, AND ARE INTIMATELY RELATID TO OPERATIONS UNDER
INSTRUMENT CONDITIONS, PARTICULARLY UNDER TERMINAL AREA GUIDANCE FOR
LANDING AND TAKE--OFF'. THE MOVING — CAB TRANSPORT SIMULATOR AND THE
SIX— DEGREE — OF — FREEDOM MOTION SIMULATOR ARE THE GROUND-BASED
SIMULATORS USED TO STUDY A WIDE RANGE OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS. THE X-14
VARIABLE STABILITY VTOL AIRCRAFT PROVIDES FLIGHT VERSIFICATION OVER
CONSIDERABLE RANGE OF PARAMETERS. THE XV-5B FAN — IN — WING AIRCRAFT
PERMITS STUDY OF THE RELATION OF THE OPERATIONAL ENVELOPE OF THIS
CONCEPT OF AIRCRAFT TO THE EASE OF PERFORMING PRECISE APPROACHES FOR
TERMINAL AREA OPERATIONS. A C — 8A AIRCRAFT,IS BEING USED PARTICULARLY
FOR STUDIES TO DEVELOP CERTIFICATION CRITERIA AND TO DEFINE GUIDANCE
AND DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS FOR IFR STOL OPERATIONS. THE HUNTING-126
JET — FLAP AIRCRAFT WILL BE INVESTIGATED TO PROVIDE DATA ON THE
AERODYNAMICS t AND STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS THAT VILL BE
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USEFUL IN THE DESIGN OF JET — POWERED STOL AIRCRAFT. A CONVAIR 34d
AIRCRAFT EQUIPPED AS A FLYING LABORATORY IS PRESENTLY BEING USED IN A
FLIGHT PROGRAM TO SUPPLEMENT GROUND — BASED SIMULATOR STUDIES OF AN
INSTRUMENT LANDING SYMBOLIC DISPLAY FOR STOL AIRCRIFTs AS PART OF
RESERRCH WORK DIRECTED AT BETTER PILOT DISPLAYS AND SYSTEMS FOR
TERMINAL AREA OPERATIONS UNDER INSTRUMENT CONDITIONS.
RTOP NO. 721-05-11 TITLE: V/STOL AND STOL FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
ORGANIZATION: HEADOUARTERS
AIRCRAFT.
RTOP N0. 721-06-10 TITLE: VTOL AND STOL AIRCRAFT SUPPORT
ORGANIZATION: INES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 ROBINSON* R. G4	 TEL. 415-961-1111
RTOP NO. 721-06-10 TITLE: V®STOL AIRCRAFT SUPPORT
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH C ERTER
MONITOR:	 LOFTIN, L. K., JR. TEL. 703-827-3285
ORGANIZATION; AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 ROBINSON, R. G.	 TEL. 415-961-1111
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE PROGRAM IS A JOINT NASA/ARMY EFFORT TO DETERMINE, IN FLIGHTS
THE PREDICTED CHARACTERISTICS OF TH9 ROTATING CYLINDER FLAP CONCEPT
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CONFIGURATIONS FOR HYPERSONIC AIRPLANES.
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RTOP NO. 722-02-10 TITLE: STRUCTURES
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 LOPTIN, L. K,, JR. TEL. 703-827-3285
RTOP NO. 722-02-10 TITLE: STRUCTURES
ORGANIZATION: FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
VANOW A. E.	 TEL. 805-255-3311
RTOP 'NO. 72203-10 TITLE: HYPERSONIC PROPULSION
~F.	 ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR *	 LEZRERG. E. A.	 TEL.
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RTOP NO. 722-03-10 TITLE: STUDIES OF TGIF AIR FLOV IN HYPERSONIC
INLETS
ORGANIZATION: AMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
ROEINSOV r R. O.	 TEL. 415-961-1111
RTOP NO. 722-03-10 TITLE: PROPULSION
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 LOFTINo L. K. $
 JR. TEL. 703-527-3285
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RT®P NO. 722-03-10 TITLE: PROPULSION
ORGANIZATION: HEADQUARTERS
MONITOR:	 VILBUR, S. M.	 TEL. 202-962-0183
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RTOP NO. 727-01-01 TITLE: LIFTING BODY FLIGHT RESEARCH PROGRAM
ORGANIZATION: FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 MCTIGUE, J. G.	 TEL. 805-254-3311
RTOP NO. 730-01-01 TITLE: REENTRY COMMUNICATIONS FLIGHT
RTOP NO. 731-11-41 TITLE: HYDROGEN — OXYGEN LAUNCH VEHICLE ENGINE
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RtSEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
DANKROFF, V. F.
	
TEL. 216-4334000
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
RTOP N0. 731-11-43 TITLE: SHUTTLE AIRBREATHING ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 STEWART, N. L.	 TEL. 216-433-4000
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
A CRITICAL ASPECT OF THE SHUTTLE MISSION® EASED UPON CURRENT
REQUIREMENTSs IS THE LANDING PHASE FC R BOTH THE BOOSTER AND ORBITER
VEHICLES. THIS PHASE OF THE MISSION VILL REQUIRE AIRBREATHING GAS
N	
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TURBINE ENGINES EITHER OF THE JET OR FAY TYPE.	 THE EFFORTS TO BE
MADE IN CONJUNCTIOV WITH THESE ENGINE PROGRAMS INCLUDES	 (A)	 STUDIES,
^•,: USING EXISTING CANDIDATE ENGINES AS A BASIS, OF CHANGES IN STRUCTURE,
MATERIALS *
 ETC,. THAT DUST BE MADE TO PERMIT THESE ENGINES TO MEET THE
NEW REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED BY THE SHUTTLE MISSION (LAUNCH, SPACE
ENVIRONMENT, REENTRYs ETC.) (B) THE INVESTIGATION OF PROBLEMS IN
ADAPTING THESE ENGINES TO THE USE OF H2 AS THE FUEL (INCLUDES
COMBUSTOR MODIFICATIONS * ALTITUDE STARTING, ENGINUP CONTROLS, PUMPING
SYSTEMS, ETC.) * 	(C)	 INVESTIGATIONON OF PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH
EXISTING OR NEW HIGH THRUST —TO—WEIGHT ENGINES FOR THE ORBITER VHERE
WEIGHT IS MOST CRITICAL, AND (D) UPON FINAL SELECTION OF THE BOOSTER
AND ORBITER ENGINES, THE MODIFICATION AND INVESTIGATION OF ONE OF
EACH ENGINE AT A PACE SUCH THAT THE ENGINES SERVE AS PROTOTYPE
VERSIONS.
RTOP NO. 731-11-44
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS
MONITOR:	 ANDER
TECHNICA7, SUMMARY
TITLE: LUBRICATION, BEARINGS AND SEALS
TECHNOLOGY FOR SHUTTLE BOOSTER AND
ORBITING VEHICLES
RESEARCH CENTER
SON I
 W. J.	 TEL.
RTOP NO. 731-11-45 TITLE: BEARING AND LUBRICATION TECHNOLOGY FOR
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
n:
	
	 FOR THE HYDROGEN —OXYGEN ENGINE, LONGER LIFE SELF—LUBRICATING
ROLLING BEARING CAGE AND SEAL MATERIALSo AND LUBRICATION TECHNIQUES
WILL BE DEVELOPED FOR OPERATION IN BOTH FLUIDS. MATERIll STUDIES
WILL INCLUDE SOLI D LUBRICANTSr SOFT METALLIC FILMSe IMPREGNATED
POROUS MATERIALS AND ALLOYS CONTAINING SELF—LUBRICATING CONSTITUENTS.
r	 FOR THE HYDROGEN FUELED AIRBREATHING ENGINE, EFFORT HILL BER
CONCENTRATED ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF: (1) FLUID AND SOLID LUBRICANTSh^	
WITH BETTER NIGH TEMPERATURE CAPABILITY; (2) ROLLING BEARINGS CAPABLE
OF LONG LIFE AT 3 TO 4 MILLION DN; AND, (3) SEALS CAPABLE OF LONG
LIFE AND SUSTAINED OPERATION AT 700 FEET PER SECOND SLIDING SPEED.
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BREADBOARD DEMONSTRATOR SYSTEMS TO EVALUATE SYSTEM INTERACTION AND
ti	 CONTROL PROBLEMS®THE SYSTEMS WILL BE SIZED FOR POSSIBLE FUTURE
IMTEGRATIOMs EVALDATIONg AND USE ON RESEARCH PROPULSION MODULES OR
OTHER SIMULATED STAGES*
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RTOP NC. 731'-13-44 TITLE: AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATION: JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
MONITOR:	 BRIGT.TOr A., JR.	 TEL. 213-354-6137
RTOP NO. 731-13-45 TITLE: MONOPROPELLANT AUXILIARY PROPULSION
SYSTEM DEMONSTRATION
ORGANIZATION: GODDA RD SPACE . -FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 YETMAN, A. A.
	
TEL, 301p-982-5021
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fENGINEERING TRADEOFFS CAN RE EFFECTED. HYDRAZINE MONOPROPELLINT
SYSTEMS, METHANE/OXYGEN SYSTEMS, AND ONBOARD CHECKOUT/FAILURE
DETECTION SYSTEMS WILL BE STUDIED. INTERHALOGEN SYSTEMS VILL BE
STUDIED IN SUBSEQUENT YEARS. METHANE/'OXYGEN THRESTERS VILL BE
STUDIED TO EVALUATE PERFORMANCE, STABILITY, THERMAL BEHAVIOR,
KINETICS, IGNITION BEHAVIOUR, AND TGVITION METHODS FOR MULTIPLE
RESTART APPLICATIONS.
RTOP NO. 731-13-47 TITLE: EARTH ORBIT LOGISTICS SPACECRAFT-CHEMICAL
RTOP NO. 731-13-45 TYTLEq SPACE SHUTTLE AUXILIARY PROPULSION ENGINES
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
f.	
MONITOR:
	
NORED, D. L.
	
TEL. 216-433-4000
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO PROVIDE THE REQUIRED
BACKGROUND OF TECHNOLOGY FOR THE AUXILIARY PROPULSION ENGINE FOR THE
SPACE SHUTTLE. THE MAJOR PORTION OF THIS WORK WILL BE DEVOTED TO
ADVANCEMENTS IN THE THRUST CHAMBER ASSEMBLY AREA, INCLUDING THE
INJECTOR, THRUST CHAMBER, IGNITION SYSTEN, AND VALVES. THE OPERATING
CONDITIONS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL WORK BILL BE SELECTED TO FIT THE
PARTICULAR REQUIREMENTS OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE. THIS VILL INCLUDE
OPERATION WITH GASEOUS HYDROGEN/GASEOUS OXYGEN PROPELLANTS IN THE
RANGE OF THRUST FROM 750-4000 POUNDS * CHAMBER PRESSURE FROM 20-500
PSIA, AND APPROPRIATE RANGES OF PROPELLANT INLET PRESSURES AND
TEMPERATURES. PRIMARY EMPHASIS INITIALLY VILL BE ON THE
INJECTOR-CHAMBER COOLING AREA. WHEN THE INDIVIDUAL COMPONENT
TECHNOLOGY IS SUFFICIENTLY ADVANCED, (BOTH WITHIN THIS RTOP AND THE
COMPLEMENTARY RTOP 125-64 WHICH COVERS IGNITION AND VALVES), POINT
DESIGN BREADBOARD THRUST CHAMBER ASSEMBLIES WILL BE FABRICATED AND
ASSEMBLED TO PROVIDE AN EVALUATION OF OVERALL PERFO9MANCEv RESPONSE
AND DURABILITY.
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RTOP NO® 731-25-51 TITLE: LAUNCH VEHICLE SOLID MOTORS
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH, CENTER
MONITOR:
	
CL EPLHCH, C. C.	 TEL. 216°-433-4000
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NON-MAGNETIC CASES AND LOW COST MOLDED NOZZLES; (7) MUCE THE
ACCELERATI®N LEVELS TO THOSE CONSISTENT WITH SENSITIVE ELECTRONIC AND
OPTICAL INSTRUMERTATI®N AND TO REDUCE THE MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE
DURING LAUNCH.
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RTOP NO, 731-27-55 TITLE: FLIGHT RESEARCH EXPLOSIVE .SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 SNAINs R, L.	 TF% 703-827-2588
RTOP NO. 731°25-10 TITLE: SOLID TEST METHODS, INSTRUMENTATION AND
240
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RTOP ISO. 7 35-01-01 TITLEo ORBITING FROG OTOLI°TH PROGRAM
ORGANIZATION. NAILOPS STATION
MONITOR:	 ROSSIr L. C.	 TEL. 703-824-3411
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE ORBITING FROG OTOLITH PROJ ECT EXPERIMENT WILL RECORD
DIRECTLY THE CHANGES IN ACTIVITY OF THE OTOLITH SYSTEM WHICH MIGHT
RTOP N0. 736- 01 - 10 TITLE: AERODYNAMIC AND STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 LOFTIN, L. 'K. v JR. TEL. 703-827-3255
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE IS TO DEVELOP THE TECHNOLOGY NECESSARY TO EFFECT
AN OVERALL IMPROVEMENT IN THE AERODYNAMIC AND STABILITY AND CONTROL
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GENERAL AVIATION CLASS OF AIRPLANES. THIS
WILL RE DONE BY MEANS OF FLIGHT TESTS AND BOTH FALL-SCALE AND
SMALL-SCALE WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF REPRESENTATIVE AIRCRAFT AND OF
CONFIGURATION CHARGES DESIGNED TO IMPROVE THESE CHARACTERISTIC$.
RTOP NO. 736- 05-10 TITLE: HANDLING QUALITIES AND FLIGHT
RTOP No 736-05-10 TITLE: HANDLING QUALITIES AND FLIGHT
CHARACTERISTICS
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 LOF'TTRe L. K., JR. TEL. 703-827-3285
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVES ARE (1) TO STUDY FACTORS AFFECTING FLIGHT SAFETY
AND, (2) TO IMPROVE THE LEVEL OF SAFETY THROUGH! ANALYSISr WIND TUNNEL
STUDIES t
 AND FLIGHT INVESTIGATIONS OF VARIOUS MEANS FOR SIMPLIFYING
THE PILOTING TASK FROM TAKEOFF THROUGH TO LAUDING.
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RTOP No. 736-05-10 TITLE: GENERAL AVIATION FLIGHT DYNAMICS
ORGANIZATIONS IMES RESEARCH CENTER
MONITORS	 ROBINSON, R. G.	 TEL. 415-961-1111
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
A FLIGHT INVESTIGATION IS UNDERWAY TO DETERMINE THE FLIGHT
CHARACTERISTICS OF AN EXECUTIVE JET AIRCRAFT REPRESENTATIVE OF THOSE
JET AIRCRAFT IN THE GENERAL AVIATION FLEET. THE NASA 701 LEAR JET
HAS BEEN INSTRUMENTED TO PROVIDE DOCUMENTATION OF BOTH STATIC AND
DYNAMIC FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS. SPECIAL ATTENTION WILL BE DIRECTED
TO DETERMINE THE EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE ON THE HANDLING QUALITIES FOR
ALL NORMAL FLIGHT REGIMES. ADVANCED FLIGHT DISPLAYS WILL BE STUDIED
AS A POTENTIAL FOR SIGNIFICANT REDUCTIONS IN PILOT WORKLOAD.
CURRENT, IN-HOUSE STUDIES ARE BEING MADE OF EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE ON
TAE HkNDLING QUALITIES AND PASSENGER RIDE QUALITIES OF REPRESENTATIVE
GENERAL AVIATION COMMUTER (THIRD LEVEL CARRIER) AIRCRAFT, COVERING A
WIDE RANGE OF AIRCRAFT RESPONSE TO TURBULENCE (E-G-, LARGE VARIATIONS
IN WING LOADING) . A CONTRACT HAS BEEN AWARDED TO AERONAUTICAL
RESEARCH ASSOCIATES OF PRINCETON (NAS2-5589) FOR A FLIGHT
INVESTIGATION OF SFILER®DIVE BRAKES INSTALLED IN A LIGHT AIRCRAFT TO
DETERMINE POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS 11 GLIDE PATH CONTROL, AND
FLARE-TOUCH-DOVN MANEUVERS, AND AS A SAFETY DEVICE TO BE USED IN
OVERSPEED CONDITIONS.
RTOP NO. 736-08-10 TITLE: SUMMARY OF RESEARCH APPLICABLE TO GENERAL
AVIATION AIRCRAFT
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MOMITORn	 LOFTINs L. K., JR. TEL. 703-527-3255
RTOP ISO. 736-10-10 TITLE: COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONS ELECTRONIC RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 LEIGH* C. H.	 TEL. 617-°494-2409
AIRCRAFT*
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RTOP NO. 737-01-10 TITLE: CONFIGURATION S'T'UDIES
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 LOPTINt L. fit.. JR. TEL. 703-527-3255
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
TO DETERMINE THE POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS IN AERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS, FLYING QUALITIES / AND PERFORMANCE APPLICABLE TO
ADVANCED SUBSONIC COMSEECIAL TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT. PARTICULAR
ATTENTION BILL BE DIRECTED TO THE COMBINATIONS OF DESIGN"FEATIRES FOR
IMPROVING THE OVERALL LIFT — DRAG RATIO INCLUDING EFFECTS OF ASPECT
RATIO, CAMBER, AND TWIST *
 AS YELL AS THE USE 07 FENCES; PYLONSa AND
NACELLES IN FAVORXBLE ARRANGEMENTS. ALSO TECHNIQUES FOR
EXTRAPOLATION OF WIND — TUNNEL TEST DATA TO FULL — SCALE ARE BEING
INVEST?GATED.
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KND APPLICATION OF SUCH NEW CONlFIGURATION FEATURES.
RTOP N0. 737-51-10 TITLE: STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT OF ACOUSTIC
TREATMENT FOR JET ENGINE 'TAILPIPES
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 LOFTIN* L. DC., JR. TEL. 703-827-3255
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
PROBLEM - TO DEVELOP ACOUSTIC TREATMENT DESIGNS FOR REDUCING THE
TURBINE NOISE AND TURBULENCE GENERATED NOISE RADIATED FROM A JET
RTOP NO. 737-52-10 TITLE: EXPERIMENTAL QUIET ENGINE
ORGANIZATION: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	 KRAMERv J. J.	 TEL. 216-433-4000
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
PRELIMINARY DESIGN STUDIES AND LEWIS IN-HOUSE RESEARCH HAVE
INDICATED THAT A SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTION IN NOISE OUTPUT OF ENGINES
SUITABLE FOR SUBSONIC TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT CAN BE ACHIEVED. THE NEXT
STEP IN THIS PROGRAM IS TO DEMONSTRATE THIS TECHNOLOGY IN AN
EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE. CONTRACT PROGRAMS WILL PROVIDE ENGINE DETAILED
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DESIGNS AND FABRICATION, TESTING AND DELIVERY OF TEST ENGINES TO
LEWIS RESEAFCH'CENTER. SUBSEQUENT TESTS OF THESE ENGINES AT LEWIS
WITH ACOUSTICALLY TREATED NACELLES WILL DEMONSTRATE MINIMUM INSTALLED
PROPULSION SYSTEM! NOISE LEVELS.
RTOP NO. 737-54-11 TITLE: F®B S,UPERCIRITICAL WING INVESTIGATION
ORGANIZATION: FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
SONITOR:
	 MCTIGUE, J. G.	 TEL. 805-256-3311
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS EFFORT ARE TO EVALUATE AND FLIGHT TEST
THE SUPERCRITICAL WING-VPHICH IS BELIEVED CAPABLE OF EFFICIENT
CRUISING FLIGHT NEAR SONIC SPEED (I. E. , M = 0.97 TO 0.99) . THE F-8
AIRCRAFT WITH THE SUPERCRITICAL WING WILL BE UTILIZED TO (1)
DEMONSTRATE THE HIGH FORCE-BREAK MACH NUMBERS AND IMPROVE MANEUVER
CAPABILITY INDICATED IN THE WIND-TUNNEL TESTS, (2) IDENTIFY' PROBLEM
AREAS IN STRUCTURAL AND AERODYNAMIC DESIGN AND FLIGHT OPERATIONS, AND
(3) ESTABLISH THE DESIRED LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE IN PREDICTION
TECHNIQUES FOR FUTURE APPLICATIONS.
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RTOP 90. 908-41-07 TITLE: SPACE STATION COMMUNICATIONS
ORGANIZATION: MANNED SPACECRAFT CENT2R
MONITOR a
	
EOSISKI, R. E.	 TELL 713°°483-2871
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THIS RTOP COVERS THE OVERALL COMMU NICATTONS ASPECT OF THE SPACE
:	 STATION,. IT INVOLVES THE COMMUNICATIONS PROCESS TO THE STATION: ON
BOARD THE STATION, AND FROM THE STATION TO OTH?R VEHICLES AND THE
GROUND NETWORKS. SYSTEM DESIGN ANALYSES ARE CONTINUING TOGETHER WITH
HARDWARE DEVELOPMENTS, TESTS, AND EVALUATIONS. MAJOR INTERFACE
REQUIREMENTS .REFLECTING MISSION REQUIREMENTS AND OPERATIONAL MODES
ARE CONSIDERED.
RTOP NO.. 908-41-10 TITLE: SPACE STATION GUIDANCE # NAVIGATION, AND
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RTOP NO. 908-41-°12 TITLE: SPACE STATION DISPLAY
ORGANIZATION: MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
MONITOR:
	 MCCOLLOOGH, C. E. TEL. 713-483-3987
RTOP NO. 908-41-13 TITLE: SPACE STATION INSTRUMENTATION
ORGANIZATION: MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
MONITOR:	 RIEGERT. D.	 TEL. 713-453°-4861
RTOP NO. 908-41-18 TITL2 : SPLICE STATION CHECK OUT
ORGANIZATION: MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
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PERFORM FACTORYs THROUGH LAUNCH, AND REFURBISH CHECKOUT IN IN
AUTOMITIC MODE KITH THE MINIMAL OF SPECIAL SUPPORT GS E AND MANNED
OPERATOR SUPPORT. ALSO THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS DEVELOPMENT EFFORT IS
TO PROVIDE THE REQUIRED ONBOARD CHECKOUT SYSTEM FOR THE SPICE EASE
SYSTEMS. THIS SYSTEM WILL ALLOW FOR THE COMPLETE ANATOMY OF THE
SPACL RUSE AND ITS LOGISTIC VEHICLE BY PROVIDING A COMPUTERIZED
SYSTEM FOR DATA AQUISITIONy PROCESSING, AND DISPLAY. THE
PROVISIONING OF THE FUNCTIONS MILL ALLEVIATE THE PERSONNEL OF THE
SPACE STATION OF HAVING TO PERFORM THE DETAILED SUBSYSTEM CHECKS AND
CONTINUOUS STATUS MONITORING OF THE BASE SYSTEMS AND EYPERIMINTS.
RT'OP NO. 905-41`30 TITLE: BIOMEDICAL BEHAVIOR
ORGANIZATION: MINNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
MONITOR 4	 HOLL, N. E.	 TEL. 713-453-6291
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
OF A MAN AS A MEMBER OF A FLIGHT CREW.
RTOP V0. 908-41-33 TITLE: ON BOARD COMPUTER DESIGN AND
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RTOP NO. 908 r-41-38 TITLE: SPACE STATION NATERIILS
ORGANIZATION: MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
MONITOR:	 RADNO FSKY, M. I.. TEL. 713-483-°3343
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS EFFORT IS TO DEVELOP THOSE ADVANCED
NONMETALLIC MATERIALS WHICH WILL BE REQUIRED IN THE DESIGN AND
FABRICATION OF SPACE STATION AND RELATED EQUIPMENT. AS SPACE
MISSIONS BECOME MORE SOPHISTICATED IT IS IMPARATIVE THAT MATERIAL
STATE-OF-THE-ART KEEP PACE VITH INCREASINGLY STRINGENT REQUIREMENTS.
THE SIGNIFICANT PACE OF ADVANCEMENT MADE IN NONMETALLIC MATERIALS
FROM MERCURY THROUGH APOLLO MUST BE C01ITINUED INTO FUTURE MISSIONS OF
F'
PRODUCED UNDER NAS 12 — 2005) a 3. PREPARE EXISTING APOLLO PROGRAMS IN
SPACE PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE (SPL) AND RUN COMPARISON STUDIES
PERTAINING TO MEMORY ALLOCATION, EXECUTION TIME, EXECUTIVE
CAPABILITIES, ETC.
RTOP NO. 908-44-05 TITLE: LUNAR TRANSPORTATION ELECTRICAL POWER
RTOP NO- 908-51-02 TITLE: SPACE STATION THERMAL CONTROL
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 RICE, W. E.	 TEL. 205-453-1-120
TECHNICAL SeMMARY
SUBTITLE; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR
MANNED COMPARTMENTS AND AVIONIC EQUIPMENT OBJECTIVES: THEOBJECTIVE
IS TO PROVIDE FOR PROGRESSIVE DEVELOPMENT OF THERMAL CONTROL C0NCEPTS
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TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THIS PLAN IS TO ESTABLISH THE ATTITUDE CONTROL PROPULSION SISTER!
(ACPS) DESIGN OPERATIONAL METHODOLOGY AND COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS TO
SATISFY THE MANNED SPACE STATION REQUIREMENTS AND DEMONSTRATE THE
NECESSARY COMPONENTs SYSTEM AND OPERATIONAL TECHNOLOGY BY THE
BEGINNING OF 1972. THIS EFFORT IS NECESSARY TO PROVIDE THE CAP]IDILITY
TO MEET THE LONG DURATION AND LARGE IMPULSE NEEDS OF THE SPACE
STATION WITH MINIMUM OF CREW ACTIVITY FOR REFURBISHMENT AND RESUPPLY.
THE PHASE I EFFORT CONSISTS PRIMARILY OF REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS AND
DEFINITION SUBSYSTEM SYNTHESIS, PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND TRADE
ANALYSES, AND SELECTION OF BASELINE SUBSYSTEM(S) FOR DETAIL DESIGN
AND EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND DEMONSTRATION IN PHASE II. THE PHASE
II EFFORT WILL RE A CONTRACTED EFFORT TO DETAIL DESIGN THE SELECTED
]BASELINE (S) s AND EXPERIMENTALLY EVALUATE AND DEMONSTRATE THE CRITICAL
COMPONENTS AND A BREADBOARD SUBSYSTEM,. THIS CONTRACTED EFFORT MILL
1 .,	 BE SUPPORTED BY THE APPROPRIATE INHOUSE EFFORT TO MONITOR AND ANALYZE
THE EFFORT AND RESULTS, AND TO PREPARE THE APPROPRIATE REQUIREMENTS
DOCUMENTS IN PREPARATION FOR THE POTENTIAL FOLLOW — ON DEVELOPMENT
EFFORT.
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ON DEVELOPING AND UTrLrzxNG MATERIALS PRIMARILY RELATED TO SPACE
SHUTTLE PROBLEMS * THE EMPHASIS HILL BE DIRECTED IN THE FOLLOVING
AREAS: (A) THERMAL CONTROL; (B) MATERIALS S PROCESSING; , (C) STRESS
CORROSION; AND (D) INFLUENCE OF GASEOUS HYDROGEN ON MATERIALSr
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES WILL BE DEVELOPED WNICH WILL BE USED AS THERMAL
CONTROL COATINGS. PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED VITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF
MATERIALS USED IN LIFE SUPPORT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEMS VILL
BE ATTACKED AND HOPEFULLY SOLVED. TEST DATA WILL BE DEVELOPED ON THE
LONG TERM ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF VARIOUS SPACE LAUNCH VEHICLE
FLUIDS ON STRUCTURAL ALLOYS, AND THE MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN STRESS
CORROSION VILL BE DEVELOPED, THE AFFECTS OF GASEOUS HYDROGEN ON
METAL ALLOYS WILL BE DETERMINED AND SURE OPERATING PARAMETERS FOR
THESE ALLOYS USED IN A GASEOUS HYDROGEN ENVIRONMENT HILL BE
ESTABLISHED. Ill-HOUSE CAPABILITIES HILL BE UTILIZED-AT EVERT
OPPORTUNITY.
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RTOP NO. 905-*52-04 TITLE: SPACE SHUTTLE ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MON ITOR:	 VOSs, W. E.	 TEL. 205-453-1120
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THIS PLAN IS TO ESTABLISH THE ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION, REQUIREMENTS AND INTERFACES FOR THE REUSABLE SPACE
SHUTTLE VEHICLE AND TO DETERMINE THEREFR ON THE SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
AND DESIGN CRITERIA. TWO PARALLEL STUDIES ENTITLED "ATTITUDE CONTROL
SYSTEM DEFINITION AND REQUIREMENTS DESIGN STUDY" FUNDED AT ABOUT
$600K EACH IN FY 1970 AND RUNNING FOR ABOUT 24 MONTHS WITH A TOTAL
RUNOUT COST ESTIMATED AT $2.5M TO $3.OM ARE PLANNED. SUPPORTING
THESE STUDY CONTRACTS TWO ADDITIONAL PARALLEL CONTRACTS ARE PLANNED
FOR BREADBOARDING CRITICAL SUBSYSTEMS, MOCKUPS AND SYSTEM! LAYOUT,
TOTAL COST FOR THESE TWO CONTRACTS IS ESTIRATED AT $3M TO $5M WITH FY
0 70 COSTS LIMITED TO $60 0K ( $300K EACH) . THESE CONTRACTS WILL RUN
ABOUT 24 MONTHS.
RTOP NO. 905-52-10 TITLE: GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 VOSS, W. E.	 TEL. 205-453-1120
RTOP NO. 905-52-35 TITLE; MATERIALS AND ELEMENTS FOR AEROSPACE
VEHICLE STRUCTURES
O
R
GANIZATION:' &ARSHAL
^
L SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONIT
	
p	
TOR:	 V&^Z,,_ V. E.
	 EL*
3	 TECHNICAL SUMMARY
ONE OF THE MOST WIDELY USED AND IMPORTANT GOVERNMENT HANDBOOKS
IN USE TODAY IS MIL —HDBK- 5, "METALLIC MATERIALS AND ELEMENTS FOR
AEROSPACE VEHICLE STRUCTURES" t WHICH COVE gS DESIGN ALLOWABLES FOR
METALS AND FASTENERS FOR SPACE VEHICLES. HISSILLS, AND AIRCRAFT. IT
IS REQUIRED BY NASA, DODe AND FAA IN THE DESIGN OF ITEMS PURCHASED OR
CONTROLLED BY-EACH AGENCY. THE AIR FORCE, AS DOD t S AGENT, IS
CURRENTLY CONTRACTING WITH THE BASTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE TO REVISE
AND MAINTAIN THE HANDBOOK. BECAUSE OF THE NEED TO UPDATE THE
HANDBOOK, SO IT CAN EFFECTIVELY BE USED IN THE DESIGN OF THE UPCOMING
GENERATION OF AEROSPACE VEHICLES BOTH NASA AND FAA ARE PROPOSING TO
CONTRIBUTE TO ITS'SUPPORT STARTING IN FY 1 70. THIS JOINT PROGRAM
SHOULD RESULT IN (1) A BETTER HANDBOOK THUS PROVIDING MORE EPPICIENT
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AND SAFEE STRUCTURES IN AEROSPACE RARDNAREv AND (2) A REDUCTION IN
COST TO THE GOVERNMENT BY MINIMIZING DUPLICATION NOV OCCURRING IN THE
GENERATION OF DESIGN ALLONABLES.
RTOP NO. 908-71-31 TITLE. SPACE STATION EXPERIMENT PLANNING STUDIES
ORGANIZATION; LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:	 GARDNER, N. NW	 TEL. 703-527-3666
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVES OF- THESE STUDIES ARE TO INTEGRATE CANDIDATE
EXPERIMENT PAYLOADS FROM EXISTING EXPERIMENT LISTS FOR CURRENT SPACE
STATION CONCEPTS IN ORDER TO ASSESS THE CON 12,EPT MISSION
EFFECTTT ENESS. THIS IS TO BE ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH UTILIZATION OE A
PREVIOUSLY DEVELOPED SPACE STATION SIMULATION MATH MODEL%
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RTOP NO. 908-73-20 TITLE: DEVELOPMENT OF SIMULATION SYSTEM FOR
FLIGHT TESTS OF LUNAR FLYING VEHICLES
(PROJECT FLEEP)
ORGANIZATION: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MONITOR:
	
HEWES, D, C.	 TEL. 703-827-3348
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS EFFORT IS TO DESIGN, BUILD, AND CHECK OUT
A FLIGHT TEST SIMULATOR FOR STUDIES OF THE VEHICLE HANDLING QUALITIES
AND OTHER PLOTTING PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH SMALL LUNAR FLYING
VEHICLES OF THE TYPE INTENDED FOR LUNAR EXPLORATION OVER DISTANCES UP
TO 50 MILES. SPECIFICALLY, A FLYING TEST BED (FLEEP-^FLYING LUNAR
EXCURSION ENVIRONMENTAL PLATFORM) IS TO BE DESIGNED AND BUILT
EMBODYING MANY OF THE PRINCIPLES AND DESIGN FEATURES REQUIRED OF THE
PROPOSED LUNAR FLYING VEHICLE. THE FLEEP VEHICLE WILL BE INSTALLED
AND TESTED ON THE LUNAR LANDING RESEARCH FACILITY (LLRF) WHICH IS
BEING MODIFIED SPECIFICALLY FOR THIS PURPOSE UNDER 127-51-18. ONE OF
THE FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LUNAR
FLYING VEHICLE IS THEUNCERTAINTY ABOUT THE PARTICULAR DESIGN FEATURES
AND SYSTEM CHARACTERISTIC WHICH AFFECT THE ABILITY OF THE ASTRONAUTS
TO PROPERLY FLY AND NAVIGATE WITH THIS VEHICLE. THIS UNCERTAINTY IS
DUE TO THE COMPLETE LACK OF ANY PRIOR VXPERIENCE IN THE UNIQUE LUNAR
ENVIRONMENT IND TO THE DIFFICULTIES TS REPRODUCING THE EQUIVALENT
FLIGHT CONDITIONS HERE ON EARTH. THE LLRF IS THE ONLY CURRENTLY
AVAILABLE FACILITY WHERE A MOVING BASE SIMULATION OF THESE LUNAR
CONDITIONS CAN BE PROVIDED. THIS FACILITY HAS BEEN USED SUCCtSSFULLY
FOR THE FAST PEN YEARS IN RESEARCH AND ASTRONAUT TRAINING LEADING TO
THE APOLLO LUNAR LANDING MISSIONS. THE INFORMATION TO BE GAINED FROM
THE FLEEP TEST PROGRAM WILL BE AVAILABLE IN A TIMELY MANNER FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF THE OPERATIONAL LUNAR VEHICLE AND FOR TRAINING OF THE
ASTRONAUTS .WHO WILL USE THE VEHICLE.
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RTOP NO. 150- 22-12 TITLZ: INTEGRATED SYSTEMS ANALYSIS t DEVELOPMENT
ANTENN
A
 SUBSYSTEMS (STADIN * NSPI)
FLIGHT CENTERTEL. 301-982-4973
RTOF N
O
. 150°° 22-13 •T
^g
ITLE;
ORGANIZATION. GODDARD SPACE
MONITOR: DURRA Me A. F.
TICHNICA L SUMMARY
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FEED SYSTEMS T HAT ARE EFFICIENT; DEVELOPING COMPUTER PROGRAMS wHrcH
ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE DESIGN OF PRACTICAL, VON-IDEALIZED ANTENNAS;
DESIGNING AND DEVELOPING ADAPTIVE AND DIGITXL CONTROL SYSTEMS;
DEVELOPING NEW ANTENNA DRIVE SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES WHICH INCREASE
RELIABILITY AN D TROUBLE FREE PERFORMANCE; AND DEVELOPING PROCEDURES
FOR A ®TOM & rI NG THE CHECKOUT AND OPERATION OF RF AND CONTROL
SUBSYSTEMS.
RTOP NO. 150-2214 TITLE: RECEIVER AND TRANSMITTER SUBSYSTEMS
(STADAN, MSPN)
ORGANIZATION: GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 SIMAS, V. R.	 TEL. 301-952-4936
RTOP NO. 150-22-15 TITLE: DATA HANDLING AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEMS
(STADAN, MSFN)
ORGANIZATION: GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MONITOR:	 COATES. R. J.	 TEL. 301-982-4809
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS TASK AREA ARE TO "DEVELOP A MORE
CONTROL OF A SATELLITE TRACKING STATION.
R. J.
THIS AREA ARE
OPTICAL TECHNIQUES AND EQUIPMENT TO
PROCESSING CAPABILITIES; TO DEVELOP
CORRECTING CODING SYSTEMS FOR FUTURE
TELEMETRY, WITH SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
RTOP NO. 150-22-16 TITLE:
ORGANIZATION: GODDARD SPACE
MONITOR:	 COATIS,
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVES OF
DATA PROCESSING AND REDUCTION SUBSYSTEMS
(STADAN, MSTY)
FLIGHT CENTER
TEL. 301-952-4809
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RTOP NO. 150-22-52 TITLE: INTEGRATED SYSTEMS/ ANALYSIS, DEVELOPMENT
AND TEST (DSN)
ORGANIZATION: JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
MONITOR:	 VICTOR, W.	 TEL. 213-354-4502
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS TASK AREA ARE TO DEVISE AND DEMONSTRATE
INTEGRATED TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS FOR THE DSN MARK
III. THESE SYSTEMS INCLUDE TELEMETRY AND COMMAND SYSTEMS OPERATING
AT HIGHER AND MORE VARIABLE RATES IN BOTH THE CODED AND UNCODED
MODES; RANGING SYSTEMS OPERATING AT EXTREMELY LOS" SIGNAL—TO—NOISE
RATIOS WHICH NEVERTHELESS PERMITRAPID ACQUISITIOsi; TRACKING SYSTEMS
OPERATING AT BOTH S AND X — BAND SIMULTANEOUSLY SO AS TO CALIBRATE THE
EFFECTS OF THE INTERVENING MEDIUM AND PERMIT THE MORE PRECISE
NAVIGATION REQUIRED ON GRAND TOUR MISSIONS TO THE OUTER PLANETS:
TRACKING STATION AND SPOF AUTOMATION, CONTROL, AND SIMULATION SYSTEMS
TO PERMIT MORE RELIABLE AND MULTIPLE — MISSION OPERATION, TO REDUCE
NETWORK OPERATING COSTS, AND TO REDUCE TURNAROUND TIME BETWEEN
DIFFERENT MISSIONS: ANb RELIABILITY — MONITORING SYSTEMS TO PERMIT THE
RAPID DETECTION AND REPLACEMENT OF WORN —OUT AND UNRELIABLE PARTS AND
SUBSYSTEMS IN THE DSN. BEEP SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT IS
ACCOMPLISHED IN THIS TASK AREA AND DEMONSTRATIONS OF ADVANCED
CAPABILITY ARE PERFORMED WHERE POSSIBLE AT THE VENUS TEST BED OF THE
DSIF.
RTOP NO. 150-22-53 TITLE: ANTENNA SUBSYSTEMS (DSN)
ORGANIZATION: JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
MONITOR:	 STEVENS* R.	 TEL. 213-354-4260
_	 TECHNICAL, SUMMARY
i.
	
	 THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS TASK AREA IS TO IMPROVE THE PERFORMANCE
OF THE GROUND ANTENNAS IN THE DSIF SO AS TO INCREASE EFFECTIVE
RECEIVED SIGNAL — TO — NOISE RATIO AND TRANSMITTED POWER * PERMIT
RECEPTION AT HIGHER FREQUENCIES, AND REDUCE TURNAROUND TIME BETWEEN
DIFFERENT MISSIONS USING THE SAME ANTENNA. IN PARTICULARs THE
COST — EFFECTIVE POSSIBILITIES OF LARGER APERTURE ANTENNAS FOR DATA
ACQUISITION ARE DETERMINED, USING MEASUREMENTS ON ALREADY—EXISTING
ANTENNAS. WHERE POSSIBLE, THE CAPABILITIES OF DSIF ANTENNAS IN NEW
OPERATIONAL CONFIGURATIONS ARE DEMONSTRATED IN RADIO SCIENCE AND
A	 IN—FLIGHT SPACECRAFT EXPERIMENTS AT THE VENUS SITE TEST BED.
RTOP NO. 150-22-54 TITLE: RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING SUBSYSTEMS
(DSN)
ORGANIZATION: JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
MONITOR:	 STEVENS. R.	 TEL. 213-354-4260
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
'.
	
	
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS TASK AREA IS THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE RADIO
FREOUENCY PORTION OF DSIF TRACKING STATIONS FOR THE MARK III NETWORK
TO PERMIT EFFECTIVE OPERATION AT REDUCED SIGNAL LEVELS; AT NIGHER
TRANSMITTED POWER LEVELS; WITH MORE STABLE FREQUENCIES; WITH NARROWER
RECEIVER BANDWIDTHS; AND WITH HIGHER RELIABILITY. FURTHERMORE # THE
GOAL IS TO MAKE RECEIVER AND TRANSMITTER OPERATION AS NEARLY
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AUTOMATIC AS ECONOMICALLY FEASIBLE IN ORDER TG INCREASE RELIABILITY,
DECREASE OPERATING COSTS, AND REDUCE MISSION CHANGED YER AND
PRE/POST-TRACK CALIBRATION TIME. WHERE POSSIBLEv NEW TRANSMITTING
AND RECEIVING SUBSYSTEMS ARE DEMONSTRATED IM RADIO SCIENCE AND
IN-FLIGHT SPACECRAFT EXPERIMENTS AT THE MENUS SITE TEST BED.
RTOP NO. 150--22-97 TITLE: SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEMS (LAUNCH VEHICLES)
ORGANIZATION: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
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MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS; (2) DATA COMPRESSION TECENCLoG?; (3) DATA
ACQUISITION TECHNOLOGY; (M) DATA RECORDING TECHNOLOGY; (5) ELECTRONIC
CIEC®ITS AND DEVICES; AND (6) DATA TRANSMISSION # RECEPTION, AND
RECORDING IMPROTEMENTS.
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